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Abstract
Advances in high performance computing (HPC) have provided a way to treat large,
computationally demanding tasks using thousands of processors. With the development of more
powerful HPC architectures, the need to create efficient and scalable code has grown more
important. Electronic structure calculations are valuable in understanding experimental
observations and are routinely used for new materials predictions. For the electronic structure
calculations, the memory and computation time are proportional to the number of atoms. Memory
requirements for these calculations scale as N2, where N is the number of atoms. While the recent
advances in HPC offer platforms with large numbers of cores, the limited amount of memory
available on a given node and poor scalability of the electronic structure code hinder their efficient
usage of these platforms.
This thesis will present new scaling and parallelization paradigms using MPI-3 sharedmemory functionality which extends the range of applicability of the UTEP-NRLMOL code to
large systems over 10,000 atoms, or using up to 67,000 basis functions, and making use of HPC
architectures using over 6,000 processors. This thesis also presents developments in selfinteraction correction (SIC) methods using the Fermi-Löwdin SIC method (FLOSIC) which
include application using state-of-the-art meta-GGA functionals like the SCAN functional. We
also develop a new local-scaling SIC method (LSIC) that outperforms the Perdew-Zunger SIC
method. We also develop a method to generate multiplicative effective potentials in the UTEPNRLMOL code from SIC Kohn-Sham orbitals and densities. Previous implementations of the
FLOSIC method have been limited to Gaussian-based codes. We develop the first implementation
of the FLOSIC method into the real-space methodology as implemented in the SPARC code.
Doing so requires the implementation of an alternative method to self-consistency in FLOSIC. We
vi

further explore self-consistency in FLOSIC using the Krieger-Li-Iafrate approximation to the
optimized effective potential and compare with previous implementations.
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Preface
This thesis summarizes results of scientific research conducted by the author, Carlos M.
Diaz. Results from chapters 4 and 5 have been previously published and are described below.
Chapter 4 is based on the article “Fermi-Löwdin orbital self-interaction correction using
the strongly constrained and appropriately normed meta-GGA functional” [J. Chem. Phys. 151,
154105 (2019)] by Y. Yamamoto, C. M. Diaz, L. Basurto, K. A. Jackson, T. Baruah, and R. R.
Zope [1]. Carlos M. Diaz implemented an approach of computing the Hamiltonian matrix elements
for metaGGA calculations and contributed to the results.
Chapter 5 is based on the article “A step in the direction of resolving the paradox of
Perdew-Zunger self-interaction correction” [J. Chem. Phys. 151, 214108 (2019)] by R. R. Zope,
Y. Yamamoto, C. M. Diaz, T. Baruah, J. E. Peralta, K. A. Jackson, B. Santra, and J. P. Perdew [2].
Carlos M. Diaz optimized the FLOSIC code to remove large bottlenecks and contributed to the
results.
The following chapters are currently being prepared for publication:
Chapter 3: Carlos M. Diaz, Luis Basurto, Tunna Baruah, Rajendra Zope, “Scalability
improvements of the UTEP-NRLMOL code for DFT calculations of large molecules”.
Chapter 6: Carlos M. Diaz, Santosh Adhikari, Luis Basurto, Tunna Baruah, Adrienn
Ruzsinszky, Rajendra Zope, “Kohn-Sham effective potentials from FLOSIC using RyabinkinKohut-Staroverov method”.
Chapter 7: Carlos M. Diaz, Phanish Suryanarayana, Qimen Xu, Tunna Baruah, John Pask,
and Rajendra Zope, “Implementation of Perdew-Zunger self-interaction correction in a finitedifference real space density functional code using Fermi-Löwdin orbitals”.
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Chapter 8: “Self-consistency in Fermi-Löwdin orbital self-interaction correction using the
Krieger-Li-Iafrate approximation”.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The discovery of materials and their uses have been very important for the progress of
human society throughout history. In recent times, materials discovery has produced dramatic
changes in the way of life. An important area in materials research has focused on meeting the
world’s growing energy demands through extensive research in the areas of alternative energies.
The development of photovoltaic (PV) devices has provided a promising path to meet these
demands. Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) in particular have attracted much attention as a low-cost
alternative to silicon-based solar cells.
The development of new materials has typically been through trial and error in
experimental labs, which requires a huge amount of effort and time. The process of developing
new materials can be significantly shortened by tapping into present day computational power and
methods. Ab-initio methods, particularly the density functional method, have reached amazing
predictive capability for structure and property relationships.
In Density Functional Theory (DFT), the properties of a system are described as a
functional of its ground state electron density. In the Kohn-Sham formulation of DFT (KS-DFT),
each electron is placed in an effective potential. This reduces the many-body problem of electron
interaction to N equations of non-interacting electrons, where N is the number of occupied
wavefunctions in a calculation. The DFT is exact theory but practical applications require
approximations to the energy component corresponding to the spin-correlations. While the Density
Functional Approximations (DFAs) used in practice have been largely successful, these
approximations introduce errors due to spurious electron self-interaction, which leads to many of
the failings of DFT. A theoretical background of the theory is presented in the next chapter.

3

Advances in high performance computing (HPC) have provided a way to treat large,
computationally demanding tasks using thousands of processors. With the development of more
powerful HPC architectures, the need to create efficient and scalable code has grown more
important. For electronic structure calculations, memory needs and computation time are
proportional to the number of atoms. Memory requirements for these calculations scale as 𝒪(𝑁 2 ),
where N is the number of atoms. For large systems, calculations become limited by the amount of
memory available on a given node.
In this thesis, we present developments to the UTEP-NRLMOL code, an electronic
structure DFT code, to overcome these bottlenecks to study large systems. Chapter 3 presents the
work done on the UTEP-NRLMOL code to improve scalability using sparse and distributed arrays,
shared memory allocation, and the development of a mesh splitting technique to manage memory
requirements. New parallelization paradigms were developed to make efficient use of the new
mesh splitting on HPC architectures and scaling is demonstrated up to 6,144 cores on systems up
to 34,720 basis functions.
Although DFT has been widely used, calculations suffer from what is known as selfinteraction error (SIE). In Chapter 2 we detail methods to remove theses errors using selfinteraction correction (SIC) methods. The most common approach to remove SIE is the PerdewZunger (PZ) SIC method which removes self-interaction error on an orbital by orbital basis.
Chapter 2 also describes the PZ-SIC scheme which makes use of Fermi-Löwdin orbitals known as
FLOSIC. The FLOSIC implementation of PZ-SIC is unitary invariant and size consistent. In
Chapter 4, we discuss the implementation of meta-GGA functional in the FLOSIC code, an
implementation based on the NRLMOL code. We also present the performance assessment of
SCAN meta-GGA functional with FLOSIC methodology for a large number of electronic
4

properties. The application of PZ-SIC show that the PZ-SIC often overcorrects the SIEs. Chapter
5 presents a new method that reduces the overcorrecting tendency of the PZ-SIC methodology. It
uses an iso-orbital indicator to identify regions where self-interaction corrections should be
applied. This local scaling SIC (LSIC) approach is described and results are presented for a wide
range of properties.
Obtaining multiplicative single effective potentials from orbital-dependent methods such
as FLOSIC requires approximations to the orbital effective potential equations such as the
Ryabinkin-Kohut-Staroverov (RKS) method. In Chapter 6 we detail the development of generating
effective potentials using the RKS method from FLOSIC and effects on occupied and unoccupied
orbital eigenvalues are presented.
Implementations of the FLOSIC method have thus far been limited to codes utilizing
Gaussian basis sets. Chapter 7 details the first implementation of the FLOSIC method in the realspace methodology as implemented in the SPARC code.
Lastly, Chapter 8 presents an alternative implementation of self-consistency for FLOSIC
method calculations using the Krieger-Li-Iafrate approximation. Results for total energies and
atomization energies are presented and compared with the current implementation of selfconsistency in FLOSIC.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background
The time-independent Schrödinger equation for a system containing M nuclei and N
electrons in atomic units can be written as
̂Ψ({R
⃗ 𝐴 }, {𝑟𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 }) = 𝐸Ψ({R
⃗ 𝐴 }, {𝑟𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 })
𝐻
where the wavefunction Ψ is a function of the nuclear coordinates ({𝑅⃗𝐴 }, 𝐴 = 1, … , 𝑀) and spatial
̂, in atomic units
and spin coordinates of electrons ({𝑟𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 }, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁). The Hamiltonian, 𝐻
(𝑚𝑒 = 𝑐 = ℏ = 1) can be written as:
𝑁

𝑀

𝑁

𝑁

𝑀

𝑀

1
1 2
1
𝑍𝐴 𝑍𝐵
̂ = − ∑ ∇2𝑖 − ∑
𝐻
∇𝐴 + ∑ ∑
+∑ ∑
2
2𝑀𝐴
|𝑟̂ − 𝑟̂𝑗 | 𝐴=1 𝐵>𝐴 |𝑅̂𝐴 − 𝑅̂𝐵 |
𝑖=1
𝐴=1
𝑖=1 𝑗>1 𝑖
𝑁

𝑀

− ∑∑
𝑖=1 𝐴=1

(2.1)

𝑍𝐴
|𝑟̂𝑖 − 𝑅̂𝐴 |

Here, 𝑀𝐴 is the ratio of mass of nucleus A to the mass of an electron and 𝑍𝐴 is the atomic number
of nucleus A. The first two terms represent the kinetic energies of the electrons and nuclei,
respectively. The third term is the Coulomb repulsion between electrons, the fourth is the repulsion
between nuclei, and the last is the attraction between the electrons and nuclei.
In Eq. (2.1), the second term becomes very small for even the lightest nuclei. In the BornOppenheimer approximation[3] this term is ignored and the nuclei are considered fixed with
respect to the electrons. Here, the nuclear repulsion can be considered as a fixed external potential
acting on the electrons. The resulting Hamiltonian due to this approximation becomes
𝑁

𝑁

𝑁

𝑁

𝑀

1
1
𝑍𝐴
̂ = − ∑ ∇2𝑖 + ∑ ∑
𝐻
− ∑∑
2
|𝑟̂𝑖 − 𝑟̂𝑗 |
|𝑟̂𝑖 − 𝑅̂𝐴 |
𝑖=1

𝑖=1 𝑗>𝑖

𝑖=1 𝐴=1

For a given set of atomic coordinates ({𝑅⃗𝐴 }), Eq. (2.1) can now be written as
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(2.2)

̂ Ψ({𝑥𝑖 }) = 𝐸Ψ({𝑥𝑖 })
𝐻

(2.3)

where we have combined the spatial and spin coordinates into a single variable using ({𝑥𝑖 }) =
({𝑟𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 }).
Difficulty arises in solving the 3N coordinates for an N-electron system. Many attempts to
solve this problem attempt to approximate solutions to this many-body problem by casting the
equation into one-electron Schrödinger-like equations.

2.1 Hartree-Fock Approximation
In 1930, Fock introduced a method [4] in which the wavefunction is approximated by a
single Slater determinant.
𝜙1 (𝑥1 ) 𝜙2 (𝑥1) … 𝜙𝑁 (𝑥1 )
1 𝜙1 (𝑥2) 𝜙2 (𝑥2 ) … 𝜙𝑁 (𝑥2 )
Ψ({𝑥𝑖 }) ≈ Ψ 𝐻𝐹 ({𝑥𝑖 }) =
|
|
⋮
⋮ ⋱
⋮
√𝑁!
𝜙1 (𝑥𝑁 ) 𝜙2 (𝑥𝑁 )…𝜙𝑁 (𝑥𝑁 )

(2.4)

The resulting wavefunction is anti-symmetric, which satisfies the requirements of Pauli’s
exclusion principle. This can be seen for a simple two-electron system:
Ψ(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) =

1
√2

[𝜙1 (𝑥1 )𝜙2(𝑥2 ) − 𝜙2 (𝑥1 )𝜙1(𝑥2 ) = −Ψ(x
⃗ 2 , 𝑥1)

The energy of the system is given by

7

(2.5)

̂|Ψ 𝐻𝐹 ⟩
𝐸 𝐻𝐹 = ⟨Ψ 𝐻𝐹 |𝐻
𝑁

1
= ∑ ∫ 𝜙𝑖∗ (𝑥𝑖 ) [− ∇2𝑖 + 𝑉 𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑥𝑖 )] 𝜙𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 )𝑑𝑥𝑖
2
𝑖=1

𝑁

𝑁

1
1
+ ∑ ∑ ∬ 𝜙𝑖∗ (𝑥𝑖 )𝜙𝑗∗ (𝑥𝑖 )
𝜙𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 )𝜙𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 )𝑑𝑥𝑖 𝑑𝑥𝑗
2
|𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑗 |

(2.6)

𝑖=1 𝑗=1
𝑁

𝑁

1
1
− ∑ ∑ ∬ 𝜙𝑖∗ (𝑥𝑖 )𝜙𝑗∗ (𝑥𝑖 )
𝜙𝑗 (𝑥𝑖 )𝜙𝑖 (𝑥𝑗 )𝑑𝑥𝑖 𝑑𝑥𝑗
2
|𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑗 |
𝑖=1 𝑗=1

Here, the second term is the Coulomb energy and the last term is referred to as the exchange
energy. When 𝑖 = 𝑗 the last two terms in 𝐸 𝐻𝐹 represent the self-Coulomb and self-exchange
energies of the orbital. In HF theory, these cancel out exactly and so the theory is by construction
self-interaction free.
A large drawback of HF theory arises due to the lack of so-called electron correlation
effects. Additionally, the method is computationally demanding. The N-electron wavefunction
Ψ(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑁 ) leads to a 3N-dimensional quantity that must be computed at all points in space
and HF calculations scale rapidly as 𝒪(𝑁 4 ) with the number of electrons.

2.2 Density Functional Theory
Hohenberg and Kohn proposed the Density Functional Theory (DFT) in 1964 [5] as a
practical way to study the electronic structure of atoms, molecules, and solids. In DFT, the electron
density 𝜌(𝑟) becomes the central quantity. By using the electron density rather than the wave
function, the complexity of the problem is reduced from a 3N problem to a function of only three
spatial coordinates.
𝜌(𝑟) = 𝑁 ∫ … ∫|Ψ(𝑥1, 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑁 )|2 𝑑𝜎1 𝑑𝑥2 … 𝑑𝑥𝑁
8

(2.7)

Due to its computational efficiency, the method has become one of the most widely used
in computational physics and chemistry. The basis for DFT relies on the following two key
theorems:
2.2.1 The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems
The first Hohenberg-Kohn (H-K) theorem states that the external potential 𝑣(𝑟) is a unique
functional of the electron density 𝜌(𝑟).
Proof: Suppose there are two different external potentials 𝑉1𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) and 𝑉2𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) which lead
̂1 and 𝐻
̂2 and
to the same ground state density 𝜌(𝑟). The potentials lead to the two Hamiltonians, 𝐻
̂1 , we have
wavefunctions Ψ1 and Ψ2. Since Ψ2 is not the ground state of 𝐻
̂1 |Ψ1 ⟩ < ⟨Ψ2 |𝐻
̂1 |Ψ2 ⟩
𝐸1 = ⟨Ψ1 |𝐻

(2.8)

The last term can be written
̂1 |Ψ2 ⟩ = ⟨Ψ2 |𝐻
̂2 |Ψ2 ⟩ + ⟨Ψ2 |𝐻
̂1 − 𝐻
̂2 |Ψ2 ⟩ = 𝐸2 + ∫ 𝜌(𝑟)[𝑉1𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) − 𝑉2𝑒𝑥𝑡 ]𝑑𝑟
⟨Ψ2 |𝐻

(2.9)

and Eq (2.8) can be simplified as
𝐸1 < 𝐸2 + ∫ 𝜌(𝑟)[𝑉1𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) − 𝑉2𝑒𝑥𝑡 ]𝑑𝑟

(2.10)

Similarly, by interchanging the subscripts we have
𝐸2 < 𝐸1 + ∫ 𝜌(𝑟)[𝑉2𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) − 𝑉1𝑒𝑥𝑡 ]𝑑𝑟

(2.11)

Adding ((2.10) and (2.11) we arrive at the contradiction 𝐸1 + 𝐸2 < 𝐸2 + 𝐸1 . This establishes the
fact that no two different external potentials can give the same ground state density. The density
uniquely determines the external potential to within a constant and it is the external potential for
an N-electron system that distinguishes the system properties. For example, the difference in the
ground state density of the H2 molecule and He atom, both of which contain the same number of
electrons, arises from the difference in the external potential.
9

The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states that the electron density that minimizes the
energy is the true electron density of the system.
Proof: Since all properties have been shown to be uniquely determined by a given 𝜌(𝑟),
the total energy functional in can be expressed as
𝐸𝐻𝐾 [𝜌] = 𝑇[𝜌] + 𝐸𝑛𝑒 [𝜌] + 𝐸𝑒𝑒 [𝜌] = 𝐹𝐻𝐾 [𝜌] + ∫ 𝜌(𝑟)𝑉 𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟)𝑑𝑟 + 𝐸𝑛𝑛

(2.12)

where 𝐸𝑛𝑛 is the interaction energy of the nuclei. The functional 𝐹𝐻𝐾 [𝜌] defined as
𝐹𝐻𝐾 [𝜌] = 𝑇[𝜌] + 𝐸𝑒𝑒 [𝜌]

(2.13)

is a universal functional of 𝜌(𝑟) since the kinetic energy and interaction energy are independent
of any external potential 𝑉 𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟).
Now take a ground state density 𝜌1 (𝑟) corresponding to and external potential 𝑉1𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟).
The energy of the system can be expressed as
̂1 |Ψ1 ⟩
𝐸1 = 𝐸𝐻𝐾 [𝜌1 ] = ⟨Ψ1 |𝐻

(2.14)

Now consider a different density 𝜌2 (𝑟) corresponding to a wavefunction Ψ2. The energy 𝐸2 is
shown to be greater than 𝐸1 since
̂1 |Ψ1⟩ < ⟨Ψ2 |𝐻
̂1 |Ψ2⟩ = 𝐸2 .
𝐸1 = ⟨Ψ1 |𝐻

(2.15)

Thus, the energy will be at a minimum only for the ground state density.
The H-K theorems show that once the energy functional 𝐹𝐻𝐾 [𝜌] is known, the density can
be varied to find the energy minimum, which will correspond to the true ground state density.
2.2.2 Kohn-Sham DFT (KS DFT)
While the H-K theorems show that in principle it is possible to obtain an exact solution to
the Schrödinger equation of a many-body system, the explicit form of the energy functional 𝐹𝐻𝐾 [𝜌]
is unknown. In Kohn-Sham DFT [6], the problem is simplified by representing the interacting
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system as a system of N non-interacting electrons and invoking the single-particle Kohn-Sham
orbitals to describe the kinetic energy term as:
𝑁

𝑁

𝑖

𝑖

(2.16)

1
1
𝑇𝑠 = − ∑⟨𝜓𝑖 |∇2 |𝜓𝑖 ⟩ = ∑ ∫|∇𝜓i (𝑟)|2 𝑑𝑟
2
2
The energy functional now takes the form

(2.17)

𝐸𝐾𝑆 [𝜌] = 𝑇𝑠 [𝜌] + ∫ 𝜌(𝑟)𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟)𝑑𝑟 + 𝑈[𝜌]

The electron-electron interaction term U contains the Hartree interaction, which is the
electron-electron classical Coulomb repulsion and the exchange-correlation energy:
𝑈[𝜌] =

1
𝜌(𝑟)𝜌(𝑟 ′ )
∬
+ 𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝜌].
|𝑟 − 𝑟 ′ |
2

(2.18)

The minimization of the total energy by variation of the electron density leads to a set of
single particle equations known as the Kohn-Sham equations which can be written as
1
(− 𝛻 2 + 𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝑟)) 𝜙𝑖 (𝑟) = 𝜖𝑖 𝜙𝑖 (𝑟)
2

(2.19)

where 𝜖𝑖 is the orbital energy of the ith K-S orbital 𝜙𝑖 . The electron density can thus be constructed
2
from the single-particle Kohn-Sham wave functions as 𝜌(𝑟) = ∑𝑁
𝑖 |𝜙𝑖 (𝑟 )| . The effective potential

at a given point in space can be written as
𝜌(𝑟 ′ ) 3 ′
𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝑟) = 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) + ∫
𝑑 𝑟 + 𝑉𝑥𝑐 [𝜌].
|𝑟 − 𝑟 ′ |
where the exchange-correlation potential is the functional derivative 𝑉𝑥𝑐 =

(2.20)

𝛿𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝜌 ]
𝛿𝜌

. In practice, the

exact form of the functional 𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝜌] is unknown and must be approximated. Below we mention
some widely used approximations.
Exchange- correlation functionals
11

Exchange-correlation functionals can be arranged using Jacob’s ladder [7]. Using this
system, functionals are described by increasingly complex forms as they move up the rungs.
i.

The local density approximation (LDA)

The earliest approximations depended only on the density, with the assumption the density
is locally uniform. These functionals can be written as
(2.21)

𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓

𝐿𝐷𝐴 [𝜌]
𝐸𝑥𝑐
= ∫ 𝜌(𝑟)𝜖𝑥𝑐 (𝜌(𝑟))𝑑𝑟

where 𝜖𝑥𝑐 is the exchange-correlation energy per particle. The more general local spin density
approximation (LSDA) can be formulated as a factor of the spin densities 𝜌↑ (𝑟) and 𝜌↓ (𝑟), or as
the total density 𝜌(𝑟) and the fractional spin polarization 𝜁(𝑟), defined as
𝜁(𝑟) =

𝜌↑ (𝑟) − 𝜌↓ (𝑟)
𝜌(𝑟)

(2.22)

𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓

Generally, the exchange and correlation are calculated separately so that 𝜖𝑥𝑐

𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓

= 𝜖𝑥

𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓

+ 𝜖𝑐

.

The analytical form of the LDA exchange energy is known exactly [8], [9]
1

4
3 3 3
𝐸𝑥𝐿𝐷𝐴 [𝜌] = − ( ) ∫ 𝜌3 (𝑟)𝑑𝑟
4 𝜋

(2.23)

Functionals for the correlation energy generally fit to many-body studies using quantum
Monte Carlo calculations, such as those by Ceperley and Adler [10]. Common functionals include
Perdew-Zunger (PZ) [11], Perdew-Wang (PW92) [12], and Vosko-Wilk-Nusair (VWN) [13].
ii.

The generalized gradient approximation (GGA)

The second rung of Jacob’s ladder additionally utilizes the gradients of density, ⃗∇𝜌(𝑟).
These functionals have been referred to as “semi-local” due to the dependence on this gradient.
GGA exchange functionals take the form
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𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓

𝐸𝑥𝐺𝐺𝐴 [𝜌↑ , 𝜌↓ ] = ∫ 𝜌(𝑟)𝜖𝑥

(2.24)

(𝜌(𝑟))𝐹𝑥𝐺𝐺𝐴 (𝑠)𝑑𝑟

The exchange enhancement factor, 𝐹𝑥𝐺𝐺𝐴 (𝑠), determines the amount of GGA exchange so when
the density gradient is zero, 𝐹𝑥𝐺𝐺𝐴 = 1. The quantity s is determined by
𝑠=

|∇𝜌(𝑟)|

(2.25)

1
4
2(3𝜋 2 )3 𝜌(𝑟)3

The choice of 𝐹𝑥𝐺𝐺𝐴 determines the GGA functional. Two popular GGA exchange functionals are
the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [14] and the Becke88 (B88) [15] functionals. These follow
the following enhancement factor forms:
𝐹𝑥𝑃𝐵𝐸 (𝑠) = 1 + 𝜅 −

𝐹𝑥𝐵88 (𝑠)

=1+

𝜅
𝜇𝑠 2
1+ 𝜅

(2.26)

𝛽𝑥(𝑠)2
𝐶[1 + 6𝛽𝑥(𝑠) sinh−1 (𝑥(𝑠))]

,

1

𝑥(𝑠) = 2(6𝜋 2 )3 𝑠

(2.27)

In PBE, the parameters 𝜅 and 𝜇 are determined through physical constraints, while the B88
parameters 𝐶 and 𝛽 are determined empirically through fitting.
GGA correlation energy (𝐸𝑐𝐺𝐺𝐴 ) functionals also take the form as a functional of s. Popular
correlation GGA functionals include PBE [14], PW91 [16], and Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP) [17]. A
large number of GGA functionals have been proposed [18], [19].
iii.

Meta-GGA functionals

The third rung of Jacob’s ladder use the second derivative of the density ∇2 𝜌(𝑟), or kinetic
1

energy densities 𝜏𝜎 = 2 ∑𝑖|∇𝜙𝑖 (𝑟)|2 . The meta-GGA exchange correlation energy has the form
𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐴 [𝜌
𝑚𝐺𝐺𝐴
𝐸𝑥𝑐
(𝜌↑ , 𝜌↓ , ⃗∇𝜌↑ , ⃗∇𝜌↓ , 𝜏↑ , 𝜏↓ )𝑑𝑟
↑ , 𝜌↓ ] = ∫ 𝜖𝑥𝑐
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(2.28)

The Strongly Constrained and Appropriately Normed (SCAN) functional was developed
to satisfy all 17 known constraints of a semi-local functional. SCAN performs well for total
energies of atoms and molecules, atomization energies, and short-range Van der Waals (vdW)
interactions. SCAN is also self-correlation free. In SCAN, the kinetic energy density 𝜏 is used to
construct an iso-orbital indicator 𝛼 defined as
𝛼=
where 𝜏 𝑊 =

|∇𝜌|2
8𝜌

𝜏 − 𝜏𝑊
>0
𝜏 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓

(2.29)

3

2

5

is the Weizsäcker kinetic energy density [ref] and 𝜏 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓 = ( ) (3𝜋 2 )3 𝜌3 is the
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kinetic energy density in the uniform-density limit. Other functionals that make use of an isoorbital indicator include revTPSS [20], [21], which uses 𝑧 =
𝜏
𝜏𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓

𝜏𝑊
𝜏

, and M06L [22], which uses 𝑡 −1 =

to differentiate orbital-overlap regions.
For the SCAN functional, it was found that a very dense numerical grid was needed due to

numerical instabilities created by 𝛼 when both the numerator and denominator are small. To
correct this behavior a regularized version of SCAN was developed (rSCAN) [23] which replaces
the 𝛼-dependent function in the problematic region 0 < 𝛼 < 2.5 by a 7th degree polynomial.
To obtain the exchange-correlation potential, the functional derivatives of 𝐸𝑥𝑐 are required.
In the case of Eq. (2.28), the functional derivative of the exchange-correlation energy with respect
to density is
𝛿𝜖𝑥𝑐 (𝜌(𝑟), ⃗∇𝜌(𝑟), 𝜏(𝑟))
𝛿𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝜌] 𝛿𝜖𝑥𝑐 (𝜌(𝑟), ⃗∇𝜌(𝑟), 𝜏(𝑟))
⃗
=
−∇
𝛿𝜌(𝑟)
𝛿𝜌(𝑟)
⃗ 𝜌(𝑟)
𝛿∇
(2.30)
+∫

𝛿𝜖𝑥𝑐 (𝜌(𝑟′), ⃗∇𝜌(𝑟⃗⃗⃗′ ), 𝜏(𝑟′)) 𝛿𝜏[𝜌](𝑟 ′ )
𝛿𝜏(𝑟 ′ )

𝛿𝜌(𝑟)
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𝑑𝑟 ′ ,

where the third term is obtained with the functional derivative chain rules. Typically, an exchangecorrelation functional is implemented in quantum chemistry software in such a way that
⃗ 𝜌,𝜏) 𝛿𝜖𝑥𝑐(𝜌,∇
⃗ 𝜌,𝜏)
𝛿𝜖𝑥𝑐 (𝜌,∇
,
,
⃗𝜌
𝛿𝜌
𝛿∇

be calculated as

and

⃗ 𝜌,𝜏)
𝛿𝜖𝑥𝑐(𝜌,∇
𝛿𝜏

𝛿𝜏 𝛿𝜓

are returned from subroutines. The

; however, computing
𝛿𝜓 𝛿𝜌

𝛿𝜓[𝜌](𝑟)
𝛿𝜌

𝛿𝜏[𝜌](𝑟)
𝛿𝜌

in Eq. (2.30) can

is difficult. It was suggested by Zahariev et

al. [24] and Yang et al. [25] that the Hamiltonian matrix elements of the pure meta-GGA exchangecorrelation potential can be written as follows, using integration-by-parts:
∫ 𝜓𝑖 (𝑟)

𝛿𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝜏[𝜌]]
1 𝛿𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝜏]
⃗∇𝜓𝑖 (𝑟̇ ) ∙ ⃗∇𝜓𝑗 (𝑟)𝑑𝑟 .
𝜓𝑗 (𝑟)𝑑𝑟 ≈ ∫
𝛿𝜌(𝑟)
2
𝛿𝜏(𝑟)

(2.31)

This approach of computing the Hamiltonian matrix elements is used for the meta-GGA
implementation in the FLOSIC and UTEP-NRLMOL codes.
iv.

Hybrid functionals

The fourth rung of Jacob’s ladder incorporate exact exchange from HF functionals. One of
the most widely used is the B3LYP [26] functional. The functional follows the form
𝐵3𝐿𝑌𝑃
𝐿𝐷𝐴
𝐸𝑥𝑐
= 𝐸𝑥𝑐
+ 𝑎0 (𝐸𝑥𝐻𝐹 − 𝐸𝑥𝐷𝐹𝐴 ) + 𝑎𝑥 𝐸𝑥𝐺𝐺𝐴 + 𝑎𝑐 𝐸𝑐𝐺𝐺𝐴

(2.32)

where B88 and LYP are used for the GGA exchange and correlation.
Another general class of hybrid functionals using only GGA functionals follows the form
ℎ𝑦𝑏

𝐷𝐹𝐴
𝐸𝑥𝑐 = 𝐸𝑥𝑐
+ 𝛼𝑥 (𝐸𝑥𝐻𝐹 − 𝐸𝑥𝐷𝐹𝐴 )

(2.33)

A given hybrid GGA is determined by varying 𝛼 and the exchange functional used. Setting 𝛼 to
¼ and using the PBE functional forms the PBE0 functional [27]. Hybrid meta-GGA functionals
similarly combine meta-GGA functionals with HF exchange.
Functionals which depend on a constant mixing factor 𝑎𝑥 are referred to as global hybrids.
Global hybrids behave asymptotically as − |𝑟

𝑎𝑥

2 −𝑟1 |
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which leads to underestimation of properties

such as ionization potentials [28], [29] and charge-transfer excitations [30]. One advancement to
correct this behavior was the development of range-separated hybrid functionals. These
functionals split the mixing of exact exchange into short-range and long-range terms. A further
advancement was the development of local hybrids, which use a real-space-dependent scaling
factor.
2.2.3 Eigenvalue Problem
Electronic structure calculations generally require expanding the wavefunction into a set
of basis functions in order to implement computational solvers. The atomic orbitals 𝜙 can be
expanded as a linear combination of 𝑁𝑏 basis functions using
𝑁𝑏

(2.34)

𝜙𝑖 = ∑ 𝐶𝑗𝑖 𝜒𝑗
𝑗

where 𝜒𝑗 are the basis functions and 𝐶𝑗𝑖 are the coefficients. The K-S equation (Eq. (2.19)]) can
then be expressed as the eigenvalue problem
𝑁𝑏

𝑁𝑏

(2.35)

∑ 𝐻𝑖𝑗 𝐶𝑗𝑖 = ∑ 𝜖𝑖 𝑆𝑖𝑗 𝐶𝑗𝑖
𝑗

𝑗

where the Hamiltonian matrix H is constructed as 𝐻𝑖𝑗 = ⟨𝜙𝑖 |ℎ̂|𝜙𝑗 ⟩ with the single-particle
Hamiltonian operator:
1
ℎ̂ = − 𝛻 2 + 𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝑟).
2

(2.36)

and the overlap matrix S is given by 𝑆𝑖𝑗 = ⟨𝜙𝑖 |𝜙𝑗 ⟩. The coefficients 𝐶𝑖𝑗 can now be obtained by
solving this generalized eigenvalue problem.
A popular early choice of basis functions was Slater type orbitals (STOs), due to their
similarity to solutions of the hydrogen atom. Today, Gaussian type orbitals (GTOs) have become
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one of the most popular choices in basis functions due to their computational efficiency. The
product of two GTOs is a finite sum of Gaussians centered on a point along an axis connecting
them. This property allows for simplifications in calculating two-electron integrals that greatly
reduce the number of computations when compared to STOs. In the NRLMOL code, orbitals are
expanded as GTOs using a large Gaussian basis set.
2.2.4 Self-consistent Field (SCF) cycle
In DFT, the ground state density and energy are obtained variationally starting with a trial
1

⃗ ) are solved and the new
density. The Kohn-Sham equations (− 2 𝛻 2 + 𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝜌)) 𝜙𝑖 (𝑟) = 𝜖𝑖 𝜙𝑖 (𝑟
Kohn-Sham orbitals are determined. The new electron density is constructed as 𝜌(𝑟) = ∑𝑖 𝑐𝑖 |𝜙𝑖 |2 .
The new density is then used for the new effective potential, 𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 , and the process is repeated until
the energy converges self-consistently to a given tolerance. In practice, only a fraction of output
density is used, and convergence acceleration schemes are used to speed up the convergence. In
our codes we use Johnson-Broyden mixing algorithm [31] to accelerate convergence selfconsistent process. The FLOSIC and UTEP-NRLMOL codes as in original NRLMOL code mix
effective potentials instead of electron density. Additionally, they also offer mixing of the
Hamiltonian matrix or density matrix. Once the self-consistency is achieved, the forces on the ions
are calculated. The diagram of the process is shown in Figure 2.1. The initial potential in the
NRLMOL based FLOSIC and UTEP-NRLMOL codes use a superposition of atomic potentials as
an initial guess.
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Figure 2.1 SCF convergence cycle
The total energy and the forces are used to move the positions of the ions to minimize the
total energy. The geometry optimization procedure is carried out using either LBFGS or conjugategradient scheme in the UTEP-NRLMOL code.

2.3 Self-Interaction Error
Early on it was observed that the Coulomb energy of a one-electron system in DFAs does
not vanish due to a spurious self-interaction [32]. In Hartree-Fock theory, this energy is exactly
cancelled out by a self-exchange term, but neglects correlation effects important in describing the
behavior of valence electrons. In approximate exchange-correlation functionals, this cancellation
is incomplete and gives rise to the self-interaction error (SIE). In neutral systems, this SIE results
1

in a potential that no longer obeys the expected − 𝑟 asymptotic behavior, which gives rise to
delocalization errors [33], [34] in DFT.
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In 1981, Perdew and Zunger[11] proposed a self-interaction correction (SIC) which
removes the self-interaction terms of each orbital according to
𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥
𝑃𝑍−𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝐸𝑥𝑐
= − ∑{𝑈[𝜌𝑖,𝜎 ] + 𝐸𝑥𝑐
[𝜌𝑖,𝜎 , 0]}.

(2.37)

𝑖,𝜎

Here, the orbital density 𝜌𝑖 is defined as 𝜌𝑖𝜎 (𝑟) = 𝑓𝑖𝜎 |𝜙𝑖𝜎 (𝑟)|2 . The terms 𝑈[𝜌𝑖,𝜎 ] is the exact self𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥
Coulomb energy and 𝐸𝑥𝑐
[𝜌𝑖,𝜎 , 0] is the approximate self-exchange-correlation energy. The

total exchange-correlation energy is then expressed as
𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥−𝑆𝐼𝐶

𝐸𝑥𝑐

𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥

= 𝐸𝑥𝑐

𝑃𝑍−𝑆𝐼𝐶
[𝜌↑ , 𝜌↓ ] + 𝐸𝑥𝑐

(2.38)

Later studies [35]–[38] showed that the orbitals used for constructing the SIC energy must
satisfy 𝒪(𝑁 2 ) localization equations given by
𝑆𝐼𝐶
(𝐻0𝜎 + 𝑉𝑖𝜎
)|𝜙𝑖𝜎 ⟩ = ∑ 𝜆𝜎𝑖𝑗 |𝜙𝑖𝜎 ⟩

(2.39)

𝑗
𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝑆𝐼𝐶
⟨𝜙𝑖𝜎 |𝑉𝑖𝜎
− 𝑉𝑗𝜎
|𝜙𝑗𝜎 ⟩ = 0
𝑆𝐼𝐶
where 𝑉𝑖𝜎
is the partial derivative

𝑃𝑍−𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝛿𝐸𝑥𝑐

𝛿𝜌𝑖𝜎

(2.40)

. Solving these equations using a Jacobi-like approach

[38] leads to 𝒪(𝑁 2 ) Jacobi updates. PZ-SIC displays scaling as 𝒪(𝑁 6 ) which makes it expensive
for large systems. Additionally, it has been shown that the method is not size-extensive and is not
invariant under the unitary transformation of the orbitals.
2.3.1 Fermi-Löwdin self-interaction correction
In 2014, Pederson and co-workers proposed a size-extensive, unitarily invariant
modification to the PZ-SIC method utilizing Fermi orbitals referred to as the Fermi-Löwdin orbital
self-interaction correction (FLOSIC) [39]. Fermi Orbitals (FOs) depend on the Fermi orbital
descriptor (FOD), 𝑎𝑖𝜎 and are constructed according to the equation
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𝐹𝑖𝜎 (𝑟) =

∗ (𝑎 )𝜓 (𝑟 )
∑𝛼 𝜓𝛼𝜎
𝑖𝜎
𝛼𝜎

(2.41)

√∑𝛼|𝜓𝛼𝜎 (𝑎𝛼𝜎 )|2

The FOs are then orthogonalized using Löwdin’s method of symmetric orthonormalization to
transform the FOs to a set of orthonormal orbitals, 𝜙𝑖𝜎 .
The energy can then be minimized as a function of the FODs. In the original FLOSIC
formulation, FODs were found using a brute-force approach. To speed up the search for optimal
FOD positions, later papers derived the derivatives of energy with respect to the FODs [40], which
results in the equations
𝑑𝐸 𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝑑𝜙
𝑑𝜙
= ∑ 𝜆𝑘𝑘𝑙 {⟨ 𝑘 |𝜙𝑙 ⟩ − ⟨ 𝑙 |𝜙𝑘 ⟩} ≡ ∑ 𝜆𝑘𝑘𝑙 Δlk,m
𝑑𝑎𝑚
𝑑𝑎𝑚
𝑑𝑎𝑚
𝑘𝑙

(2.42)

𝑘𝑙

with 𝜆𝑘𝑘𝑙 = ⟨𝜙𝑙 |𝐻0 + 𝑉𝑘𝑆𝐼𝐶 |𝜙𝑘 ⟩.
By obtaining the forces on the FODs, the minimization problem can be solved using
approaches used for optimizing molecular geometries such as the conjugate-gradient method. The
FLOSIC method thus reduces the number of parameters needed from 𝒪(𝑁 2 ) in traditional PZ-SIC
to 3𝑁 spatial FOD coordinates.
2.3.2 Self-Consistency in SIC
The orbital dependent potential constructed in SIC results in an orbital-dependent
Hamiltonian 𝐻𝑖𝜎 . For such cases, the SCF equation that needs to be solved is constructed as
𝑁𝜎

(2.43)

𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝜎
̂𝜎𝐾𝑆 + 𝑉𝑖𝜎
(𝐻
)𝜙𝑖𝜎 = ∑ 𝜆𝑗𝑖
𝜙𝑖𝜎
𝑗
𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟 )
where 𝑉𝑖𝜎
=−

𝛿{𝑈[𝜌𝑖 ]+𝐸𝑥𝑐[𝜌𝑖,0]}
𝛿𝜌𝑖 (𝑟)

𝑆𝐼𝐶
for occupied orbitals, and 𝑉𝑖𝜎
= 0 for virtual orbitals. Here,

𝜎
the solution contains both the diagonal and off-diagonal Lagrange multipliers 𝜆𝑗𝑖
. One must solve
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the set of coupled equations rather than the simple eigenfunction equation 𝐻𝑖𝜎 𝜓𝑖𝜎 = 𝜖𝑖𝜎 𝜓𝑖𝜎 which
is valid only when non-diagonal Lagrange multipliers can be neglected.
The first self-consistent calculations for molecules where performed by Pederson, Heaton,
and Lin [37], [38] using the unified Hamiltonian approach[41]. This approach constructs a single
Hamiltonian for all occupied orbitals according to the equation
𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐

(2.44)

𝐻𝑢 = ∑ (𝑃𝑖 𝐻𝑖 𝑃𝑖 + 𝑂̂ 𝐻𝑖 𝑃𝑖 + 𝑃𝑖 𝐻𝑖 𝑂̂ ).
𝑖

Here, they define the projection operators 𝑃𝑙 and the operator 𝑂̂ as
𝑃𝑙 𝑔 = ⟨𝜓𝑙 |𝑔⟩𝜓𝑙
𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐

𝑂̂ = 1 − ∑ 𝑃𝑙

(2.45)
(2.46)

𝑗

In this case, Eq. (2.43) is identical to 𝐻𝑢 𝜓𝑖 = 𝜆𝑖𝑖 𝜓𝑖 .
A simpler approximation sometimes used [42] neglects the off-diagonal Lagrange
multipliers, which may be negligible for certain systems. This form is constructed as
𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐

1
𝐻𝑢′ = ∑ 𝑃𝑗 𝐻𝑗 + 𝐻𝑗 𝑃𝑗 .
2

(2.47)

𝑖

The simplest self-consistent SIC approximate method is the average-density SIC (ADSIC),
which subtracts a fraction 1/N from the total density, where N is the number of electrons. More
sophisticated approaches have attempted to solve the optimized effective potential (OEP) through
the Krieger-Li-Iafrate (KLI) approximation [43], [44].
Geodecker and Umrigar performed a direct minimization of the SIC functional by deriving
its gradient under the constraint that the orbitals be orthogonal[45]. Vydrov and Scuseria
implemented a version of self-consistency [46] using a quasi-Newton direct minimization method.
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Gräfenstein, Kraka, and Cremer have reported an implementation [47] using a univariate search
method similar to that of Seeger and Pople [48].
Self-consistency in FLOSIC
The development of FLOSIC has necessitated the implementation of adapted selfconsistency schemes. The initial implementation made use of a Jacobi-like method for solving Eq.
(2.43) [49]. Later approaches adapted the unified Hamiltonian approach [50]. An approximation
to the OEP involving generating a Slater-averaged SIC potential are detailed in Chapter 7. This
Slater-averaged term can also be seen as the leading term in the more accurate KLI approximation.
Chapter 8 details the implementation of the KLI approximation for FLOSIC calculations.
2.3.4 RKS method
In FLOSIC implementations such as the Jacobi and UH approaches, only the occupied
orbitals are affected directly. Obtaining SIC corrected unoccupied eigenvalues typically involves
solving the OEP integral equation which is computationally very expensive. A computationally
efficient approach developed by Ryabinkin, Kohut, and Staroverov (RKS) [51] provides a practical
way to obtain effective potentials from SIC wavefunctions. The method and its implementation
are described further in Chapter 6.
In the subsequent chapter, we detail the computational algorithm and code developments
to the UTEP-NRLMOL code required to improve scalability of the code, particularly from the
standpoint of memory requirements, in order to take advantage of HPC architectures for large
calculations.
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Chapter 3: Scalability improvements of the UTEP-NRLMOL code for DFT
calculations of large molecules
3.0

Introduction
The density functional theory (DFT) has become one of the most widely used methods for

electronic structure calculations. In order to study larger and more complex systems, there is a
need to perform calculations on high performance computing (HPC) architecture. In order to use
the systems efficiently, DFT codes must be written to achieve high parallel scalability.
The memory available to a compute core has not grown with the number of cores per node.
This leads to a bottleneck in memory for many applications. In order to make use of computing
resources, memory must be managed effectively.
3.0.1 UTEP-NRLMOL
The UTEP-NRLMOL code is based on the Naval Research Laboratory Molecular Orbital
Library (NRLMOL) code; a quantum chemistry code for electronic structure calculations
principally developed by Mark Pederson and collaborators [52]. The code utilizes KS-DFT and
expands Kohn-Sham orbitals as a linear combination of Gaussian orbitals using a large polarized
all-electron Gaussian basis [53]. The default basis set was optimized for the PBE exchangecorrelation functional [14]. The code uses a variational mesh for calculation of Gaussian integrals
[54]. UTEP-NRLMOL is written primarily in Fortran. Sections of the code have been parallelized
using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [55] as well as ScaLAPACK library calls for matrix
diagonalization.
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Figure 3.1: Glu-Ala helix with mesh blocking
3.1 Parallelization Strategy
3.1.2 Mesh group parallelization
The first UTEP-NRLMOL parallelization aimed for dynamic load balancing by
implementing a manager-worker approach [55]. In this approach the root processor checks for
available worker processors and sends small subtasks. Worker processors then return to the queue
for remaining work once their subtasks are completed.
In this implementation, the allocation of large matrices and mesh-dependent arrays led to
a limiting factor in memory for systems of a few hundred atoms. In addition to the grid coordinates
and weights used to describe the mesh, arrays for potentials, electron density and its derivatives
are stored in memory during the code execution. For GGA calculations, this leads to 20 meshsized double precision arrays. While some memory could be freed by allowing a percentage of
processors on a node to idle, this resulted in an extremely inefficient use of resources. In addition,
for very large numbers of processor, it was unclear whether or not the single root processor could
hand out work as fast as the worker processors became available. As a way to move past these
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bottlenecks, a memory-scalable version of the UTEP-NRLMOL code was created by developing
a blocked mesh approach to calculations.
In this latest approach, the mesh and mesh-dependent arrays are divided into blocks
wherein a group of processors work on building the Hamiltonian contribution from their
corresponding block of mesh. Fig. 3.1 shows a Paraview rendering of the numerical grid used in a
DFT calculation of a glutamic acid-alanine (Glu-Ala) helix. Here, the mesh is divided into eight
blocks, shown in different colors. Each mesh block is then assigned a group of processors. During
an SCF cycle iteration, processors in a given group are used construct KS effective potentials and
their contributions to the Hamiltonian matrix elements.
Each processor works on their contribution to the Hamiltonian using the block of mesh k,
built according the block k of the mesh as
𝑘
̂𝑖𝑗𝑘 = ⟨𝜙𝑖 |𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝐻
|𝜙𝑗 ⟩

(3.1)

𝑘
Here, 𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓
contains the 𝑉𝑐 and 𝑉𝑥𝑐 on mesh block k. On the root node, the kinetic energy

contribution and external potential are also included. The results of each 𝑁𝑏2 matrices are then
reduced across nodes to construct the full Hamiltonian.
By dealing with the mesh this way, the memory requirements for the mesh of an arbitrarily
large system can be mitigated by increasing the number of processors and splitting into smaller
mesh groups as needed.
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Figure 3.2: SCF diagram.
3.2 Shared memory implementation
In the first implementation of this mesh splitting, each processor replicated the group’s
mesh weights and coordinates. By using the shared memory (shm) features of MPI-3, the requested
processors can be split into groups of processors which can share memory, such as processors
located on the same node. Arrays allocated using the mpi_win_allocate_shared function
can then be accessed by each processor in the shm group and only a single copy is needed per
node. Using this memory management, care must be taken in syncing data reads and writes in each
shm group, but because the mesh coordinates and weights do not change during the SCF cycle
they only need to be distributed and synced once at the beginning of the calculation.
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For the UTEP-NRLMOL code, the mesh may be blocked so that a mesh block utilizes
multiple nodes. In this case, shm arrays such as the mesh are duplicated across each node in the
mesh group. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the memory distribution in a system using 4 nodes with 4
processors per node and splitting the processors into two mesh groups. This shared memory
allocation model reduces memory requirements by a factor of the number of cores per node, e.g. a
factor of 24 for NERSC’s Edison system.

Figure 3.2: Mesh groups shown with processor’s rank within their shared memory group.
To further reduce memory requirements, the Hamiltonian matrix and wavefunctions are
also allocated in shared memory when needed. The Hamiltonian matrix, which is stored on a node
in compressed sparse row (CSR) format, is obtained by first calculating the potential contributions
for each block of mesh within a mesh group. The full Hamiltonian is then reduced first across
nodes within a group and then across the mesh groups. In this MPI+MPI approach, internode
communication of large arrays occurs only during these reductions and during diagonalization,
where the Hamiltonian is distributed across processors in the block-cyclic form needed for
ScaLAPACK routines.
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3.2.1 Manager-worker parallelization
While the mesh blocking approach was developed to increase memory scalability,
parallelization efficiency is also affected. In calculating the Coulomb potential, the manager passes
work to the worker processors in its group. For small processor counts, the manager also does
some work when all other processors are busy. This is controlled by the parameter NMAST which
uses a default value of 25. If 𝑁𝑐 < 𝑁𝑀𝐴𝑆𝑇 ∗ 𝑁𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛 , the manager processor only passes work and
does not perform any calculations itself. This helps lessen any waiting time created if the manager
is still busy when a process becomes free. For large numbers of processors, communication costs
become a factor, as the manager may not process enough work to send out as fast as processors
become available. In this new mesh block approach, increasing the number of mesh groups can
also lessen this communication cost since it decreases the number of workers each manager has to
pass work to.
By increasing the number of groups, a given group will see a decrease in the amount of
work per process, while also decreasing the number of processors per group. This can also help
scalability due to inefficiencies in using large numbers of processors. In this paper we investigate
the performance effects of the mesh block approach. We restrict our tests to the extreme cases
using a minimum and maximum number of mesh groups and the default value of NMAST.

Table 3.1: Water cluster systems used for strong scaling runs
System

H2O molecules

Basis functions

W006

32

992

W009

100

3,100

W011

190

5,890

W020

1,120

34,720
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Figure 3.3: Number of non-zero (NNZ) elements in the Hamiltonian vs the number of basis
functions for water clusters and Glu-Ala helices. A dashed line and a dash-dotted line
are shown to represent linear and quadratic scaling, respectively. Using the last five
points of each system, we obtain a fit for water clusters with 2.3 ∗ 10−3 𝑥 2 +
2,621.6𝑥 − 1.0 ∗ 10−7and a fit for the Glu-Ala helices with 6.0 ∗ 10−17𝑥 2 +
1,294.9 𝑥 − 8.9 ∗ 105.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Memory requirements
All the systems run could be run on a single Edison node except for the W020 cluster. This
cluster initially required 4 nodes to run using a single mesh group. By splitting the mesh as
described in section 3.2, the system can be run using a minimum of two nodes with two mesh
groups. To maintain consistency across scaling runs, all W020 calculations were performed using
a minimum of two mesh groups.
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A large portion of memory requirements come from the mesh group arrays and blockcyclically distributed matrices needed for ScaLAPACK routines. By increasing the processor
count, memory requirements for the block-cyclically distributed matrices are distributed across all
cores and the mesh arrays can be reduced by splitting into an increasing number of mesh groups.
One limiting factor in memory is the allocation of the sparse Hamiltonian during its
construction. Memory requirements for the Hamiltonian can be estimated by considering that only
a single copy is needed per node and by estimating the sparsity of the system. In Fig. 3.3 we can
see the sparsity of both systems begin approaching linear scaling above 5,000 basis functions.
Using this fit, a 16 GB Hamiltonian stored in the CSR format would correspond to a system of
405,511 basis functions (~13,081 water molecules) and a sparsity of 1.74%. A water cluster system
of 1,033,323 basis functions (33,333 water molecules) would require an estimated 57.6 GB at
0.97% sparsity. Similarly, a 1 million basis function system of the Glu-Ala system would only
require 14.5 GB due to the increased sparsity of the system (0.26%) and stronger linear scaling.
Currently the largest memory storage requirement comes from storing the wavefunctions,
which grow as 𝑁𝑏𝑎𝑠 ∗ 𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐 , where 𝑁𝑏𝑎𝑠 is the number of basis functions and 𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐 is the number
of occupied orbitals in the system. One possible way to reduce this memory usage is to store the
2
density matrix instead of the wavefunctions. Although the density matrix grows as 𝑁𝑏𝑎𝑠
, it is stored

in a sparse format which may lead to lower memory usage as the system size increases, especially
for systems that have a large band gap.
3.3.2 Strong scaling
In order to demonstrate an efficient use of resources, we measure the reduction of time for
a given system by increasing the number of processors. In this section, we discuss the speedup
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obtained by increasing the number of processors for a given system. Amdahl’s law gives a
definition of speedup, 𝕊, from using 𝑁𝑐 cores as
𝕊(𝑁𝑐 , 𝑆) =

𝑡1
1
=
𝑡𝑁𝑐 𝑆 + 1 − 𝑆
𝑁

(3.2)

𝑐

where 𝑡1 and 𝑁𝑐 are the execution times in serial and using 𝑁𝑐 cores, respectively, and S is the
fraction of the code that is not parallelized. Often, determining 𝑡1 may not be possible for large
calculations due to memory or time limitations, so it is useful to redefine the speedup using a
baseline number of cores, b, as
𝕊(𝑁𝑐 , 𝑆) =

𝑡𝑏
𝑁𝑐 𝑆(𝑏 − 1) + 1
=
𝑡𝑁𝑐
𝑏 𝑆(𝑁𝑐 − 1) + 1

(3.3)

where 𝑡𝑏 is the execution times using b cores. The efficiency, E, is defined as the speedup over
𝕊

number of cores used, 𝑁 , which is is 1 in the ideal case. Using a baseline of b cores, the efficiency
𝑐

can be calculated as
𝑏
.
𝑁𝑐

(3.4)

𝑏 𝑡𝑏
)
𝑁𝑐 𝑡𝑁𝑐

(3.5)

𝐸𝑏 (𝑁𝑐 ) = 𝕊 ∗
This can be written in terms of the execution times as
𝐸𝑏 (𝑁𝑐 ) = (

Ahmdahl’s law, as given in Eq. (3.2), is a useful simplification, but leaves out effects such
as load balancing and overhead arising from processor communication. In order to attempt to
model the communication overheads, the efficiency plots were fit with an additional term 𝑓(𝑁𝑐 )
in the denominator of Eq. (3.2) to model communication overheads giving
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𝕊(𝑁𝑐 , 𝑆) =

𝑡1
1
=
𝑡𝑁𝑐 𝑆 + 1 − 𝑆 + 𝑓(𝑁 )
𝑐
𝑁

(3.6)

𝑐

Communication overhead forms of 𝑁𝑐 , 𝑁𝑐 (𝑁𝑐 + 1), and 𝑁𝑐 log 2 𝑁𝑐 were tried to fit the largest
system tested.
For timings we used the average of the second and third iteration where available. This was
done to try to separate the effects of one-time setup routines only done in the first iteration and the
fast initial Hamiltonian construction based on a potential guess. For W020 we use only the second
iteration, due to the expense of the large calculations. We also examine the scaling of the most
expensive parts of the SCF iteration, the Coulomb potential and the Hamiltonian matrix
construction.
Wall-clock times and efficiency
We created strong scaling profiles for four systems of water clusters as listed in Table 3.1.
We report wall-clock time speedup as well as efficiencies at scaled processor counts. We use a
baseline of 24 cores for the W002, W009, and W011 systems. For the W020 system, a baseline of
96 cores was used in order to be able to complete two iterations under the 48-hour time limit. In
addition, memory usage necessitated using a minimum of 2 groups, as described in section 3.1
which halves the memory requirements for mesh-dependent arrays. We also examine the effect of
using one group per node, which splits the mesh further.
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Figure 3.4: Total time needed per iteration. The suffix 'a' designates runs completed using two
groups for w020 and one group otherwise. The suffix 'b' designates runs completed
using one group per node. Dashed lines show ideal linear scaling.
In Fig. 3.4 we show the wall-time for calculation of the water clusters. We see that for
higher processor counts the time levels off, and in some cases becomes slower. To better
understand the effect on efficiency we also plot the speedup of the calculations, along with the
measured efficiency at selected points in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Speedup of SCF cycle as a function of the number of cores used for water clusters. Top
row: W006 and W009. Bottom row: W011 and W020. Efficiency is shown at selected
points. The blue circles denote runs using two groups for W020 and one group
otherwise while the red diamonds denote runs using one group per node. The baseline
used is 96 cores for W020 and 24 cores otherwise. The dashed lines show the
Amdahl’s law fit for the shown S fraction. Selected points report efficiency. The
diagonal line shows ideal scaling with respect to the baseline calculation.
Using a single mesh group (i.e. no mesh splitting), efficiency above 70% is obtained
running W006 (96 atoms) on 384 processors (84% efficiency), W009 (300 atoms) on 768
processors (88%), W011 (570 atoms) on 1,536 processors (79%). The W020 (3360 atoms) system
could be run on 1,536 processors at 87% efficiency, but dropped to 47% when doubling the
processor count to 3,072.
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Splitting the mesh to one group per node, efficiency above 70% is obtained running W006
(96 atoms) on 384 processors (74% efficiency), W009 (300 atoms) on 768 processors (79%),
W011 (570 atoms) on 1,536 processors (74%). The W020 (3360 atoms) system could be run on
1,536 processors at near 100% efficiency compared to the baseline and could be extended to 3,072
processors at 78% efficiency.
These plots show there is a steeper drop-off in efficiency when using 1 group and a more
gradual drop-off when splitting the mesh to one node per group. This behavior is system dependent
and larger systems fare better with one node per group for large processor counts. Optimal
efficiency may also be improved by experimenting with different numbers of mesh groups. For a
256-node calculation, for example, it would also be possible to run the calculation using 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 groups.
W020 analysis
For the runs on the 1,120 water molecule W020 structure using 2 groups, we see divergence
from the predicted Amdahl scaling at 1,536 processors, which corresponds to 86% efficiency. At
3,072 processors the efficiency drops to 47%. Using one group per node we see an improvement
in efficiency. We see superlinear scaling at 768 processors (108% efficiency), and at 1,536
processors we still maintain 100% efficiency, after which we see a drop to 78% using 3,072
processors and to 44% using 6,144 processors.
By fitting to Amdahl’s law, we obtain a serial fraction of S=1.2 ∗ 10−4 which holds until
1,536 processors for 2 groups, and to 3,072 for one node per group. The divergence after this point
may come from communication overheads. By modeling the effect of the overhead using several
forms on the order of 𝑁𝑐 , 𝑁𝑐 (𝑁𝑐 − 1), and 𝑁𝑐 log 2 𝑁𝑐 , we find closest fits with an 𝑂(𝑁𝑐 (𝑁𝑐 − 1))
fit for runs using two groups, and using 𝑂(𝑁𝑐 log 2 𝑁𝑐 ) for runs using one group per node.
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Figure 3.6: Efficiency plotted as a function of number of cores for the 1,120 water molecule w020
cluster. SCF iteration efficiency plotted using 2 mesh groups (blue triangles) and 1
node/group (red circles). Also plotted are efficiencies for the most computationally
demanding sections of the SCF cycle: construction of the Coulomb potential and
Hamiltonian matrix.
Fig. 3.6 plots efficiency of the most time-consuming sections of the code. At 48 cores the
runs are equivalent since this is the size of a group. This system was not able to be run on a single
node as memory limits were reached due to the block-cyclic distribution of large matrices on a
single node requiring in effect the allocation of full 𝑁 × 𝑁 matrices on a single node. The
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calculation is possible on two nodes, but could not finish an iteration in the 48-hour wall clock
time-limit. Due to these issues, we use 96 cores as the baseline for our efficiency plots here.
We see that the construction of coulomb potentials is the leading factor of the efficiency
for a calculation. For the matrix construction, the efficiency fares much worse for the 1 node/group
runs. While the time spent here is much less than that for the potential construction, this results in
a drop of 8-13% efficiency for the SCF iteration compared to the efficiency of the Coulomb
section.
3.3.3 System size scaling

Figure 3.8: System size scaling for Glu-Ala helices and water clusters. Solid and dashed lines
represent quadratic and linear scaling, respectively.
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Another important measure of scalability is scaling of wall-clock time with respect to the
system size. To study this scaling of UTEP-NRLMOL, we investigate two types of systems:
spherical clusters of water molecules and Glu-Ala helix systems. The wall-clock time per SCF
cycle is reported in Fig. 3.8 as a function of the number of atoms for water clusters and Glu-Ala
helices. We report scaling using 96 cores and 384 cores for each type of systems.
As the system sizes are increased, the SCF iteration can be seen to approach cubic scaling,
as shown by slope of the solid black line. Also plotted are the most time-consuming parts of the
code: construction of the Coulomb potential and of the Hamiltonian matrix elements. Conventional
Kohn-Sham DFT codes are often limited by diagonalization, which is known to exhibit cubic
scaling. In the case of UTEP-NRLMOL, the ScaLAPACK routines used for diagonalization are
well parallelized, and diagonalization did not become a contributing factor to the total time for the
systems tested.
At 200-300 atoms, Hamiltonian construction begins to approach linear scaling, shown by
the slop of the dashed line, with factors around 180𝑁 for water and 7.66𝑁 for the Glu-Ala helices.
At these systems sizes, the computation time per SCF cycle is dominated by the Coulomb potential
calculation and the iteration and Coulomb plots in Fig. 3.8 begin to overlap. Water clusters exhibit
slightly higher than quadratic scaling (𝑁 2.165) while Glu-Ala helices are lower (𝑁1.86). The
differences in scaling are likely due to the increased sparsity of the linear Glu-Ala helices.

3.4 Conclusion
We report the development of a new parallelization of the UTEP-NRLMOL code designed
to be highly scalable in memory in order to study large systems. We developed a mesh-blocking
implementation which allows the numerical grid to be split and divided among processors in order
to reduce the grid-based allocations. We also make use of MPI-3.0 shared memory features to
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further reduce memory requirements These developments have allowed calculations of systems
previously not possible with the code. One of the largest systems able to be run so far is the 11,650
atom Glu-Ala helix, making use of 67,204 basis functions using the 3-21GSP basis set.
We investigate the scaling of this new parallelization utilizing up to 6,144 processors and
systems of up to 34,720 basis functions. Strong scaling runs show that splitting the mesh to use 1
mesh group per node extends scaling efficiency compared to using all processors on a single mesh
group. We fit to Amdahl’s law basic one-parameter model for scaling, along with two-parameter
model for the largest system tested to model communication costs. These fits show that the
independent mesh groups reduce communication costs for large numbers of processors. We also
investigated system size scaling for water clusters and Glu-Ala helices and find that the code
approaches quadratic scaling at large system sizes. We find that the code is currently limited by
the construction of the Coulomb potential, which dominates the wall-clock time for the largest
systems.
The current work helps to inform further improvements and choice of number of
processors, group size, etc. for most efficient use of computational systems. Currently, there is
work in progress to apply the Fermi-Löwdin self-interaction correction (FLOSIC) method into this
version of the code. In the FLOSIC method, potentials and energies from orbitals can be done
independently, and so further parallelization over orbitals is being explored.
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Chapter 4: Fermi-Löwdin orbital self-interaction correction using the
strongly constrained and appropriately normed meta-GGA functional1
4.1
Introduction
Density functional theory (DFT) has been widely used to study the electronic structure of
various types of materials from atoms and molecules to nanostructures to periodic materials. The
popularity of DFT stems from its low computational expense combined with relatively good
accuracy. The self-interaction error (SIE) that arises from the density functional approximations
(DFAs) of the exchange-correlation functional is well-documented [11]. This error arises since
the self-Coulomb energy is not completely canceled by the self-exchange energy when the exact,
but unknown, exchange-correlation functional is approximated. This leads to a number of
problems. For example, the one-electron potential in DFA does not have the correct asymptotic
behavior due to the presence of the SIE, leaving the highest occupied orbitals in stable anions
unbound as a result.
The Perdew-Zunger self-interaction correction formalism (PZ-SIC) is a one-electron selfinteraction-free approximation where an orbital by orbital correction is applied to the DFA total
energy [11]. A number of implementations of SIC to DFT exist [45]–[47], [56]–[69], including a

1

Reproduced from Y. Yamamoto, C. M. Diaz, L. Basurto, K. A. Jackson, T. Baruah, and

R. R. Zope , “Fermi-Löwdin orbital self-interaction correction using the strongly constrained and
appropriately normed meta-GGA functional”, J. Chem. Phys. 151, 154105 (2019) with the
permission of AIP publishing.
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recent implementation by Jónsson et al. using complex orbitals that has shown promising results
[70]. The PZ-SIC formalism corrects SIE, but it also leads to an orbital-dependent theory since
the orbital-dependent total energy is not invariant under a unitary transformation of the occupied
orbitals. The set of orbitals that yields the minimum self-interaction corrected total energy
therefore must be found. Pederson et al. showed that these minimum-energy local orbitals satisfy
additional pairwise conditions known as the localization equations (LE) [37], [38]. Varying the
N2 elements of a unitary transformation to find local orbitals that satisfy the LE is a process that
scales poorly with increasing numbers of orbitals, making the solution of the LE computationally
challenging. Another problem with traditional PZSIC is that it is not formally size-extensive. The
canonical Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals tend to delocalize with increasing system size. In the limit of
very large sizes and very delocalized orbitals, the correction terms in PZ-SIC tend to zero[71].
This leads to a breakdown of size extensivity when the lowest-energy correction for a single atom
is positive.
An alternative approach to solving the LE in PZ-SIC was introduced by Pederson, Perdew, and
Ruzsinszky through the use of Fermi-Löwdin orbitals (FLO) [72] to evaluate the PZ-SIC total
energy. (The resulting method is known as FLOSIC.) The FLOs are orthonormal local orbitals
that are a linear combination of Fermi orbitals (FO). The FOs depend on the density matrix and
spin density at certain points in space called Fermi orbital descriptors (FODs). The FOs are
obtained from the KS orbitals as

𝐹𝑂 (𝑟 )
𝜙𝑖𝜎

=

∗
𝜎
∑𝑁
𝑗 𝜓𝑗𝜎 (𝑎𝑖𝜎 )𝜓𝑗𝜎 (𝑟 )

√𝜌𝜎 (𝑎𝑖𝜎 )

(4.1)

where ψjσ, ρσ, aiσ, Nσ denote KS orbital, total electron density, FOD, and number of occupied
orbitals of spin σ, respectively. The FO transformation is unitarily invariant, i.e. the same set of
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FO’s is produced by any orthonormal set of orbitals spanning the occupied space. The total energy
in FLOSIC therefore depends on the FOD positions and the LE do not need to be applied. In
addition, because the FLOs are localized, the FLOSIC method restores size extensivity [72].
The FO are determined by the positions of the FODs; therefore, only 3N variables are needed
to determine the optimal set of local orbitals, compared to N 2 coefficients of a unitary
transformation needed in traditional PZ-SIC. Thus, in principle, FLOSIC provides a
computationally simpler way to incorporate the self-interaction correction. In practical FLOSIC
calculations, optimal FOD positions are found using gradients of the energy with respect to FOD
positions, in a procedure analogous to molecular geometry optimizations [40], [73]. A number of
studies have been conducted using the FLOSIC method [39], [49], [72], [74]–[80].
To date, FLOSIC has been applied mostly to the LDA level of theory where nearly all
properties of atoms and molecules are significantly improved [49], [74], [81]. On the other hand,
SIC-based improvements are known to be less uniform with semi-local generalized gradient
approximations (GGA) and meta-GGAs [46], [82], [83]. Recently, Perdew and coworkers have
provided insight into this problem [83], showing that the lobed one electron densities needed for
applying SIC are problematic for semi-local functionals such as the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof
(PBE) [14], [84] GGA and the strongly constrained and appropriately normed (SCAN) [85]–[87]
meta-GGA. While the use of complex orbitals can lessen the problem, it does not eliminate it [83].
In related work, Santra and Perdew showed applying SIC to a semi-local functional causes
appropriate norms that are built in to the functional to be violated [88].
Because these recent developments may lead to new approaches to implementing SIC and
because SCAN is the most successful nonempirical semi-local functional for predicting the
properties of atoms, molecules, and solids, it is important to thoroughly benchmark the
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performance of SCAN when used with the existing FLOSIC methodology. We note that although
some initial applications of FLOSIC-SCAN were included in the recent publications [83], [88],
this article presents the details of the FLOSIC-SCAN implementation for the first time, including
a description of refinements to the numerical integration grid that are necessary to insure accurate
results. It also gives a full account of how FLOSIC-SCAN performs for a number of properties
such as atomic energies, ∆-SCF ionization potentials and electron affinities, ionization potential
estimates from the HOMO energies of atoms and molecules, dissociation energies using
benchmark sets that are known to be sensitive to SIEs, and atomization energies. In all cases, we
compare the performance of FLOSICSCAN to that of FLOSIC-LDA and FLOSIC-PBE and the
uncorrected SCAN functional. We also examine the effectiveness of using FODs optimized at the
FLOSIC-LDA level in FLOSIC-SCAN calculations.
Finally, we also investigate the quality of the self-consistent FLOSIC-DFA electron density by
using it in place of the corresponding self-consistent DFA density in the parent DFA functional.
Since the FLOSIC method restores the correct asymptotic behavior to the DFA potential for a
localized system, it is expected to improve the quality of the density in the asymptotic region.
Hence, the more physically correct electron density from FLOSIC, when combined with an
accurate functional such as SCAN, may lead to improved estimates of total energies by removing
density driven errors [89], [90]. Our results show that using the FLOSIC density in the parent
functional often leads to electronic properties near equilibrium that are improved over those of
the parent functional.
This article is organized as follows. In Sec. 4.2, we present our computational method and also
discuss the implementation of SCAN in the FLOSIC code. Calculated data for the atoms and their
ionization potentials and electron affinities using the FLOSIC method are discussed in Sec. 4.3.1
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FLOSIC total and atomization energies of selected molecules are presented and discussed in Sec.
4.3.2. FLOSIC dissociation energies are presented in Sec. 4.3.3. Finally in Sec. 4.3.4, we discuss
the eigenvalues of the highest occupied molecular orbitals using FLOSIC.

4.2
Computational Method
All of the results presented in this manuscript are calculated with the FLOSIC code, which is
based on the UTEP version of the NRLMOL code [91], a Gaussian orbital-based electronic
structure code [52], [54], [55]. Among the features included in this version is an interface to the
exchange-correlation library called LIBXC. The latter provides access to a large number
exchange-correlation functionals [18], [19]. The FLOSIC code inherits the optimized Gaussian
basis sets of NRLMOL [53] and an accurate numerical integration grid scheme [54]. In all of our
calculations, the default NRLMOL basis sets are used. A recent study which studied ionization
potentials and enthalpies of formation using FLOSIC approach, the default NRLMOL basis set
was found to provide results comparable to the cc-pVQZ basis set [92]. The SIC calculations
require finer mesh as orbital densities are involved in calculation of orbital dependent potentials.
A default NRLMOL mesh for FLOSIC calculation, on average, has 25000 grid points per atom.
This results in integration of charge density that is accurate to the order of 10 −8e. The exchangecorrelation (XC) functionals used in this study are the LSDA implementation of Perdew and Wang
(LDA) [12] Perdew, Burke & Ernzerhof (PBE) [14], [84], and SCAN [87].
FLOSIC calculations require an initial set of trial FOD positions. Whenever they are available,
previously reported FOD positions are used as starting points. In other cases, FODs are generated
from scratch and further optimized using a conjugate gradient algorithm. We use the convergence
criteria of 10−6 Ha on the FLOSIC total energy for these optimizations. We find that FLOSICLDA optimized FOD positions are typically a good starting point for FLOSIC-PBE and FLOSIC44

SCAN calculations. For example, the FOD positions for neutral atoms shifted an average of only
0.073 Bohr after optimization with FLOSIC-SCAN, while keeping similar overall arrangements.
Meta-GGA functionals, including SCAN, are sensitive to the numerical details of a calculation,
and this sensitivity extends to FLOSIC-SCAN calculations. The standard variational integration
mesh method [54] employed in the FLOSIC code provides good accuracy for the LSDA and PBE
functionals, but not for SCAN calculations. Semi-local meta-GGA functionals use a
dimensionless variable defined as
𝛼=

𝜏 − 𝜏𝑊
>0
𝜏𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓

(4.2)

2

⃗ 𝜌| /8𝜌 is the Weizsäcker kinetic energy density,
where τ is the kinetic energy density, 𝜏 𝑊 = |∇
3

2

and 𝜏 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓 = (10) (3𝜋 2 )3 𝜌5\3 is the kinetic energy density at the uniform-density limit. The
numerical challenges of using SCAN are related to changes in α. Recently, Bartók and Yates
showed that the numerical instabilities arising from switching function in SCAN can be eliminated
by modifying the switching function [23]; however, such modification results in violation of some
exact constraints. The exchange enhancement factor of SCAN has a mathematical form given as
𝐹𝑥 (𝑠, 𝛼) = {ℎ1𝑥 (𝑠, 𝛼) + 𝑓𝑥 (𝛼)[ℎ𝑥0 (𝑠, 𝛼) − ℎ1𝑥 (𝑠, 𝛼)]}𝑔𝑥 (𝑠),
𝑓𝑥 (𝛼) = exp [−

𝑐1𝑥 𝛼
𝑐2𝑥
] 𝜃(1 − 𝛼) − 𝑑𝑥 exp [
] 𝜃(𝛼 − 1),
1−𝛼
1−𝛼
𝑠=

⃗ 𝜌|
|∇

1 4,
2
2(3𝜋 )3 𝜌3

(4.3)
(4.4)

(4.5)

Where ℎ1𝑥 (𝑠, 𝛼) is a function of s and α, gx(s) is a function of s, ℎ𝑥0 = 1.174, s is dimensionless
density gradient, c1x, c2x, and dx are interpolation parameters, and θ(x) is a step function of x [87].
Figure 1 shows fx(α) (Eq. (4)) and its derivative,

𝑑𝑓𝑥 (𝛼)
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𝑑𝛼

, as functions of α. A large oscillation of

𝑑𝑓𝑥 (𝛼)
𝑑𝛼

is seen near α = 1. A high density of grid points is needed in the areas where the
𝑑𝑓𝑐 (𝛼)

changes rapidly in space, and similarly for the

𝑑𝛼

𝑑𝑓𝑥 (𝛼)
𝑑𝛼

term

function used in the correlation term. The

enhanced mesh used in the FLOSIC code was designed to provide this. To obtain numerically
converged results, following procedure was adopted. We begin by adding radial points with
uniform increments until the integrals are converged. This is a brute force approach of mesh
generation. This is done to eliminate any assumption about the problematic (α ≈ 1) region. We
then decrease the number of radial grid points in the region farther from the nuclei by maintaining
the same grid density in the problematic (α ≈ 1) region. It is ensured that the integrals accuracy
remains same (10−8 Ha for exchange-correlation energy) while reducing the grid density. This
approach has worked well but still results in a numerical mesh that is approximately three to six
times larger than the default variational mesh. The SCAN mesh used in this work is roughly
140,000 grid points per atom. This results in integration of charge density which is accurate in the
order of 10−10e. Further improvement of the numerical grid to reduce the need of such dense grid
is being explored and will be reported in future.
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α
Figure 4.1: A plot of fx(α) (Eq. 4) and dfx(α)/dα used in the SCAN exchange enhancement factor.
A large oscillation of dfx(α)/dα is seen near α = 1
4.2.1 Meta-GGA implementation
The meta-GGA exchange-correlation energy has the form given as

𝐸𝑋𝐶 [𝜌↑ , 𝜌↓ ] = ∫ 𝑒𝑋𝐶 (𝜌↑ , 𝜌↓ , ⃗∇𝜌↑ , ⃗∇𝜌↓ , 𝜏↑ , 𝜏↓ )𝑑𝑟,
⃗⃗

(4.6)

where eXC is the exchange-correlation energy density function, ρ↑ and ρ↓ are electron spin densities,
and τ↑ and τ↓ are kinetic energy density. The kinetic energy density is calculated from the KS
orbitals ψi as
𝜏(𝑟) =

1
∑ ⃗∇𝜓𝑖 (𝑟) ⋅ ⃗∇𝜓𝑖 (𝑟).
2

(4.7)

𝑖

To obtain the exchange-correlation potential, functional derivatives of EXC are required. In the
case of Eq. (6), the functional derivative of exchange-correlation energy with respect to density is
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⃗ 𝜌(𝑟), 𝜏(𝑟))
⃗ 𝜌(𝑟), 𝜏(𝑟))
𝛿𝑒𝑋𝐶 (𝜌(𝑟), ∇
𝛿𝐸𝑋𝐶 [𝜌] 𝛿𝑒𝑋𝐶 (𝜌(𝑟), ∇
⃗
=
−∇
𝛿𝜌(𝑟)
𝛿𝜌(𝑟)
⃗ 𝜌(𝑟)
𝛿∇
(4.8)
+∫

𝛿𝑒𝑋𝐶 (𝜌(𝑟 ′ ), ⃗∇𝜌(𝑟 ′ ), 𝜏(𝑟 ′ )) 𝛿𝜏[𝜌](𝑟 ′ )
𝛿𝜏(𝑟 ′ )

𝛿𝜌(𝑟)

𝑑𝑟 ′

where the third term is obtained with the functional derivative chain rules. Typically, an exchangecorrelation functional is implemented in quantum chemistry software in such a way that
⃗ 𝜌,𝜏)
𝛿𝑒𝑋𝐶 (𝜌,∇
𝛿𝜌

, and

calculated as

⃗ 𝜌,𝜏)
𝛿𝑒𝑋𝐶 (𝜌,∇
𝛿𝜏

𝛿𝜏 𝛿𝜓
𝛿𝜓 𝛿𝜌

are returned from subroutines. The

; however, computing

𝛿𝜏[𝜌](𝑟)
𝛿𝜌

in Eq. (8) can be

𝛿𝜓[𝜌](𝑟)
𝛿𝜌

; is difficult. It was suggested by Zahariev et

al. [24] and Yang et al. [25] that the Hamiltonian matrix elements of the pure meta-GGA
exchange-correlation potential can be written as follows, using integrations-by-parts:
∫ 𝜓𝑖 (𝑟)

𝛿𝐸𝑋𝐶 [𝜏[𝜌]]
𝜓𝑗 (𝑟)𝑑𝑟
𝛿𝜌(𝑟)
(4.9)

1 𝑑𝐸𝑋𝐶 [𝜏]
⃗ 𝜓𝑖 (𝑟) ⋅ ∇
⃗ 𝜓𝑗 (𝑟)𝑑𝑟
≈ ∫
∇
2
𝛿𝜏(𝑟)
This approach of computing the Hamiltonian matrix elements is used for the meta-GGA
implementation in the FLOSIC code.
4.2.2 FLOSIC
FLOSIC uses the PZ-SIC total energy expression that removes the self-interaction of the
occupied orbitals on an orbital by orbital basis:

𝐸 𝑆𝐼𝐶 [𝜌↑ , 𝜌↓ ] = 𝐸[𝜌↑ , 𝜌↓ ] − ∑ ∑(𝑈[𝜌𝑖𝜎 ] + 𝐸𝑋𝐶 [𝜌𝑖𝜎 , 0])
𝜎

(4.10)

𝑖

where σ is the spin index, i is the orbital index, and Niσ is the number of orbitals for spin σ. 𝜌_ ↑
and 𝜌↓ denote spin up and spin down electron densities. 𝜌𝑖𝜎 = |𝜙𝑖𝜎 |2, where the φiσ are the Fermi48

Löwdin orbitals (FLO). The FO are constructed from a transformation on the KS orbitals using
Eq. (1). These are normalized, but not mutually orthogonal. Löwdin orthogonalization yields the
FLOs.
The DFA-SIC single particle equations are
𝑁𝜎
𝑆𝐼𝐶
(𝐻𝜎𝐷𝐹𝐴 + 𝑉𝑖𝜎
)𝜙𝑖𝜎 = ∑ 𝜆𝑗𝑖𝜎 𝜙𝑗𝜎 .

(4.11)

𝑗

These are satisfied self-consistently for a given choice of the FODs, following the approach of
Ref. [49]. We use an SCF convergence tolerance of 10−6 Ha.

4.3

Results and Discussion
4.3.1

Atoms: total energies, ionization energies, and electron affinities

The focus of this work is to give a comprehensive assessment of the results of FLOSICSCAN
calculations. To do that we compare these to corresponding results for FLOSIC-LDA, FLOSICPBE, and for the corresponding uncorrected DFA’s.
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Figure 4.2: Atomic total energies (in Ha) for LDA (black circles), FLOSIC-LDA (red squares),
and LDA@FLOSIC-LDA (blue diamonds), compared against the reference values of
Ref. [93]. (E − ERef)/Ne is shown, where Ne is the number of electrons.
The FLOSIC energies for atoms from H–Ar (Z = 1 − 18) can be compared against accurate nonrelativistic total energies reported by Chakravorty et al.[93]. The deviation of the calculated total
energies are given on a per electron basis as (E − ERef)/Ne, where E is the FLOSIC energy, ERef is
the reference energy, and Ne is the number of electrons in the given system. The results are shown
in Fig. 4.2–4.4, and the numerical errors of FLOSIC energies with respect to ERef are presented in
Table 4.1. As noted in earlier works [72]–[74] we find that the total energies with LSDA improve
within the FLOSIC method (shown in Fig. 4.2) with a decrease in mean absolute error (MAE)
from 0.73 Ha (LSDA) to 0.38 Ha (FLOSIC-LSDA). On the other hand, both PBE and SCAN total
energies show a larger deviation when corrected for self-interaction using FLOSIC as shown in
Figures 3 and 4. The MAEs for total energy with PBE and FLOSIC-PBE are 0.083 and 0.159 Ha
respectively; for SCAN and FLOSIC-SCAN the MAE’s are 0.019 and 0.15 Ha. Thus, FLOSIC-
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PBE and FLOSIC-SCAN perform better than LSDA and FLOSIC-LSDA, but not as well as PBE
and SCAN.
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Figure 4.3: Atomic total energies (in Ha) for PBE (black circles), FLOSIC-PBE (red squares), and
PBE@FLOSIC-PBE (blue diamonds), compared against the reference values of Ref.
[93]. (E − ERef)/Ne is shown, where Ne is the number of electrons.
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Figure 4.4: Atomic total energies (in Ha) for SCAN (black circles), FLOSIC-SCAN (red squares),
and SCAN@FLOSIC-SCAN (blue diamonds) compared against the reference values
of Ref. [93]. (E − ERef)/Ne is shown, where Ne is the number of electrons.
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Table 4.1: Mean absolute error (MAE in Ha) of the total energies of atoms with Z = 1−18 calculated
with various methods when compared against reference values given in Ref. [93].
Method
LDA
FLOSIC-LDA
LDA@FLOSIC-LDA
PBE
FLOSIC-PBE
PBE@FLOSIC-PBE
SCAN
FLOSIC-SCAN
SCAN@FLOSIC-SCAN

MAE (Ha)
0.726125
0.380502
0.734249
0.082958
0.159131
0.089404
0.019197
0.147113
0.017547

DFT calculation using accurate electron densities can eliminate density driven errors and give
better energies [89], [94]. Since SIC restores the correct asymptotic behavior of the potential and
one-electron self-interaction freedom [88], it can provide a more physically reasonable density
than a DFA calculation. It is therefore of interest to calculate the total energies using the selfconsistent FLOSIC density in the standard GGA (PBE) and metaGGA (SCAN) functionals. We
denote these results as DFA@FLOSIC-DFA. For example, the SCAN@FLOSIC-SCAN is the
result obtained by using the self-consistent FLOSICSCAN electron density to evaluate the SCAN
total energy. The DFA@FLOSIC-DFA with LDA, PBE, and SCAN produces atomic total
energies that are very close to the self-consistent total energies of the respective DFA as shown in
Figs. 2–4. For completeness, we also tested the FLOSIC-LDA and FLOSIC-PBE densities in
SCAN. The SCAN@FLOSICSCAN, SCAN@FLOSIC-PBE and SCAN@FLOSIC-LDA
energies are very close, indicating that the respective FLOSIC densities are similar. Note that
these DFA@FLOSIC-DFA results are obtained at no additional computational cost beyond that
of the FLOSIC calculations.
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We also calculated the ionization potentials (IPs) for H–Kr atoms with FLOSIC applied to the
LDA, PBE, and SCAN functionals. The FOD optimization of cations is performed independently,
and the resulting cation total energy Ecat is then used to calculate the IP as
𝐸𝐼𝑃 = 𝐸𝑐𝑎𝑡 − 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡

(4.12)

The results from FLOSIC-LDA, FLOSIC-PBE, and FLOSIC-SCAN calculations are summarized
in Table 4.2, and the energy differences from corresponding experimental energies [95] are shown
in Fig. 4.5. FLOSIC-LDA tends to overestimate the IPs with a few exceptions. On the other hand,
FLOSIC-PBE and FLOSIC-SCAN energies underestimate the experimental values. The mean
absolute percentage errors (MAPE) in ionization energies are 7.68, 5.13, and 5.18 % for LDA,
PBE, and SCAN, respectively. The MAPE values in IP are 5.01, 5.04, and 3.30 % for FLOSICLDA, FLOSIC-PBE, and FLOSIC-SCAN respectively. For all three functionals, the values of IP
are reduced overall with SIC compared to without. The IPs of PBE and SCAN are over-corrected
with SIC. This is seen in the sign of mean errors (ME); with SIC, the ME in IP changes from
0.342 to −0.230 eV for PBE and from 0.277 to −0.278 eV for SCAN. In terms of mean absolute
errors (MAE), FLOSIC improves the MAE for LSDA, from 0.619 to 0.402 eV, but increases it
for PBE, from 0.397 to 0.468 eV. The MAE is improved from 0.398 to 0.299 eV for SCAN and
FLOSIC-SCAN. The results for LSDA and PBE are consistent with those of Vydrov and Scuseria
[57]. By comparing the SIC energy corrections for the neutral atoms and their cations, we observe
that the overcorrection of IPs with semi-local functionals occurs because the neutrals have a larger
positive correction than the cations, in most cases. We point out that the optimization of the FOD
at the level of the meta-GGA is important. We compared our FLOSIC-SCAN results with those
calculated using descriptors optimized with FLOSIC-LDA. We find that the IPs with FLOSICSCAN show a sizable improvement after performing FOD optimization. The MAE using
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FLOSIC-LDA optimized FODs is 0.448 eV; this decreases to 0.299 eV upon FLOSIC-SCAN
optimization. This reduction comes about in part by improving the Co IP. Using FLOSIC-LDA
FODs, the error for Co is −5.082 eV; using FLOSIC-SCAN FODs, the error drops to −0.137 eV.
This points to the importance of optimizing the FODs with a consistent functional.
Similarly to what we have done for the total energy of atoms, we performed
DFA@FLOSICDFA calculations for the IP. PBE@FLOSIC-PBE gives MAPE of 4.91 %, which
is a smaller error than both PBE and FLOSIC-PBE. For SCAN@FLOSIC-SCAN (MAPE =
5.28%), we do not see a performance improvement compared to SCAN (5.18%) or FLOSICSCAN (3.30%).

Figure 4.5: Ionization energies (in eV) of atoms computed using FLOSIC-LDA (blue circles),
FLOSIC-PBE (red squares), and FLOSIC-SCAN (green diamonds). The energies are
obtained by ∆-SCF and compared against the experimental values of Ref. [95].
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Table 4.2: Deviation of calculated (∆-SCF) ionization potentials from experimental values for
atoms Z = 2 − 36 for several methods. Mean errors (ME, in eV), mean absolute errors
(MAE, in eV), and mean absolute percentage errors (MAPE) are shown.
Method

ME (eV)

LDA
FLOSIC-LDA
LDA@FLOSIC-LDA
PBE
FLOSIC-PBE
PBE@FLOSIC-PBE
SCAN
FLOSIC-SCAN (LDA FOD)
FLOSIC-SCAN (Optimized FOD)
SCAN@FLOSIC-SCAN (LDA FOD)
SCAN@FLOSIC-SCAN (Optimized FOD)

0.586
0.214
0.482
0.342
-0.230
0.272
0.277
-0.278
-0.123
0.244
0.241

MAE (eV)
0.619
0.402
0.521
0.397
0.468
0.372
0.398
0.448
0.299
0.402
0.402

MAPE (%)
7.68
5.01
6.45
5.13
5.04
4.91
5.18
5.17
3.30
5.28
5.28

Finally, the electron affinities (EA) of the atoms were computed by taking the difference EA =
Eneut − Eanion. For the anion calculations, we added additional single Gaussian orbitals (s, p, and dtype) to the default NRLMOL basis set to account for the more diffuse nature of the anion wave
functions. These extra orbitals share the same Gaussian exponents that are obtained using the
relation β(N + 1) = β(N)2/β(N − 1) where β(N) is the N-th Gaussian exponent in the basis. We
computed EAs for H, Li, B, C, O, F, Na, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ti, Cu, Ga, Ge, As, Se, and Br, for
which experimental EA values are available in Ref. [96]. In all the DFA anion calculations, the
orbital eigenvalue of the highest occupied orbital becomes positive due to SIE [11], implying that
the fully charged anions are not truly bound in DFA. Despite this, we adopt the common practice
of computing EA values by taking total energy difference of an atom and its anion via ∆-SCF.
These are listed in Table 4.3 and are comparable to those reported by Vydrov and Scuseria [97].
The application of SIC results in negative HOMO orbital energies, due to the improved description
of the exchange potential in the asymptotic region. FLOSIC-PBE and FLOSIC-SCAN generally
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underestimate the EAs as seen from ME and MAE as well as in Fig. 4.6. Overall, the performance
of FLOSIC-LSDA is the best among the three FLOSIC-DFAs.
DFA@FLOSIC-DFA calculations were also performed for EA similarly to the IP calculations.
For all three functionals, the errors with respect to experimental values are noticeably reduced
compared to the pure DFA calculations (cf. Table 4.3). This suggests that density driven errors
may be particularly important in describing the EA.

Figure 4.6: Electron affinities (in eV) of 20 atoms computed using LDA (blue circles), PBE (red
squares), SCAN(green diamonds), FLOSIC-LDA (black triangles), FLOSIC-PBE
(magenta crosses), and FLOSIC-SCAN (green xs). The energies are obtained by ∆SCF and compared against the experimental values of Ref. [96].
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Table 4.3: Electron affinities of 20 atoms calculated with various methods and compared to
experimental values [96]. Mean error (ME) and mean absolute error (MAE) are
shown, both in eV.
Method
LDA
FLOSIC-LDA
LDA@FLOSIC-LDA
PBE
FLOSIC-PBE
PBE@FLOSIC-PBE
SCAN
FLOSIC-SCAN
SCAN@FLOSIC-SCAN

ME
0.359
-0.133
0.227
0.159
-0.531
0.038
0.093
-0.341
0.031

MAE
0.362
0.189
0.231
0.172
0.531
0.080
0.148
0.341
0.126

4.3.2 Atomization energies
FLOSIC-LDA, -PBE, and -SCAN are also used to calculate the total and atomization energies
(AE) of a set of 37 molecules. This supplements the FLOSIC-SCAN results that appeared recently
[83]. Most of the molecules are taken from the G2/97 test set [98]; in addition, we include the six
molecules from the AE6 test set [99], as well as HBr, LiBr, NaBr, FBr, Br2, and cyclopentadienyl.
Most of the geometries for these molecules were optimized using B3LYP with the 6-31G(2df,p)
basis [96]. The geometries for O2, CO, CO2, C2H2, Li2, CH4, NH3, and H2O were optimized using
the PBE functional and the default NRLMOL basis set. FOD positions were initially optimized
using FLOSIC-LDA and further optimized for FLOSIC-SCAN.
The atomization energy of a molecule is defined as
𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚

𝐸𝑎 = ∑ 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑙 > 0,

(4.13)

𝑖

where Ei is the energy of individual atoms, Natom is the number of atoms in the given molecule,
and Emol is the total energy of a molecule. Table 4.4 summarizes the errors in calculated AEs for
DFA only, FLOSIC-DFA, and DFA@FLOSIC-DFA calculations. The experimental energies are
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taken from Ref. [96]. The MAEs are 99.0, 65.7, 196.0, 84.3, and 73.7 kJ/mol for PBE, SCAN,
FLOSIC-LDA, FLOSIC-PBE, and FLOSIC-SCAN respectively. At the DFA level, SCAN
performs much better than PBE resulting in the smallest MAE of 65.7 kJ/mol and MAPE of 5.22
% among all five cases. On the other hand, FLOSIC-PBE and FLOSIC-SCAN results are
generally worse than those of their parent functionals. We find that FLOSIC-LDA performs the
worst of the above five cases with overestimated AE for many systems and especially for Br 2 for
which the MAPE is 13.42 %. FLOSIC-PBE and FLOSIC-SCAN atomization energies have
similar MAEs and MAPEs. It is interesting to note that for FLOSIC-SCAN, the MAE is 94.5
kJ/mol using LDA-optimized FODs and it improves to 73.7 kJ/mol after FOD optimization in
FLOSIC-SCAN, indicating again that it is important to optimize FODs at a consistent level of
theory.
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Figure 4.7: Atomization energies of molecules compared against reference experimental values
found in Ref. [96]. (E − ERef)/ERef is shown: (a) DFA, (b) FLOSIC, and (c)
DFA@FLOSIC-DFA.
Table 4.4: Atomization energies for the test set of molecules featured in Fig. 7. Mean absolute
errors (MAE, in kJ/mol), mean percentage errors (MPE), mean absolute percentage
errors (MAPE), and root mean square errors (RMS, in kJ/mol) are shown.
Method

MAE
(kJ/mol)
195.95
267.41
98.99
84.30
88.85
65.69
94.50
73.72
63.38
62.84

FLOSIC-LDA
LDA@FLOSIC-LDA
PBE
FLOSIC-PBE
PBE@FLOSIC-PBE
SCAN
FLOSIC-SCAN (LDA FOD)
FLOSIC-SCAN (Optimized FOD)
SCAN@FLOSIC-SCAN (LDA FOD)
SCAN@FLOSIC-SCAN (Optimized FOD)

MPE (%) MAPE (%)
11.93
22.78
7.24
-4.81
5.93
3.01
-4.84
-6.78
2.31
2.35

13.42
23.00
8.64
9.67
7.72
5.22
10.45
10.24
5.10
5.05

RMS
(kJ/mol)
321.16
381.49
146.48
114.21
133.27
102.42
131.78
97.83
98.82
97.87

Application of SIC generally results in an underestimation of the AEs compared to uncorrected
DFA calculations (see Fig. 4.7). This is similar to results seen previously for semi-local
functionals [97]. In the FLOSIC calculations with semi-local functionals, we observe that SIC
treatment raises the total energies of the molecules more than it raises the combined total energies
of separated atoms with a few exceptions. This observation was also noted by Shahi et al. for real
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localized SIC orbitals [83]. Consequently, the SIC treatment lowers atomization energies
according to Eq. (13).
We find that DFA@FLOSIC-DFA improves atomization energies with respect to both the
parent DFA and FLOSIC-DFA calculations. The MAPE in AE for PBE is 8.64% while that for
FLOSIC-PBE is 9.67%. The MAPE for PBE@FLOSIC-PBE, on the other hand, is considerably
smaller 7.72%. Similar improvement is also observed for SCAN. The MAPE of
SCAN@FLOSIC-SCAN (5.05%) is smaller than both the FLOSIC-SCAN (10.24 %) and SCAN
(5.22 %).

4.3.3 Dissociation energies
We use SIE11 and SIE4×4 test sets [100], [101], sets of benchmark reactions that are known
to be sensitive to self-interaction errors, to investigate the performance of FLOSIC-SCAN on the
dissociation energy calculations. The SIE11 test set consists of 11 systems that are directly
affected from SIE. The SIE4×4 set consists of 4 positively charged dimers (𝐻2+ , 𝐻𝑒2+ , (𝑁𝐻3 )+
2 ,
and (𝐻2 𝑂)+
2 ) separated at four different distances R from the equilibrium distances Re (R/Re=1.0,
1.25, 1.5, and 1.75); this set is designed to capture the effects of pure one-electron SIE. Previously,
Sharkas et al. studied both SIE11 and SIE4×4 with FLOSIC-LDA and FLOSIC-PBE and found
that removal of self-interaction improves the performance in both case [77]. The dissociation
energy is given as the difference of the complex total energy E(X) and the fragments E(X+) and
𝐸(𝑋2+ )) as
𝐸𝐷 = 𝐸(𝑋) + 𝐸(𝑋 + ) − 𝐸(𝑋2+ ).

(4.14)

The results are compared against the reference values in Ref. [100] and are shown in Table 4.5.
For LDA and PBE, we find MAE decreases from DFA to FLOSIC. The DFA calculations
overestimate the total energies of both complexes and fragments, and it leads to large errors in the
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dissociation energies. FLOSIC is able to correct the total energies and improves errors in
dissociation. This is expected since a removal of SIE should improve the results. SCAN has
relatively small self-interaction compared to other functionals, and DFA-SCAN shows smaller
MAE in SIE11 (10.4 kcal/mol) than that for FLOSIC-LDA (11.7 kcal/mol). In those data sets, the
SIC treatment improves the performance of SCAN. We find that FLOSIC-SCAN (MAE = 5.7
kcal/mol for SIE11 and 2.2 kcal/mol for SIE4×4) performs very well among the three functionals
under both DFA and FLOSIC.
Table 4.5: SIE11 and SIE4×4 dissociation energies calculated by various methods and compared
to reference values from Ref. [100]. Mean absolute errors (MAE, in kcal/mol) of
SIE11 (5 cationic, 6 neutral, and 11 combined systems) and SIE4×4 are shown.
Method
LDA
FLOSIC-LDA
LDA@FLOSIC-LDA
PBE
FLOSIC-PBE
PBE@FLOSIC-PBE
SCAN
FLOSIC-SCAN
SCAN@FLOSIC-SCAN

SIE11, 5 cationic
22.9
14.8
20.1
12.7
8.9
9.6
10.4
5.1
8.8

SIE11, 6 neutral
13.4
9.0
8.9
10.9
6.4
4.5
9.9
6.2
4.9

SIE11
17.8
11.7
14.1
12.1
7.5
7.2
10.4
5.7
6.9

SIE4×4
27.5
3.0
21.2
23.3
3.4
15.1
17.9
2.2
12.4

The SIE11 set is divided into five positively charged cationic and six neutral systems.
DFA@FLOSIC-DFA calculations improve the errors for the neutral systems. This implies that
those neutral systems are susceptible to density driven errors. For the SIE11 cationic systems, on
the other hand, the MAEs of DFA@FLOSIC-DFA fall between FLOSIC and DFA indicating that
full SIC treatment is needed. We observed the similar results for SIE4×4 where full SIC is required
as this dataset contains stretched bonds.
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Figure 4.8: Deviation of −εHO from the corresponding experimental ionization potential [95] (in
eV) for atoms with Z = 1 − 36. LDA (blue circles), PBE (red squares), SCAN (green
diamonds), FLOSIC-LDA (filled blue circles), FLOSIC-PBE (filled red squares), and
FLOSIC-SCAN (filled green diamonds) values are shown.
4.3.4 Eigenvalues of the highest occupied orbitals
In exact DFT, the negative of the highest occupied eigenvalue equals the first ionization energy
of the system [102], [103]. This property has been widely used to adjust the magnitude of the
exchange potential or exact exchange potentials in practical DFT calculations [104]. In Fig. 4.8
we compare the SCAN and FLOSIC-SCAN HOMO orbital eigenvalues εHO of atoms Z = 1−36
against experimental electron removal energies. We also include the corresponding results for
LDA, PBE, FLOSIC-LDA, and FLOSIC-PBE for comparison. Table 4.6 shows that the MAEs of
DFA orbital eigenvalues are 4.06, 4.15, and 3.88 eV for LDA, PBE, and SCAN respectively, and
MAE of FLOSIC-DFA eigenvalues are 0.67, 0.59, and 0.61 eV in the same order. Although the
size of the errors of the HOMO eigenvalues is similar to the errors in IP calculated using total
energy differences, the corrections to the HOMO eigenvalues are much larger. The DFA HOMO
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eigenvalues significantly underestimate the electron removal energies for all three functionals.
FLOSIC corrects this and reduces the MAE by a factor of 6 to 7.
Table 4.6: Deviation of −εHO from the corresponding experimental ionization potential for atoms
with Z = 1 − 36. Mean errors (ME) and mean absolute errors (MAE) are given in eV.
Method
LDA
PBE
SCAN
FLOSIC-LDA
FLOSIC-PBE
FLOSIC-SCAN (LDA FODs)
FLOSIC-SCAN (FOD optimized)

ME
-4.059
-4.150
-3.880
0.494
0.189
0.314
0.318

MAE
4.059
4.150
3.880
0.672
0.590
0.622
0.606

Similar improvement in the eigenvalues of the HOMO is also seen for the set of molecules
studied here (Fig. 4.9). As with the atoms, the HOMOs for the molecules are too high, underestimating electron removal energies. In all cases, the HOMO eigenvalues are significantly
lowered resulting in overestimated ionization potentials with FLOSIC.
Eliminating self-interaction error improves the description of the potential seen by the electrons
in the asymptotic region. This accounts for the significant improvement in the eigenvalue of the
highest occupied orbitals as can be seen from Tables 4.6 and 4.7. As HOMO eigenvalue is related
to the asymptotic decay of the electron density [102], [105], it is reasonable to expect that the
FLOSIC electron density is more accurate in the valence region than the corresponding
uncorrected DFA density.
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Table 4.7: Deviation of −εHO from the corresponding experimental ionization potential for the set
of molecules featured in Fig. 9. Mean errors (ME) and mean absolute errors (MAE)
are given in eV.
Method
PBE
SCAN
FLOSIC-LDA
FLOSIC-PBE
FLOSIC-SCAN (LDA FODs)
FLOSIC-SCAN (Optimized FOD)

ME
-4.023
-3.699
2.104
1.658
1.790
1.762

MAE
4.023
3.699
2.104
1.667
1.790
1.762

Figure 4.9: Deviation of −εHO from the corresponding experimental ionization potential (in eV) for
a test set of molecules. The experimental values are from Ref. [106] and Ref. [107].
PBE (red squares), SCAN (green diamonds), FLOSIC-LDA (filled blue circles),
FLOSIC-PBE (filled red squares), and FLOSIC-SCAN (filled green diamonds)
values are shown.
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4.4
Conclusion
We implemented meta-GGA functionals in the FLOSIC code and compared the performance
of FLOSIC-SCAN to that of FLOSIC-LDA and FLOSIC-PBE calculations for a variety of
properties. Total energies of atoms from H–Kr are obtained. We find that SCAN performs well in
the total energy calculations, however, correcting for self-interaction errors using FLOSIC
worsens the total energies. As also has been noted in a few earlier PZ-SIC works, the application
of the FLOSIC method deteriorates the total energies and atomization energies where selfinteraction errors are small. Only in the case of LDA, the removal of self-interaction errors
improves the results over the parent DFA functional. For ionization potentials, FLOSIC improves
ionization potentials for LDA but worsens them for PBE and SCAN. A pragmatic solution to
obtain meaningful estimates of the atomization and total energies is to compute these quantities
using the self-consistent self-interaction corrected electron density and Kohn-Sham orbitals in the
parent functional. This peturbative procedure does not require any additional computational effort
beyond the FLOSIC calculation. Our results show that the total energies, atomization energies,
electron affinities and ionization energies (using ∆-SCF) obtained using such a procedure are of
comparable quality as of their parent functionals while keeping the benefits from SIC such as
physically accurate electron densities and improved occupied orbital eigenvalues. For the SCAN
functional, we saw some improvement over DFA-SCAN in total and atomization energies as
judged from MAEs of these quantities. The procedure adopted here is similar to that used in
removing delocalization errors (density driven errors) in the literature [89] and is expected to be
more accurate for ionization potentials and electron affinities for larger systems. The present work
shows that FLOSIC calculations can provide accurate estimates of the near equilibrium properties
(e.g. total and atomic energies) where SIE are small by employing DFA@FLOSIC-DFA approach
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while providing accurate description of properties like dissociation energies (using full FLOSICDFA) where SIC errors are large. Alternative approaches to rectify the overcorrection of the PZSIC/FLOSIC methods are being pursued in our laboratory.
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Chapter 5: A step in the direction of resolving the paradox of Perdew-Zunger
self-interaction correction2
5.1

Introduction
The Kohn-Sham (KS) formulation of density functional theory (DFT) has become the most

popular approach for studying the electronic, structural and other properties of molecular and
condensed systems [6]. KS-DFT is a formally exact theory [6], [108] to obtain the ground-state
energy and electron density, but its practical realization requires an approximation to the exchangecorrelation density functional. The enormous popularity of DFT is due to the combined appeal of
sufficiently accurate density functional approximations (DFAs), favorable scaling with respect to
the number of atoms, and numerically accurate and efficient implementations that have resulted in
numerous easy-to-use codes. The local spin density approximation (LSDA) [6], [109], [110], based
on the uniform electron gas model, was an early and simple DFA. The success of LSDA in
describing the electronic properties of solids made DFT popular in the physics community. Careful
analysis attributed this success to the spherical exchange-hole of LSDA being a good
approximation to the spherical average of the exact exchange-hole and to the satisfaction of the
exchange correlation hole sum rule [109], [111], [112]. Subsequent improvements beyond the
LSDA were obtained [7], [14], [15], [18], [72], [85], [113]–[117] by including information about

2

Reproduced from R. R. Zope, Y. Yamamoto, C. M. Diaz, T. Baruah, J. E. Peralta, K. A. Jackson,

B. Santra, and J. P. Perdew, “A step in the direction of resolving the paradox of Perdew-Zunger selfinteraction correction”, J. Chem. Phys. 151, 214108 (2019), with the permission of AIP publishing.
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the local electron density gradient in generalized gradient approximations (GGAs), and also the
Laplacian and kinetic energy density, in meta-GGAs. The non-empirical functionals among these
are designed to satisfy various constraints and norms of the exact functional, including the uniform
electron gas limit [118].
Extensive work has shown that local and semi-local DFAs work well when the exact
exchange-correlation hole density is localized around the electron, as is usually the case near
equilibrium configurations in molecules and solids. But these functionals can fail dramatically in
stretched-bond situations such as in the transition states of chemical reactions and molecular
dissociation [118], causing the underestimation of barrier heights in chemical reactions and the
incorrect dissociation of radical and heteroatomic molecules. This failure can be traced to electron
self-interaction errors (SIE) caused by the incomplete cancellation of the self-Coulomb energy
with the approximate self-exchange-correlation energy for one electron densities. This was
recognized long ago and attempts to remove SIE were pursued [119]–[123]. One widely-used
approach to mitigating the effect of SIE, introduced by Becke, is by combining Hartree-Fock
exchange with semi-local functionals [124]. As the Hartree-Fock approximation is self-interaction
free and introduces errors that are often of opposite sign to those of semi-local functionals [125],
this approach can overcome a number of deficiencies of semi-local DFAs. The formal justification
for such mixing can be obtained by an adiabatic connection [111], [112], [126] between the real
interacting system and the non-interacting Kohn-Sham system. Global hybrids [124], local hybrids
[127] and range-separated hybrids [116], are all approximations that add Hartree-Fock exchange
using various criteria. A majority of these functionals, however, still suffer from non-zero SIE.
A systematic procedure for eliminating one-electron self-interaction error was given by
Perdew and Zunger (PZ) in 1981 [11]. In the PZ self-interaction correction (PZSIC) approach, the
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SIE of a DFA is removed from the total energy in an orbital-by-orbital fashion by redefining the
energy as
𝐷𝐹𝐴 [𝜌
𝐸 𝑃𝑍𝑆𝐼𝐶−𝐷𝐹𝐴 = 𝐸 𝐷𝐹𝐴 [𝜌↑ , 𝜌↓ ] − ∑{𝑈[𝜌𝑖𝜎 ] + 𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝑖𝜎 , 0]} .

(5.1)

𝑖
𝐷𝐹𝐴
Here, 𝑈[𝜌𝑖𝜎 ] is the exact self-Coulomb energy and 𝐸𝑋𝐶
[𝜌𝑖𝜎 , 0] is the approximate self-

exchange and correlation energy. PZSIC-DFA is exact for any one-electron density and gives no
correction to the exact functional.
One of the features of PZSIC that EPZSIC−DFA is not invariant to the choice of orbitals used
to represent the total electron density. Different orbitals that give the same total density yield
different total energies so that finding the minimum energy formally requires searching over all
sets of orbitals that span the correct density. It can be shown that the variational minimum energy
corresponds to 𝜌𝑖𝜎 = |𝜙𝑖𝜎 |2 for orbitals 𝜙𝑖𝜎 that satisfy the set of conditions known as the
Pederson or localization equations [37], [38],
𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝑆𝐼𝐶
⟨𝜙𝑖𝜎 |𝑉𝑖𝜎
− 𝑉𝑗𝜎
|𝜙𝑗𝜎 ⟩ = 0.

(5.2)

In traditional PZSIC, a unitary transformation of the KS orbitals is performed to construct
the local orbitals. Optimizing the local orbitals to satisfy Eq. (5.2) requires tuning the O(𝑁 2 )
elements of the transformation matrix, which is computationally expensive.
PZSIC provided a way to go beyond the LSDA, but the computational difficulties
mentioned above deterred practitioners from following this path [33] and only a relatively few
implementations of PZSIC have been reported [45]–[47], [56]–[58], [60]–[70], [75], [97], [128]–
[147]. A review [33] by Pederson and Perdew nicely summarizes this and related work. A handful
of studies involved PZSIC combined with semi-local approximations [1], [42], [46], [57], [97],
[137]. These found that while PZSIC improves properties like the dissociation pathway of
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heteroatomic molecules, it worsens the good description of semi-local functionals for nearequilibrium properties such as atomization energies, due to overcorrection [57], [148]. This has
come to be known as the paradox of SIC [149]. A few approaches have been proposed to rectify
this behavior based on scaling down the SIC contribution to the energy (second terms in the righthand side of Eq. (5.1)). Ref. [115] proposed to use the ratio between the von Weizsäcker and the
total kinetic energy densities to identify one- and two-electron regions for meta-GGAs, and
Tsuneda et al. [130] first proposed to use this ratio to identify one-electron regions where SIC is
expected to be important. Ref. [130] replaced the DFA energy density in these regions with an
expression based on the exchange energy of hydrogenic orbitals. Later, Vydrov et al. [97] used a
selective orbital-by-orbital scaling down of the SIC contribution to the energy, and more recently,
Jónsson et al. [150] proposed to globally reduce the SIC energy by 50%. The Jónsson group also
pioneered [82] the use of complex orbitals in PZSIC, which work well with PZSIC-PBE. The
scaling approaches, which are discussed in more detail below, achieve success for selected
properties, but, in general, they destroy the desirable −1/r asymptotic form of the potential seen by
an electron in a localized system such as a neutral atom in a PZSIC calculation [97]. This
unphysical behavior has important consequences for properties like charge transfer.
Considerable effort has been spent trying to understand the origin of the PZSIC paradox.
A recent study found that PZSIC raises the total energy as the nodality of the valence local orbitals
increases from atoms to molecules to transition states [83]. More recently, it was shown that, unlike
the non-empirical semi-local functionals, PZSIC violates the uniform electron gas norm for the
exchange and correlation energies [88]. The implication of this is that adding PZSIC breaks the
correct behavior of these functionals for slowly-varying densities.
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In this work, we propose an approach that adjusts the PZSIC correction locally, that is, at
each point in space, by adjusting the magnitude of the correction using an iso-orbital indicator. We
call this approach local-scaling SIC (LSIC). It is implemented in the FLOSIC code [91], [151] and
applied perturbatively to self-consistent PZSIC solutions obtained using the Fermi-Löwdin orbital
SIC (FLO-SIC) method [73], [77]. As discussed further below, the method applies SIC at full
strength for a density with a single-orbital character and turns it off for a uniform density. We
assessed the predictions of this approach for a number of properties including, for atoms: total
energies, ionization potentials, and electron affinities, and for molecules: atomization energies,
reaction energies and dissociation energy curves, and reaction barrier heights. We find significant
improvement for properties that PZSIC typically worsens, while retaining the successful
predictions of PZSIC in situations where removing SIE is critical. The proposed LSIC method,
unlike semi-local functionals and most earlier PZSIC implementations, provides a good
description of both near-equilibrium properties and properties associated with stretched-bond
situations. LSIC thus appears to resolve the paradox of PZSIC and opens the door to designing
universally accurate DFAs.

5.2

Theory and Computational Details
The application of PZSIC worsens the quality of equilibrium properties when used with

semi-local functionals [1], [46], [57], [79], [82], [97], [152]. Attempts have been made to restore
the accuracy of semi-local functionals used in combination with PZSIC by reducing the size of the
corrections. For example, Jónsson and coworkers used a scaled-down version of PZSIC in which
the SIC correction is reduced by 50% [150]. Such a diminished correction, when applied with the
PBE functional, resulted in overall improvement of atomization energies but significant absolute
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errors still remained. Instead of using a fixed constant scaling factor, Vydrov and coworkers [97]
had earlier proposed setting a scaling factor for each local orbital i in the following way:
𝑘

𝑘
𝑋𝑖𝜎

𝑊
𝜏𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎
= ∫(
) 𝜌𝑖𝜎 (𝑟)𝑑𝑟 .
𝜏𝜎

(5.3)

Here, 𝜏𝜎𝑊 (𝑟) is the von Weizsäcker kinetic energy density and 𝜏(𝑟) is the Kohn-Sham kinetic
energy density. This scaling factor is subsequently used to attenuate the Coulomb and
𝑜𝑐𝑐
𝑘 (𝑈[𝜌 ]
𝐷𝐹𝐴
𝐸 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑−𝑆𝐼𝐶 = − ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝜎
𝑖𝜎 + 𝐸𝑋𝐶 [𝜌𝑖𝜎 , 0]) .

(5.4)

𝑖𝜎

We shall refer to this approach as exterior orbital scaling. Like PZSIC, and unlike the 50% global
scaling, this approach is exact for all one-electron densities and, with 𝑘 ≥ 1, for all uniform
densities.
Vydrov et al. noted that while increasing 𝑘 above zero satisfies some additional exact
constraints, the correct −1/𝑟 asymptotic behavior of the one electron potential is lost if 𝑘 > 0.
Vydrov and Scuseria also proposed a simpler method [58] of moderating SIC with a scaling factor
given as
𝑚
𝑊𝑖𝜎
= ∫(

𝑚+1
𝜌𝑖𝜎 𝑚
𝜌𝑖𝜎
) 𝜌𝑖𝜎 𝑑𝑟 = ∫ 𝑚
𝑑𝑟 .
𝜌𝜎
𝜌𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎

(5.5)

This factor depends on the ratio of overlaps of orbital density 𝜌𝑖𝜎 and the total density 𝜌𝜎 for a
given spin σ. The authors noted that the SIC-PBE with 𝑚 = 1 performs consistently well for the
benchmark tests, but a larger value of m, such as 𝑚 = 4, is needed for SIC-LSDA.
PZSIC improves results where semi-local functionals fail drastically on account of SIE [77],
[83], [97], but it overcorrects and worsens the description of near-equilibrium properties such as
molecular atomization energies. Based on this observation, we propose a modification of PZSIC
in such a way that the self-interaction correction is enforced only where it is necessary. This can
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be done locally, or point-wise in space, that is, it can be applied only in the regions where selfinteraction is expected to be strong. Tsuneda and coworkers [130] defined these to be regions where
the density has one-electron character and they used the ratio 𝑧𝜎 (𝑟) = 𝜏𝜎𝑊 (𝑟)/𝜏𝜎 (𝑟)) to identify
these regions. Here the non-interacting (Kohn-Sham) kinetic energy density τσ for a spin σ is given
as,
𝜏𝜎 (𝑟) =

1
2
⃗ 𝜓𝑖𝜎 (𝑟)| ,
∑|∇
2

(5.6)

𝑖

and 𝜏𝜎𝑊 is given as
2

⃗ 𝜌𝜎 (𝑟)|
|∇
𝑊
(𝑟) =
𝜏𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎
.
8𝜌𝜎 (𝑟)

(5.7)

Since 𝜏𝜎𝑊 is the single orbital limit of 𝜏𝜎 and vanishes for a uniform density, 𝑧𝜎 (𝑟) varies between
zero and one, with zero corresponding to uniform densities and one to one-electron densities. In
their regional SIC scheme, Tsuneda and coworkers [130] used this ratio to replace the conventional
DFT expression for the exchange and correlation potential in regions where z is close to one by a
simple model expression intended to mimic the exchange potential of a single hydrogenic orbital.
They used their scheme to study reaction barriers, where they found significant improvement over
conventional DFT calculations. Following Tsuneda et al., we propose the following modification
to the PZSIC energy expression:
𝑜𝑐𝑐
𝐿𝑆𝐼𝐶−𝐷𝐹𝐴
𝐸𝑋𝐶

=

𝐷𝐹𝐴 [𝜌
𝐸𝑋𝐶
↑ , 𝜌↓ ]

𝐿𝑆𝐼𝐶
− ∑{𝑈 𝐿𝑆𝐼𝐶 [𝜌𝑖,𝜎 ] + 𝐸𝑋𝐶
[𝜌𝑖,𝜎 , 0]}

(5.8)

𝑖,𝜎

where
𝑈 𝐿𝑆𝐼𝐶 [𝜌𝑖,𝜎 ] =

1
𝜌𝑖,𝜎 (𝑟 ′ )
∫ 𝑑𝑟{𝑧𝜎 (𝑟)}𝑘 𝜌𝑖,𝜎 (𝑟)∫ 𝑑𝑟 ′
|𝑟 − 𝑟 ′ |
2

and
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(5.9)

𝐿𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝐷𝐹𝐴
𝐸𝑋𝐶
[𝜌𝑖,𝜎 , 0] = ∫ 𝑑𝑟{𝑧𝜎 (𝑟)}𝑘 𝜌𝑖,𝜎 (𝑟)𝜖𝑋𝐶
([𝜌𝑖,𝜎 , 0]. 𝑟).

(5.10)

The LSIC-DFA of Eq. [5.8] recovers the PZSIC (Eq. [5.1]) for 𝑘 = 0. The 𝑘 → ∞ limit,
on the other hand, zeroes out the SIC and reduces thereby to a standard DFA, except in fully oneelectron regions. In the present work we use k = 1. This is the simplest choice of scaling factor
based on zσ. It smoothly interpolates between uniform density regions and one-electron regions. In
the rest of this section we provide the computational details.
We implemented the LSIC approach in the FLOSIC code which is based on the
UTEPNRLMOL [91], [151] software package. UTEP-NRLMOL is a modern version of the
Gaussian-orbital-based NRLMOL code [52], [54], [55]. We use the NRLMOL default basis sets
[53] that are of approximately quadruple zeta quality [92]. For a better description of atomic
anions, we added long range s, p, and d single Gaussian orbitals to the default NRLMOL basis set.
The exponents for the additional functions were obtained from the relation 𝛽(𝑁 + 1) =
𝛽(𝑁)
𝛽(𝑁+1)

𝛽(𝑁) where 𝛽(𝑁) is the exponent of N-th Gaussian in the basis for a given atom.

NRLMOL’s variational integration mesh [54] adapts to the range of basis functions so that
integrals are computed to a specified accuracy.
We use the Fermi-Löwdin Orbital Self-Interaction Correction (FLO-SIC) approach
proposed by Pederson et al. [72], [73] to implement the PZSIC and LSIC methods. In FLO-SIC,
the local orbitals used to evaluate the PZSIC total energy are based on Fermi orbitals constructed
from the density with parameters known as Fermi orbital descriptors (FODs), M positions in 3dimensional space for M occupied orbitals. Using these FODs, one can write the Fermi orbitals as
𝑀

𝐹𝑖𝜎 (𝑟) = ∑
𝑖

∗ (𝑎 )𝜓 (𝑟 )
𝜓𝑗𝜎
𝑖𝜎
𝑗𝜎

√𝜌𝜎 (𝑎𝑖𝜎 )
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,

(5.11)

where 𝑎𝑖𝜎 is the FOD position for orbital i of spin σ, 𝜌𝜎 is the electron spin density, and 𝜓𝑗𝜎 is one
of the M occupied orbitals. Since Fermi orbitals are generally not orthogonal, Löwdin
orthogonalization is performed to transform the Fi into the orthonormal local orbital 𝜙𝑖𝜎 . The FLOSIC approach is unitarily invariant because any set of orbitals spanning the occupied orbital space
can be used in Eq. [5.11] to generate the Fermi orbitals. To minimize the PZSIC energy, the 3𝑁
FOD positions must be optimized. This is done using gradients of the energy with respect to the
FOD positions [40] in a manner analogous to a molecular geometry optimization. This is a
computationally simpler process than determining the O(𝑁 2 ) parameters required to define the
local orbital transformation in traditional PZSIC. We follow the self-consistency procedure of Ref.
[49]. Iteration averaging was performed for the DFA potentials, using either Broyden mixing or
simple mixing scheme to accelerate convergence. A self-consistency convergence tolerance of
10−6 Ha in the total energy was used for all calculations. For PZSIC calculations using FLOSIC,
an FOD force tolerance of 10−3 Ha/Bohr was used to ensure optimized FOD positions. LSICLSDA total energies (Eq. (8)) were computed using the corresponding self-consistent PZSICLSDA density and optimized local orbitals. Both LSIC and FLO-SIC calculations have similar
computational costs. The only additional quantity needed for LSIC is the scaling factor, which
requires the evaluation of the kinetic energy densities whose computational cost is negligible. The
FLO-SIC methodology has been recently employed to study atomic energies [74], atomic
polarizabilities [79], and magnetic exchange couplings [78].
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Figure 5.1: LSDA, PZSIC-LSDA, and the LSIC-LSDA total energies of atoms Z = 1 − 18, relative
to reference energies (Eaccu) from Ref. [93].
5.3

Results

5.3.1

Atoms

5.3.1.1 Total Energy
We compared the total energy E of atoms for atomic numbers 𝑍 = 1 − 18 computed using
different methods against the accurate non-relativistic energies (Eaccu) reported by Chakravorty et
al. [93]. The total energy differences E − Eaccu are shown in Fig. 5.1 for LSDA, PZSIC-LSDA, and
LSIC-LSDA. In general, LSDA overestimates the total energies and applying SIC shifts the
energies in the proper direction. But the corrections are too large and PZSIC-LSDA predicts atomic
energies that are too low. The LSIC-LSDA total energies, by contrast, are very close to the
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reference energies. LSIC reduces the mean absolute errors (MAE) in the energies by an order of
magnitude compared to PZSIC-LSDA. The MAE are 0.726, 0.381, and 0.041 Ha for LSDA,
PZSIC-LSDA, and LSIC-LSDA, respectively. Results for atomic total energies for a variety of
methods are summarized in Table 5.1. The LSIC-LSDA results are better than PBE, but slightly
worse than SCAN.
Table 5.1: MAE of atom total energies Z=1–18 (Ha)
Method

MAE

LSDAa

0.726

PBEa

0.083

SCANa

0.019

PZSIC-LSDAa

0.381

PZSIC-PBEa

0.159

PZSIC-SCANa

0.147

LSIC-LSDA

0.041

5.3.2. Ionization potential
Since the ionization potential is the energy required to remove an electron from the
outermost orbital, this quantity is sensitive to the asymptotic behavior of the potential and can be
expected to be affected by SIC, especially for large systems. We calculated the ionization potential
(IP) for the atoms He–Kr using the ∆SCF approach
𝐸𝐼𝑃 = 𝐸𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙

(5.12)

Fig. 5.2 shows a comparison of calculated IPs against experimental values for LSDA,
PZSICLSDA, and LSIC-LSDA. The MAEs are presented in Table 5.2, along with results for other
methods. From LSDA to PZSIC, the IPs improve noticeably, with the MAE dropping from 0.458
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to 0.364 eV. LSIC further improves the IPs, reducing the MAE down to 0.170 eV. Because the
LSIC-LSDA total energies for the neutral atoms are very close to the reference energies, the
accurate IP values imply that the LSIC-LSDA cation energies are also quite accurate. In Table 5.2
we show the results for the atoms from He–Ar and for all atoms in separate columns, to distinguish
the performance for light versus heavy atoms. PBE and SCAN perform well for the lighter atoms,
but less so for the heavier ones. LSIC-LSDA, on the other hand, performs equally well for all
atoms. LSIC-LSDA performs better than both PBE and SCAN (MAE 0.253 and 0.273 eV,
respectively) for the 35 IPs.

Table 5.2: MAE of ∆SCF ionization potentials (eV)
Method

Z=2–18 (17 IPs) MAE

Z=2–36 (35 IPs) MAE

LSDA

0.275

0.458

PBE

0.159

0.253

SCAN

0.175

0.273

PZSIC-LSDA

0.248

0.364

PZSIC-PBE

0.405

0.464

PZSIC-SCAN

0.274

0.259

LSIC-LSDA

0.206

0.170
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Figure 5.2: Ionization potential of atoms Z = 2−36. LSDA, PZSIC-LSDA, and the LSIC-LSDA
are shown.
5.3.3 Electron affinity
The electron affinities (EA) of atoms from H to Br were also investigated. As in the case
of the IPs, the EAs were calculated using the ∆SCF method, taking the total energy differences of
the neutral atoms and their anions. We considered the twenty atoms in the first three rows (H, Li,
B, C, O, F, Na, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ti, Cu, Ga, Ge, As, Se, and Br) with stable anions and for which
experimental EAs are available [96]. Fig. 5.3 shows the results for each atom for LSDA, PZSICLSDA, and LSIC-LSDA. In Table 5.3 we again analyze the performance of various methods,
dividing the results into two groups, the first containing the 12 EAs corresponding to first and
second row atoms and the second containing all 20 EAs. The MAE relative to experiment are
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shown in the table. We note that although the ∆SCF approach yields positive EAs for the DFAs,
the eigenvalue corresponding to the added electron becomes positive in all DFA anion
calculations, indicating that the extra electron is not actually bound in the complete basis set limit.
This problem is due to the incorrect asymptotic form of the potential in the DFA calculations. SIC
rectifies this [11], leading to bound states for the HOMO in the anions. Nevertheless, we include
the EAs of DFA calculations based on the ∆SCF approach in Table 5.3 for comparison purposes.
We note that these results compare well with PZSIC results of Vydrov and Scuseria [97].
Table 5.3: MAE of ∆SCF electron affinities (eV)
Method

12 EAs MAE

20 EAs MAE

LSDAa,b

0.349

0.362

PBEa,b

0.167

0.172

SCANa,b

0.115

0.148

PZSIC-LSDAa

0.151

0.189

PZSIC-PBEa

0.534

0.531

PZSIC-SCANa

0.364

0.341

LSIC-LSDA

0.097

0.102

Overall, LSDA overestimates the values of the EAs, whereas PZSIC-LSDA tends to
underestimate them, particularly for O, F, and Ti. The LSIC-LSDA method improves the EA
values so that they consistently fall within ±0.2 eV of the experimental values. The MAE of 20
EAs is reduced from 0.362 eV for LSDA, to 0.189 eV for PZSIC-LSDA, to 0.102 eV for LSICLSDA.
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Figure 5.3. Electron affinity of atoms Z = 1 − 35. LSDA, PZSIC-LSDA, and the LSIC-LSDA are
shown where experimental values are reported.
5.3.2 Atomization energy
The atomization energy (AE) of a molecule is defined as

𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚

𝐴𝐸 = ∑ 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑙 > 0 ,

(5.13)

𝑖

where Ei is the energy of an individual atom and Emol is the energy of the molecule. We computed
AEs for a diverse set consisting of 37 molecules. The majority of the molecules were taken from
the G2/97 test set [98]. We also included the six systems from the AE6 test set [99]. All molecular
geometries were taken from Ref. [96] (B3LYP and the 6-31G(2df,p) basis) except O2, CO, CO2,
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C2H2, Li2, CH4, NH3, and H2O, which were obtained using PBE and the default NRLMOL basis
set.
The percentage errors in calculated AEs relative to experiment are shown in Fig. 5.4 for
LSDA, PZSIC-LSDA, and LSIC-LSDA. LSDA significantly overestimates the AEs. PZSICLSDA
tends to improve them, but in most cases still overestimates their values. LSIC-LSDA reduces the
AEs further, bringing them into better agreement with experiment. Mean absolute percentage
errors (MAPE) for a variety of methods are compared in Table 5.4. The MAPE for the full set of
molecules is 24.21 % for LSDA, 13.42 % for PZSIC-LSDA, and 6.94 % for LSIC-LSDA. The
performance of the LSIC-LSDA falls between that of PBE (8.64 %) and SCAN (5.22 %). We also
list results for the AE6 test set in Table 5.4, showing both the MAE and MAPE. The AE6
molecules are intended to give a good representative of atomization energy performance. Here,
too, it can be seen that LSIC-LSDA has a performance that is better than PBE, though not as good
as SCAN.
Table 5.4: Atomization energies: AE6 errors (MAE and MAPE) and errors for the full set (MAPE)
are shown.
Method

AE6 MAE (kcal/mol)

AE6 MAPE (%)

37 molecules MAPE (%)

LSDA

74.26

15.93

24.21

PBE

13.43

3.31

8.64

SCAN

2.85

1.15

5.22

PZSIC-LSDA

57.97

9.37

13.42

PZSIC-PBE

18.83

6.82

9.67

PZSIC-SCAN

16.31

5.64

10.24

LSIC-LSDA

9.95

3.20

6.94
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Figure 5.4: Percentage errors for calculated atomization energies relative to experimental values.
Results for the LSDA, PZSIC-LSDA, and LSIC-LSDA methods are shown.
5.3.3

SIE Test Sets
Recently, Sharkas et al. [77] used the FLO-SIC methodology to study the performance of

the PZSIC for a test set consisting of dissociation energies [101] (SIE4×4) and reaction
energies100 (SIE11) that are expected to be strongly affected by self-interaction errors in DFAs.
They found that PZSIC significantly decreases the errors of LSDA and PBE relative to reference
calculations using the coupled-cluster with singles, doubles and perturbative triple excitations
(CCSD(T)) method. We studied the same test sets using LSIC-LSDA. The SIE4×4 set consists of
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four symmetric dimer cations at four different dimer separations R relative to the respective
equilibrium separations Re: R/Re = 1, 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75. The SIE11 set consists of six cationic
reactions (of which four are the dimer cations from the SIE4×4 data set at their equilibrium
geometries) and five neutral reactions. We use the atomic geometries and FOD positions found in
the supplementary information of Ref. [77] as starting points for our FLO-SIC-LSDA calculations.
We re-optimized the FOD positions to ensure the FOD forces were below the 10 −3 Ha/Bohr
threshold.
Results for the individual cases in the test sets are shown in Table 5.5 for LSDA, PZSICLSDA, and LSIC-LSDA. Results are given as signed errors (in kcal/mol) relative to accurate
reference values (also shown). For the SIE4×4 case, PZSIC-LSDA and LSIC-LSDA clearly
improve on the results of LSDA for all separations. The PZSIC results are generally better than
LSIC for 𝑅/𝑅𝑒 > 1, though the differences are small compared to the scale of the self-interaction
corrections. Conversely, the LSIC results are consistently better near Re. The mean average error
(MAE) is slightly smaller in LSIC than in PZSIC, 2.6 versus 3.0 kcal/mol, respectively. For the
SIE11 test set, the signed errors are typically somewhat smaller in LSIC than in PZSIC. In the case
of the dissociation of (CH3)2CO+ there is a dramatic reduction in the signed error. This drops the
MAE for the SIE11 cationic reactions from 14.83 for PZSIC to 2.31 kcal/mol for LSIC. The MAE
for the SIE11 neutral reactions also shows an improvement from 9.01 to 6.31 kcal/mol.
The LSIC-LSDA results are also as good or better than PZSIC-PBE results, which have
MAE of 2.3, 8.7 and 7.9 kcal/mol for SIE4×4, SIE11 cationic, and SIE11 neutral, respectively.
Fig. 5.5 shows ground-state dissociation curves for H2+ and H𝑒2+. These give useful
comparisons of the overall behavior of PZSIC-LSDA and LSIC-LSDA with that of LSDA and
PBE both near and far from the equilibrium separations. In both cases, the DFA calculations
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produce qualitatively incorrect energy curves as the interatomic separation increases, featuring a
slight energy barrier at large separations on the way to a too-low energy for the dissociation
products, two H +0.5 or He+0.5 fragments. Both PZSIC and LSIC calculations restore the correct
qualitative shape to the dissociation curves. In the case of H2+, PZSIC and LSIC give identical and
exact results, because the iso-orbital indicator zσ is exactly one everywhere for this one-electron
case. For He2+, LSIC and PZSIC give the same results in the dissociation limit of He and He+ ,
since both of these are also one-electron systems (He has one-electron of each spin). Near the
equilibrium separation, however, LSIC reduces the size of the self-interaction correction, resulting
in a binding energy that is close to that of PBE.
5.3.4 Barrier heights of chemical reactions
To investigate the performance of LSIC for barrier heights in chemical reactions, we used
the BH6 test set. This is a representative subset of the BH24 set [153]. The reactions included in
BH6 are: OH + CH4 → CH3 + H2O, H + OH → H2 + O, and H + H2S → H2 + HS. Total energies
at the left-hand side, the right-hand side, and the saddle point of these chemical reactions were
evaluated, and the barrier heights of the forward (f) and reverse (r) reactions obtained by taking
the relevant energy differences. We used the geometries provided in Ref. [153] and reference
values from Ref. [99]. The results for various methods are summarized in Table 5.6.
DFAs such as LSDA, PBE, and SCAN underestimate barrier heights [97] by giving
transition state energies that are too low compared to the reactant and product energies. An accurate
description of the stretched bonds in the transition states requires full nonlocality in the exchangecorrelation potential that the semi-local functionals cannot provide. Use of PZSIC reduces the
overall errors, but in PZSIC-LSDA the barriers are still too small compared to reference values.
This can be seen in the negative signed errors of all six barrier heights in Table 5.6. Applying
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LSIC-LSDA improves the barrier heights in almost every case. The MAE of the barrier heights
improves from 17.6 kcal/mol for LSDA, to 4.9 in PZSIC-LSDA, to only 1.3 kcal/mol in LSICLSDA. Remarkably, as seen in the table, LSIC-LSDA has a smaller MAE than any of the methods
listed, including PZSIC-PBE and PZSIC-SCAN.
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Figure 5.5: Ground-state dissociation curves for (a) H2+ and (b) He+
2 . The CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ
results from Ref. [154] and local hybrid results from Ref. [155] are also shown for
comparison.
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Table 5.5: SIE4×4 binding energy curves and SIE11 reaction energies (kcal/mol). Reference
energies and signed errors are shown.
R/Re
1.0

Ref.a
64.4

PZSIC-LSDAb
0.0

LSIC-LSDA
0.0

1.25

58.9

0.0

0.0

1.5

48.7

0.0

0.0

1.75

38.3

0.1

-0.1

1.0

56.9

5.8

-1.7

1.25

46.9

1.9

-2.7

1.5

31.3

-0.4

-3.0

1.75

19.1

-1.6

-3.0

1.0

35.9

11.7

1.6

1.25

25.9

7.3

6.7

1.5

13.4

4.0

8.1

1.75

4.9

3.4

6.7

1.0

39.7

5.8

0.4

1.25

29.1

-1.4

4.2

1.5

16.9

-2.7

1.5

1.75

9.3

-1.5

1.8

+
𝐶4 𝐻10

35.28

11.44

-6.00

(CH3)2CO+ → CH3+ CH3CO+

22.57

39.39

1.86

ClFCl → ClClF

−1.01

4.63

4.37

C2H4 ...F2 → C2H4+ F2

1.08

-0.23

-2.82

C6H6 ...Li → Li + C6H6

9.50

10.19

-13.50

NH3 ...ClF → NH3+ ClF

10.50

5.60

-4.56

NaOMg → MgO + Na

69.56

28.56

11.45

FLiF → Li + F2

94.36

-4.82

-1.18

3.0

2.6

MAE SIE11 cationic

14.83

2.31

MAE SIE11 neutral

9.01

6.31

Reaction
H

He

H+H

+

He + He+

NH3 + NH3+ 3

+
(H2 O)+
2 → O + H2O

MAE SIE4×4

a

Reference [100].

b

Reference [1].
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Table 5.6: BH6 forward (f) and reverse (r) barrier heights (kcal/mol). Signed errors are shown.
DFA
Reaction
OH + CH4 → CH3 + H2O

LSDA PBE

SCAN LSDA

PBE

LSIC
SCAN LSDA

f

6.7

-23.6

-12.2

-8.3

-2.2

5.7

4.6

2.6

r

19.6

-17.4

-10.7

-7.8

-12.5

-10.3

-7.1

-0.2

f

10.7

-11.8

-2.2

-7.5

-1.1

2.3

0.0

-0.6

r

13.1

-25.3

-9.9

-11.0

-4.8

2.9

1.8

1.2

f

3.6

-10.3

-4.8

-6.3

-1.7

1.7

-1.9

-1.3

r

17.3

-17.2

-8.1

-6.2

-7.0

-2.1

-2.2

2.2

ME

-17.6

-8.0

-7.9

-4.9

0.0

-0.8

0.7

MAE

17.6

8.0

7.9

4.9

4.2

3.0

1.3

H + OH → H2 + O

H + H2S → H2 + HS

a

Barrier Ref.a

PZSIC

Reference [99].

5.4

Discussion
The LSIC method uses a point-wise scaling of SIC terms (Eqs. (5.8)–(5.10)) to reduce the

effect of self-interaction in many-electron regions, while applying SIC at full strength in oneelectron regions. We can think of this as interior orbital scaling, in comparison with the exterior
orbital scaling of Eq. (5.4). We showed in the previous section that using LSIC-LSDA results in
significant performance gains for all the common electronic properties tested, as compared to both
LSDA and PZSIC-LSDA. LSIC-LSDA improves on PZSIC for barrier heights and the SIE test
sets where SIC is critical for getting physically reasonable results. For near-equilibrium properties
where PZSIC degrades the performance of semi-local DFAs, LSIC-LSDA gives results that are
better than PBE and nearly as good as SCAN. This is remarkable, given the relative simplicity of
LSDA compared to the semi-local functionals. It is worth comparing and contrasting LSIC-LSDA
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results with results using an exterior orbital scaling method, such as that presented in Ref. [97].
These authors suggest 𝑘 = 2 as the best overall choice for use in Eq. (5.3) and (5.4). With this
choice, the exterior orbital scaling method used with LSDA gives a MAE of 8.6 kcal/mol for the
AE6 atomization energies. This is slightly better than the LSIC-LSDA result of 9.95 kcal/mol
shown in Table 5.4. For the BH6 barrier heights, the global scaling method gives a MAE of 4.7
kcal/mol, compared to 1.3 kcal/mol for LSIC-LSDA (Table 5.6). While these results are similar,
one should note that the global scaling approach causes the asymptotic form of the one electron
potential to differ from the −1/𝑟 form expected for the exact functional and maintained by PZSIC.
This has an impact on properties that are sensitive to the nature of the potential in this region. For
the HOMO eigenvalues of the atoms H–Kr, for example, our investigation shows that the MAE
for PZSIC-LSDA is 0.672 eV, and that for the orbital-wise scaling approach of Eq. (5.3) and Eq.
(5.4) is 1.034 eV (𝑘 = 1) when compared to the experimental IPs. Equality of the HOMO
eigenvalue and the IP is a consequence of the linear variation of the total energy between adjacent
integer numbers of electrons. This many-electron self-interaction freedom [154] is exact for the
exact functional and approximately true for PZSIC. It has been argued elsewhere [154] that this
property requires a full Hartree self-interaction correction term and thus should not be true for
exterior orbital scaling corrections (or even for LSIC). A similar problem involves dissociating
heteroatomic molecules to the correct neutral atom limits [154]. LSDA and the exterior orbital
scaling method fail to do this in many cases, while PZSIC-LSDA succeeds. It is not yet clear how
point-wise local scaling will affect such properties in general, since examining this requires fully
self-consistent LSIC calculations. Preliminary quasi self-consistent LSIC calculations on the
atomic systems using the weighted average of SIC potentials show that the self-consistency in fact
slightly improves the LSIC results. The MAE in the HOMO eigenvalues of quasi self-consistent
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LSIC results is 0.363 eV, compared to the 0.672 eV of perturbative LSIC and 1.034 of exterior
orbital scaling (cf. Eq. (5.4)). A full self-consistent implementation of LSIC-LSDA has been
formulated and is being implemented into the FLOSIC code.
Recently, Santra and Perdew [88] showed that uniform electron gas norms satisfied by
semi-local functionals are violated by the corresponding PZSIC-DFAs. To show how functionals
behave in this limit, they fitted the calculated results for the exchange energy for neutral noble gas
atoms using an exact large Z expansion of 𝐸𝑋 as a fitting function. We used the same approach to
test LSIC. We computed the LSIC-LSDA exchange energy of Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe and then fitted
these energies using the function,
𝐸𝑋𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 − 𝐸𝑋𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡
× 100% = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥 2 + 𝑐𝑥 3
𝐸𝑋𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡
where 𝑥 = 𝑍 −1/3 and a, b, and c are fit parameters. The result is shown in Fig. 5.6. The value of a
corresponds to the limit where 𝑍 −1/3 → 0 which corresponds to the uniform density limit. a should
vanish for the non-empirical LSDA, PBE, and SCAN functionals that are exact in this limit. The
reported values of 𝑎 are −0.18, −0.06, and −0.28 for LSDA, PBE, and SCAN and 5.79, −3.30, and
−3.63 for PZSIC-LSDA, PZSIC-PBE, and PZSIC-SCAN [88]. The small residual values of a for
LSDA, PBE, and SCAN are due to errors in the extrapolations. For LSIC-LSDA, we obtain 𝑎 =
−0.62. We note that the scaling factor 𝑧𝜎 (𝑟) = 𝜏𝜎𝑊 (𝑟)/𝜏𝜎 (𝑟) we have chosen vanishes for a
uniform density and that LSIC would therefore give no correction to LSDA in this limit. This may
not be the case for a different choice of scaling factor. A constraint of the exact functional that is
lost in PZSIC is thus recovered by LSIC (as by the exterior orbital scaling approach of Ref. [97]).
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5.5

Conclusion
We introduced the LSIC-LSDA method that incorporates a point-wise scaling of self-

interaction corrections based on a simple iso-orbital descriptor 𝑧𝜎 = 𝜏𝜎𝑊 (𝑟)/𝜏𝜎 (𝑟). The essential
idea is to retain the benefit of PZSIC in the regions where the self-interaction is expected to be
strong, while reducing its effect in other regions. We showed the results of LSIC-LSDA for a
number of properties, including atomic total energies, IPs, and EAs for the atoms up to Kr, and
atomization energies for a subset of G2 molecules and the AE6 molecules, dissociation and
reaction energies of the SIE4×4 and SIE11 test sets, and chemical reaction barriers for the BH6
data set. In nearly all cases, the performance of LSIC is dramatically improved compared to both
pure LSDA and PZSIC-LSDA. LSIC-LSDA even performs better than PBE for atomization
energies and is competitive with SCAN in many cases, while keeping the benefits of PZSIC for
properties like barrier heights, where the semi-local functions do poorly. We also showed that
LSIC-LSDA restores the correct uniform density limit of the exchange energy that is lost in PZSIC.
In all, LSIC-LSDA brings the full non-locality of the PZSIC method to bear for cases like stretched
bonds where SIE effects are dominant, while maintaining the already good description of near
equilibrium properties provided by semi-local functionals.
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Figure 5.6. Percentage errors of the approximated exchange energies using the exact exchange
energies as a reference. In LSIC-LSDA, Z−1/3 → 0 limit is dramatically improved over
PZSIC-LSDA.
It is interesting to compare LSIC-LSDA with advancements made on the well-trodden path of
creating and correcting more sophisticated semi-local functionals [33]. A major development
along the latter was the introduction of a fraction of Hartree-Fock exchange which resulted in
mitigating many deficiencies of the pure density functional approaches. As mentioned earlier, the
formal justification for such mixing was the adiabatic connection between real interacting system
and the non-interacting KS system. Because the exact exchange-correlation energy is an integral
over coupling constant from 0 to 1, it could include some fraction of exact exchange, which is the
correct integrand at the limit of zero coupling constant. It is interesting to see the parallels between
this path and SIC. Because typical real systems are part-way between slowly-varying density and
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one-electron density limits, the exact exchange-correlation energy could include some fraction of
PZSIC, which is exact for any one-electron density. The 50% scaling approach used by Jónsson
and coworkers [150] can be considered as a global (orbital-independent) hybrid of DFA and
PZSIC-DFA, in analogy to the traditional global hybrids. On the other hand, the present LSIC
approach is analogous to local hybrids. Understanding obtained in the development of hybrid
functionals may be beneficial in the further development of the LSIC method.
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Chapter 6: Kohn-Sham effective potentials from FLOSIC using the
Ryabinkin-Kohut-Staroverov method
Density functional theory [6], [110], [123] (DFT) or beyond methods are often used in
combination with photoelectron spectroscopy to obtain physical insights about the electronic
structure of molecules and solids. The exact Kohn-Sham eigenvalues are not electron removal
energies except for the highest occupied one [102], [103], [156]–[158], but they often, though not
always, provide good approximations to electron binding energies (EBEs). Eigenvalues of the
range separated hybrid functionals [116] using tuned separation parameter generally provide good
approximations to EBEs due to mitigation of self-interaction (SI) errors [116], [159]. Selfinteraction error has a large role in the underestimation of the magnitude of the HOMO and all KS
eigenvalues. For photovoltaics, the HOMO-LUMO orbital difference plays a significant role. If
the HOMO and LUMO correspond to the exact ionization energies and electron affinities as they
do in exact KS theory (using the exact KS potentials on the slightly electron-deficient and slightly
electron-rich sides of neutrality) [160], the sunlight absorption frequency of donor and acceptor
molecules is determined accurately. Because standard self-interaction corrections act only on the
occupied orbitals, we here seek a way to allow even the unoccupied orbitals (including the Rydberg
states) to see a self-interaction-corrected potential. We adapt and implement the Ryabinkin-KohutStaroverov method [51], [161] to obtain effective local potentials from the Perdew-Zunger
[11](PZ) self-interaction corrected Fermi-Löwdin orbitals and density. The density of states and
HOMO-LUMO gaps obtained using this approach show much closer agreement with experimental
values compared to those obtained with a range of DFA or functional approximations. The PZ
energy functional is thus orbital-dependent.
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In the KS-DFT scheme, implementing such orbital-dependent functionals requires
computing the multiplicative potential 𝑣𝑋𝐶 (𝑟) =

𝛿𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝛿𝜌(𝑟)

. When the functional 𝐸𝑋𝐶 is not an explicit

functional of the density, the potential cannot be obtained by a straightforward evaluation.
Traditionally, an effective potential has been obtained by solving the optimized effective potential
(OEP) integral equation [43], [44]. The OEP approach is often not well suited to routine
calculations due to numerical instabilities and difficulties from solving in a finite basis sets[162].
The recently developed RKS method provides a practical alternative to the OEP method to
obtained KS potentials in a straightforward manner [51], [161], [163], [164]. Reference [51] lays
out a hierarchy of successively more accurate approximations, ending in the density-consistent
effective potential (DCEP), which we have implemented in the NRLMOL code. In Sec. 6.1 we
give a description of the RKS method and compare our implementation in NRLMOL. In Sec. 6.2
we adapt the RKS approach to the FLOSIC method and detail the effect on occupied and
unoccupied eigenvalues. We also compare the generated effective potentials to similarly generated
potentials from HF calculations using the classical turning surfaces defined in Ref. [165].

6.1 The RKS method
The simplest approximation to the OEP given relies on the idea developed by Slater [166]
to construct an orbital-averaged potential weighted by |𝜙𝑖 |2 /𝜌, where |𝜙|2 and 𝜌 are respectively
the density of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ orbital and the total electron density. In the context of Hartree-Fock, this
results in the so-called Slater potential,
𝑁

1
1
𝛾(𝑟, 𝑟 ′ ) ′
̂ 𝜙𝑖 =
𝑣𝑆 (𝑟) =
∑ 𝜙𝑖∗ 𝐾
∫
𝑑𝑟 .
𝜌(𝑟)
𝜌(𝑟) |𝑟 − 𝑟 ′ |
𝑖=1

The resulting effective potential is thus given as
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(6.1)

𝑂𝐴𝐸𝑃 (𝑟 )
𝑣𝑒𝑓𝑓
= 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟 ) + 𝑣𝐻𝐾𝑆 (𝑟) + 𝑣𝑆𝐻𝐹 (𝑟).

(6.2)

In their 2014 work, Kohut et al. define a methodology to obtain higher approximations to
the OEP for Hartree-Fock calculations. The method begins by rearranging the Fock equations as
given by
1
̂] 𝜙𝑖 = 𝜖𝑖 𝜙𝑖 .
[− ∇2 + 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) + 𝑣𝐻 (𝑟) + 𝐾
2

(6.3)

Multiplying both sides by 𝜙𝑖 and summing over 𝑖 gives
𝜏𝐿𝐻𝐹 (𝑟)
̅ 𝐹 (𝑟).
+ 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) + 𝑣𝐻 (𝑟) + 𝑣𝑆 (𝑟) = −𝐼 𝐻
𝐻𝐹
(𝑟
)
𝜌

(6.4)

Similarly, for the KS equations the procedure gives
𝜏𝐿𝐾𝑆 (𝑟)
+ 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) + 𝑣𝐻 (𝑟) + 𝑣𝑋 (𝑟) = −𝐼 𝐾̅ 𝑆 (𝑟).
𝜌𝐾𝑆 (𝑟)

(6.5)

Here, the Laplacian kinetic energy density for a given wavefunction WF (e.g. HF or KS), is
𝑁

1
𝜏𝐿𝑊𝐹 (𝑟) = − ∑ 𝜙𝑖∗𝑊𝐹 ∇2 𝜙𝑖𝑊𝐹
2

(6.6)

𝑖=1

and the average local ionization energy (sometimes 𝜖̅𝑊𝐹 ) is defined by
𝑁

𝐼

𝑊
̅ 𝐹 (𝑟)

1
2
= − 𝑊𝐹
∑ 𝜖𝑖𝑊𝐹 |𝜙𝑖𝑊𝐹 | .
𝜌 (𝑟)

(6.7)

𝑖=1

By making certain assumptions, an effective potential can be obtained by subtracting Eq. 6.3 from
Eq. 6.2 and solving for the 𝑣𝑋 (𝑟). Kohut et al. derive their first approximation, the orbital-
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consistent effective potentials (OCEP), by making an assumption that the occupied KS and HF
orbitals are the same,
𝜙𝑖𝐾𝑆 = 𝜙𝑖𝐻𝐹 ,

(𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁).

(6.8)

With this assumption, by subtracting Eq. 6.3 from Eq. 6.2, most terms cancel out leaving
̅ 𝐹 − 𝐼 𝐾̅ 𝑆
𝑉𝑥𝑂𝐶𝐸𝑃 (𝑟) = 𝑣𝑠𝐻𝐹 (𝑟) + 𝐼 𝐻

(6.9)

The highest level of approximations they define is the density-consistent effective potential
(DCEP). This approximation relies on the less restrictive assumption that only the ground state
densities in each scheme are equal. This equates to imposing the constraint 𝜌𝐾𝑆 (𝑟) = 𝜌𝐻𝐹 (𝑟).
Since orbital-dependent terms no longer cancel, subtracting Eq. 6.3 from Eq.6.2 now results in
additional terms compared with 𝑉𝑥𝑂𝐶𝐸𝑃 . This can be expressed as
𝑉𝑥𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑃 (𝑟) = 𝑉𝑥𝑂𝐶𝐸𝑃 +

𝜏𝐻𝐹 (𝑟) 𝜏𝐾𝑆 (𝑟)
−
,
𝜌𝐻𝐹 (𝑟) 𝜌𝐾𝑆 (𝑟)

(6.10)

1

2

𝐻𝐹
where 𝜏 is the positive-definite form of the kinetic energy density, such that 𝜏 = 2 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1|∇ϕi | .
𝐾𝑆
𝐻𝐹
In both OCEP and DCEP, the eigenvalues are then shifted so 𝜖𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂
= 𝜖𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂
to ensure

the correct behavior as 𝑟 → ∞. The calculation is then run self-consistently. In this work we define
the tolerance for self-consistent calculations as reached when

‖𝑉𝑥 −𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑑‖
‖𝑉𝑥 ‖

< 10−8.

Hartree-Fock results
We tested our implementation into NRLMOL by comparing with Hartree-Fock results
from the initial RKS work [51] for Argon and the Li2 dimer. HF and DCEP calculations were run
in NRLMOL using PBE and the 6-311G** basis set.
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Figure 6.1: HF exchange potentials for Argon and Li2 plotted along z-axis. Figures for OEP and
OCEP (left) reproduced from [51], with the permission of AIP publishing. Circles for
NRLMOL implementation (right) represent grid points.
6.2 RKS in FLOSIC
We propose to extend the RKS method to obtain the multiplicative potential from the SIC
orbitals and density. To do this we follow the approach laid out by the RKS method by starting
with the SIC equations
1
𝑖 (𝑟 )]
[− ∇2 + 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) + 𝑣𝐻 (𝑟) + 𝑣𝑥𝑐 (𝑟) + 𝑉𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝜙𝑖 = 𝜖𝑖 𝜙𝑖
2

(6.11)

𝑖
where 𝑉𝑆𝐼𝐶
= 𝑈[𝜌𝑖 ] + 𝑉𝑥𝑐 [𝜌𝑖 , 0]. Averaging over quantities as before, we get

𝜏𝐿𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟)
𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟 )
+ 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) + 𝑣𝐻 (𝑟) + 𝑣𝑥𝑐
+ 𝑉̅𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟) = −𝐼 𝑆̅ 𝐼𝐶 (𝑟).
𝜌 𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟)
Here 𝑉̅𝑆𝐼𝐶 averages over the SIC potentials using
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(6.12)

𝑁
𝑖 (𝑟 )
𝑉̅𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟) = ∑ 𝑉𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝑖=1

(6.13)

𝜌𝑖 (𝑟)
𝜌𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟)

2

where 𝜌𝑖 = |𝜙𝑖𝐹𝐿𝑂 | . Finally, subtracting Eq. 6.3 subject to the constraint in Eq. (6.8), we obtain
the density-consistent effective potential
𝑉𝑥𝑐𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑃 (𝑟) = 𝑉𝑥𝑐𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟) + 𝑉̅𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟) + 𝐼 𝑆̅ 𝐼𝐶 − 𝐼 𝐾̅ 𝑆 +

𝜏𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟) 𝜏𝐾𝑆 (𝑟)
−
𝜌𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟) 𝜌𝐾𝑆 (𝑟)

(6.14)

Once the SIC terms are obtained from a FLOSIC calculation, we can run a self-consistent
calculation to obtain the SIC effective potential.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Computational Details
The RKS method was implemented in a highly-scalable version of the NRLMOL code
developed at UTEP. The code uses a large Gaussian orbital basis [53] and an accurate numerical
integration grid scheme [54]. SI-corrected inputs were obtained from the FLOSIC code [91], [151],
which is based on the NRLMOL code. The default grid in the FLOSIC code requires much higher
density than standard DFT calculations. The mesh generated with the FLOSIC code was reused
for the RKS method for each system. All calculations use the default basis set and the PBE
exchange-correlation functional [14].
6.3.2 Eigenvalues in RKS-SIC
In FLOSIC, only the occupied orbitals are affected directly. The RKS method allows us to
examine the effect of SI-corrected wavefunctions on unoccupied states. A study by Zhang and
Musgrave [167] compares the HOMO, LUMO and HOMO-LUMO gap of 11 functionals and
compares with experimental ionization potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA) for a set of
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systems. They also calculate the quantities using TDDFT. We have tested and compare a subset
of these systems with the RKS-SIC approach.
We find that the RKS-SIC eigenvalues perform well for all 3 categories. HOMO
eigenvalues have previously shown good agreement. Eigenvalues in RKS-SIC calculations are
scaled to match the HOMO, as detailed in section 6.1, so the method inherits the quality of the SIC
HOMO eigenvalues. For the systems tested, RKS-SIC gives a mean absolute error (MAE) of 1.09
eV from experiment. The only functional to perform better was KMLYP with a MAE of 0.83 eV.
Zhang and Musgrave found that the LUMOs of all functionals fail to predict experimental
EAs. We find RKS-FLOSIC provides good agreement with experiment, with a MAE of 0.73 eV.
Although LDA and GGA functionals do not perform well for HOMOs and LUMOs, all gave good
agreement for HOMO-LUMO gaps with MAEs ranging from 0.64-0.67 eV. Hybrid functionals
ranged from 1.04-5.15 eV. RKS-SIC gave a MAE of 1.01eV.
Zhang and Musgrave also provided TDDFT results and found improvement over all
functionals tested. As shown in Fig. 6.2, RKS-SIC results give comparable results without the need
for TDDFT calculations.
The functionals that performed best for HOMO eigenvalues performed the worst for gaps.
At the same time, the functionals that performed best for gaps were among the worst for HOMO
eigenvalues. In contrast, RKS-SIC eigenvalues give reliable results over all categories.
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Figure 6.2: Calculated energy vs. experimental values for HOMO, LUMO, and HOMO-LUMO
gaps from time-independent and time-dependent calculations. Black line indicates
exact agreement with experiment.
6.3.3 Approximate photoelectron spectra of polyacenes
We also examine the effect on all occupied eigenvalues by comparing SIC and RKS-SIC
results to the photoelectron spectra of polyacenes obtained through Ultraviolet Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (UPS) [168], [169]. SIC eigenvalues shown in the top plot for Benzene in Fig. 6.3
give similar qualitative results with experiment, but on a much broader energy scale. Additionally,
SIC introduces a peak around 12.5 eV not seen in the experimental structure. RKS-SIC compresses
eigenvalues and provides much closer fit to experimental results. We also show benzene results
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calculated with LDA and PBE. PBE calculations result in slightly lower energies, but retain the
same spacing for both SIC and RKS-SIC.
Similar behavior for SIC and LDA calculations are found with the remaining polyacenes
and so only experimental and RKS-SIC results obtained with PBE are plotted. In the remaining
cases, RKS-SIC shows good agreement with experimental spectra for low to mid-level energy
states. For anthracene, the spectrum displays a rigid shift higher than the experiment spectrum. In
all cases, RKS-SIC over-compresses the spectra so states at higher energy levels are
underpredicted.

Fig. 6.3: Calculated spectra using RKS-SIC. Experimental UPS results [168], [169] in blue. For
Benzene, SIC-only results are shown at the top of the plot in dark red and LDA results
are shown using dashed lines.
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Table 6.1: Turning Radii of spin-unpolarized atoms in A.U. Differences calculated with respect to
HF results of Ref. [165].
Radius

Diff

Rel. diff (%)

He

0.62

-0.002

-0.35%

Be

1.82

-0.034

-1.92%

Ne

0.88

-0.011

-1.24%

Mg

2.24

-0.056

-2.57%

Ar

1.31

-0.017

-1.33%

Ca

2.87

-0.064

-2.29%

Zn

1.89

0.036

1.86%

Kr (a)

1.48

-0.01

-0.66%

Kr (b)

1.51

-0.037

-2.55%

6.3.4 Classical turning radii
The generation of a single effective potential provides a way to classify bonding and
visualize complexes by calculating the classical turning surface, as described in Ref. [165].
Ospadov et al. define the classical turning surface as the set of all points 𝑟 at which a classical
electron would be turned back when. In the Kohn-Sham formalism this surface is defined by
𝐾𝑆
𝑣𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝑟) = 𝜖𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂
.
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We calculate turning point radii for spin-unpolarized atoms using the RKS-SIC approach
and compare to the Hartree-Fock generated radii of Ref. [165]. In their work, Ospadov et al. use a
modified form of RKS which uses the Pauli kinetic-energy density (mRKS). To account for turning
radii that may fall between mesh points, we estimate the turning radius as a linear interpolation of
the two nearest points along Z-axis. Results and differences are shown in Table 6.1. We find a
mean absolute error of 0.03 A.U. and a mean absolute relative error (MARE) of 1.64% when
compared with HF radii. In all cases except for Zinc, FLOSIC turning surfaces are larger than in
HF. For the Krypton we show turning radii taken from the positive and negative Z-directions. The
difference of 0.03 A.U. is due to an angular dependence in the effective potential resulting from
the 𝑉̅𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟) term defined in Eq. 6.13.

6.5 Conclusion
We have implemented the RKS method to generate multiplicative effective potentials from
FLOSIC orbitals and densities. While the FLOSIC method has been found to provide accurate
HOMO energies, it only indirectly effects unoccupied states. The same can behavior can be seen
for many hybrid functionals as well. We find that the use of a multiplicative effective potential
results in better description of properties related to unoccupied orbitals and so gives an accurate
description of the HOMO and LUMO as well as the HOMO-LUMO gap, whereas the 11
functionals tested by Zhang and Musgrave fail for one or more of these quantities. We also find
the HOMO-LUMO gap to be comparable to TDDFT calculated gaps for the functionals tested. We
also find the RKS-FLOSIC method to give much better agreement of eigenvalues when compared
against experimental spectroscopic results. Comparing to a set of polyacenes, RKS-FLOSIC
correct the broadened spectra of standard FLOSIC calculations.
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Generating a single effective potential also now allows for the visualization of atomic sizes
through the calculation of the turning surfaces as described by Ospadov et al. In comparing to their
work using HF generated wavefunctions, we find differences in atomic turning radii to be within
2.5% using RKS-FLOSIC potentials. In all cases except calcium, RKS-FLOSIC produces slightly
larger radii. We also find applying the RKS method to FLOSIC results in angular dependence in
some systems such as Neon, which can vary 0.18 Angstrom at different turning surface points.
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Chapter 7: Implementation of Perdew-Zunger self-interaction correction in a
finite-difference real space density functional code using Fermi-Löwdin
orbitals
7.1 Introduction
The Kohn-Sham (KS) formulation of the density functional theory (DFT) has emerged as
a standard method for electronic structure calculations of atoms, molecules, and solids [110]. It is
among the most widely used quantum mechanical methods for study of electronic properties of
solids. The many-electron effects in the KS theory are incorporated into the exchange-correlation
functional, the exact form of which is currently unknown. Practical application of the KS-DFT
requires approximation to the exchange-correlation functional, the accuracy of which determines
the fidelity of the simulation. Since there is no systematic way to construct the exchangecorrelation functional, a large number of approximations have been proposed [7], [19]. Both the
exchange and correlation are generally approximated together to obtain systematic error
cancellation. One way of constructing functionals, pursued by Perdew and coworkers, is by
considering the known physical properties of the exact exchange-correlation functional and other
exact properties [7], [160], [170]. Such functionals, classified as non-empirical, typically show
greater predictive capability than functionals empirically fitted to databases of various chemical
properties.
Perdew and Schmidt [7] have classified the exchange-correlation functionals using an
analogy to the Jacob's ladder wherein the sophistication of the density functional approximations
(DFA) corresponds to the rung of the ladder. The celebrated local spin density approximation
(LSDA) functional, which depends only on the electron density, belongs to the first rung of the
ladder. This functional has been used for decades to study electronic structure related properties in
solid state physics. The semi-local functionals such as the generalized gradient approximation
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(GGA) depends on electron density and its gradients, while meta-GGA functionals additionally
depend on the density Laplacians or kinetic-energy densities. These functionals belong to the
second and third rungs, respectively. The higher rungs' functionals include a certain percent of
non-local Hartree-Fock exchange along with DFAs [7], [19]. Acceptable accuracy of the available
functionals along with efficient implementation of KS formulations in several easy to use codes
have resulted in explosive growth of KS-DFT applications.
The LSDA and semi-local functionals describe the equilibrium properties sufficiently
accurately but fail to provide accurate results for reaction barrier heights in chemical reactions
where the bond between atoms are stretched [65]. These functionals also fail to describe one
electron systems accurately. This has been attributed to the self-interaction error (SIE) of these
functionals [65]. Specifically, in the case of one electron system, the exact exchange-correlation
energy cancels the Coulomb energy. However, this cancellation is incomplete in approximate
functionals and residual self-interaction remains. A number of alternative approaches have been
pursued to correct the SIEs [2], [11], [97], [119]–[121], [123], [131], [171]. In this work, we focus
on the most widely used self-interaction-correction, developed by Perdew and Zunger (PZ-SIC)
[11], which has been used to study atoms, molecules, and solids.
7.1.1 Perdew-Zunger Self-interaction-correction (PZSIC)
In 1981, Perdew-Zunger (PZ) provided a definition of one-electron SIE and outlined a
procedure to eliminate this error from the DFAs [11]. In the PZ approach, the SIE is removed on
orbital by orbital basis according to the following equation

𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐

𝐸

𝑆𝐼𝐶

=−

(7. 1)

𝐷𝐹𝐴 [𝜌
∑(𝑈[𝜌𝑖𝜎 ] + 𝐸𝑥𝑐
𝑖𝜎 , 0])
𝑖𝜎
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𝐷𝐹𝐴 [𝜌 ]
th
Here, 𝑈[𝜌𝑖𝜎 ] and 𝐸𝑥𝑐
𝑖𝜎 are the Coulomb and exchange-correlation energy of the i occupied

orbital, 𝜎 is the spin index, and 𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐 is the number of occupied orbitals. The orbital electron
density, 𝜌𝑖𝜎 = |𝜓𝑖𝜎 ||2 , where the 𝜓𝑖𝜎 are the KS orbitals. The correction should vanish for the
exact functional. The SIC method of Perdew-Zunger satisfies this criterion. The total energy with
PZ-SIC method is given by 𝐸 = 𝐸 𝐾𝑆 + 𝐸 𝑆𝐼𝐶 , where
𝐸 𝐾𝑆 = ∑ 𝑓𝑖𝜎 ⟨𝜓𝑖𝜎 |−
𝑖𝜎

∇2
| 𝜓 ⟩ + ∫ 𝑑 3 𝑟 𝜌(𝑟)𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟)
2 𝑖𝜎
(7. 2)

1
𝑑 3 𝑟 ′ (𝜌(𝑟)𝜌(𝑟 ′ ))
+ ∬ 𝑑3𝑟
+ 𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝜌↑ , 𝜌↓ ].
|𝑟 − 𝑟 ′ |
2
Here, 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 is the external potential. The electron density, 𝜌 = 𝜌↑ + 𝜌↓ = ∑𝑖,𝜎 𝑓𝑖\𝜎 |𝜓𝑖𝜎 |2. 𝑓𝑖𝜎 is the
occupation of the 𝜓𝑖𝜎 orbital.
The variational minimization of the above energy functional results in a set of orbital
dependent PZ-SIC equations:
𝑁

∇2
𝑖𝜎 (𝑟 )]
𝑃𝑍−𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝜎
[− + 𝑣𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜓𝑖𝜎 = 𝐻𝑖𝜎
\𝜓𝑖𝜎 = ∑ 𝜆𝑗𝑖
𝜓𝑗𝜎 .
2

(7. 3)

𝑗=1,𝜎

Here,
𝑖𝜎 (𝑟 )
𝑣𝑒𝑓𝑓
= 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) + ∫ 𝑑 3 𝑟 ′

𝜌(𝑟 ′ )
𝜎 (𝑟 )
+ 𝑣𝑥𝑐
|𝑟 − 𝑟 ′ |

𝜌𝑖𝜎 (𝑟 ′ )
𝑖𝜎 (𝑟 )}
− {∫ 𝑑 3 𝑟 ′
+ 𝑣𝑥𝑐
.
|𝑟 − 𝑟 ′ |

(7. 4)

The first term 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) is the external potential, the second term is the Coulomb potential due to
the electrons, and 𝑣𝑥𝑐 is the exchange-correlation potential (of DFA). The last two terms in the
𝑆𝐼𝐶
curly bracket correspond to the orbital SIC potential 𝑉𝑖𝜎
, composed of the self-Coulomb and self-
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exchange-correlation potential. Note that, unlike the standard KS equations, the effective potential
𝑃𝑍−𝑆𝐼𝐶
in Eq. (7.3) is orbital dependent. The matrix of Lagrange multipliers 𝜆𝑖𝑗 = ⟨𝜓𝑖𝜎 |𝐻𝑖𝜎
|𝜓𝑖𝜎 ⟩ is

introduced in Eq. (7.3) to ensure the orthogonality of occupied 𝑁 orbitals of spin 𝜎. At the
minimum of the PZ-SIC energy, the non-Hermitian Lagrange multiplier matrix becomes
Hermitian. Thus, the orbitals minimizing the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7.3) satisfy Pederson’s
𝜎
localization equations [37], [38] 𝜆𝑗𝑖
= 𝜆𝜎𝑖𝑗 . Some implementations [46] of the PZ-SIC method

enforce satisfaction of localization equations, a method which results in additional computational
effort. The orthogonal orbitals that satisfy localization equations are the localized orbitals. Various
local orbitals such as Foster-Boys [172] and Pipek-Mezey [173] have been used in solving the PZSIC scheme [63], [65], [66]. They are related to Kohn-Sham orbitals by unitary transformation. In
2014, Pederson and coworkers [72] used Fermi-Löwdin orbitals [174], [175] in the PZ-SIC
scheme. Below we describe in brief the details of that approach.
7.1.2 Fermi-Löwdin orbital SIC (FLOSIC)
Recently, Pederson, Ruzsinszky, and Perdew [72] introduced the unitary invariant
implementation of PZSIC using the Fermi-Löwdin orbitals (FLOSIC) [174], [175]. FLOSIC
makes use of localized Fermi orbitals (FOs) which are defined by the transformation
𝐹𝑖𝜎 (𝑟) =

∗ (𝑎 )𝜓
∑𝛼 𝜓𝛼𝜎
𝑖𝜎
𝑎𝜎 (𝑟 )

√(∑𝛼|𝜓𝛼𝜎 (𝑎𝑖𝜎 )|2 )

.

(7. 5)

Here, 𝑎𝑖 are points in space called Fermi-orbital descriptors (FODs). Neglecting the spin index,
the above equation can be rewritten as
𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐

𝐹𝑖 (𝑟) = ∑ 𝐹𝑖𝛼 𝜓𝛼 =
𝛼

where the transformation matrix 𝐹𝑖𝛼 is defined as
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𝜌(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑟)
√𝜌(𝑎𝑖 )

(7. 6)

𝐹𝑖𝛼 =

𝜓𝛼∗ (𝑎𝑖 )

(7. 7)

√𝜌(𝑎𝑖 )

The FOs are normalized but not orthogonal, so they are orthogonalized using Löwdin
orthogonalization method to generate the Fermi-Löwdin orbitals (FLOs) 𝜙𝑖𝜎 . The FLOs depend
on the FOD position. The change of FOD positions thereby alters the total energy. The change of
FOD positions are obtained by minimizing the self-consistent SIC energy using the FOD forces
[40], [73], [81] as follows
𝑑𝐸 𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝑑𝜙
𝑑𝜙
𝑘
= ∑ 𝜖𝑘𝑙
{⟨ 𝑘 |𝜙𝑙 ⟩ − ⟨ 𝑙 |𝜙𝑘 ⟩}
𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑎
𝑑𝑎𝑚
𝑚
𝑚

(7. 8)

𝑘𝑙

𝑑𝜙

𝑑𝐹

𝑘
with 𝜖𝑘𝑙
= ⟨𝜙𝑙 |𝑉𝑘𝑆𝐼𝐶 |𝜙𝑘 ⟩. The derivatives |𝑑𝑎 𝑘 ⟩ require evaluating |𝑑𝑎 𝑘 ⟩ which can be done using
𝑚

𝑚

the following relations,
∇𝑎𝑖 𝐹𝑖 (𝑟) = ∑{∇𝑎⃗𝑖 𝐹𝑖𝛼 }𝜓𝑎 (𝑟)

(7. 9)

𝛼

∇𝑎𝑖 𝐹𝑖𝛼 = 𝐹𝑖𝛼 {

∇𝑎𝑖 𝜓𝛼 (𝑎𝑖 ) ∇𝑎𝑖 𝜌(𝑎𝑖 )
−
}
𝜓𝛼 (𝑎𝑖 )
2𝜌(𝑎𝑖 )

(7. 10)

The FLOSIC approach, unlike the traditional PZSIC implementations, requires optimizing
the N positions or 3N parameters positions of FODs and has formally lower cost than the traditional
PZSIC implementation which require obtaining N2 coefficients to satisfy the localization
equations. The FLOSIC method has been implemented in Gaussian-orbital based packages and
has been successfully applied to study several electronic properties [1], [2], [50], [74], [77]–[79],
[83], [92], [152], [171], [176]–[181].
In this work, we present a formulation and implementation of the FLOSIC method in real
space. The real-space formulation enables a rigorous, systematic convergence for all atomic
species and configurations as well as large-scale parallelism to reach larger length and time scales
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than previously accessible at this level of theory. While the PZ-SIC method has been implemented
using the real space approach [134], [135], [142], [143], [145], [146], [155] this is the first
implementation of the FLOSIC method. In Sec. 7.2, we present the details of the formulation and
implementation. To demonstrate and verify the formulation and implementation, we compute the
atomization energies, barrier heights, and ionization potentials of selected molecules and compare
to previous results obtained by Gaussian based codes and experiment. Computational details and
the results are discussed in Sec. 7.3 and Sec. 7.4, respectively.

7.2 Real-space formulation and implementation
7.2.1 M-SPARC code base
To facilitate rapid implementation and testing, we formulate and implement the selfinteraction correction in real space in the M-SPARC prototype code [182], a serial implementation
of the massively parallel SPARC real-space electronic structure code [183]–[185], sharing the
same structure, algorithms, input, and output.
M-SPARC is an open-source software package that can perform Kohn-Sham DFT
calculations for isolated systems such as molecules as well as extended systems such as crystals
and surfaces. M-SPARC employs the pseudopotential approximation [186] to facilitate the
efficient solution of the Kohn-Sham equations for all elements in the periodic table. In addition, it
employs a local real-space formulation for the electrostatics [187]–[189], wherein the electrostatic
potential – sum of ionic and Hartree potentials – is obtained via the solution of a Poisson equations,
using a high-order centered finite-difference approximation for differential operators and the
trapezoidal rule for integral operators.
M-SPARC employs the self-consistent field (SCF) method [186] to solve for the electronic
ground state. The superposition of isolated-atom electron densities is used as the initial guess for
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the first SCF iteration in the simulation, whereas for every subsequent atomic configuration
encountered, extrapolation based on previous configurations’ solutions is employed [190]. The
SCF method is accelerated using the restarted variant [191] of Periodic Pulay mixing [192] with
real-space preconditioning [193]. For spin polarized calculations, mixing is performed
simultaneously on both components.
In every SCF iteration, M-SPARC performs a partial diagonalization of the linear
eigenproblem using the CheFSI method [182], [183], with multiple Chebyshev filtering steps
performed in the first SCF iteration of the simulation [194]. While performing the Hamiltonianmatrix products, the Kronecker product formulation for the Laplacian is used [195], and the
remaining terms are handled in a matrix-free fashion with zero-Dirichlet or Bloch-perioidic
boundary conditions prescribed on the orbitals along directions in which the system is finite or
extended, respectively. The electrostatic potential is determined by using the AAR liinear solver
[196], [197] for solviing the Poisson equation. Laplacian-vector products are performed using the
Kronecker product formulation [195], with Dirichlet/periodic boundary conditioins prescribed
along directions in which the system is finite or extended, respectively. In particular, Dirichlet
values are determined using a multipole expansioin for isolated systems and a dipole correction
for surfaces and nanowires [198], [199].
M-SPARC thus provides a natural framework to implement the FLOSIC self-interaction
correction in real space, for both isolated and periodic systems. Its extension to SPARC should be
relatively straightforward, providing large-scale parallelism for performing such calculations.
7.2.2

Interpolation Scheme: Transformation matrix and FOD forces
In order to construct the transformation matrix 𝐹𝑖𝑗 (Eq. (7.7)]) the wavefunction, 𝜓(𝑎𝑖 ),

needs to be evaluated at the FOD position 𝑎𝑖 , which will generally fall in-between grid points. In
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such case a 12th order cubic interpolation scheme is used. The density 𝜌(𝑎𝑖 ) is then constructed
2

as 𝜌(𝑎𝑖 ) = ∑𝑁
𝑗 𝑓𝑗 |𝜓𝑗 (𝑎𝑖 )| where 𝑓𝑗 is the occupancy of the 𝑗-th state. Calculating the forces on
the FODs according to Eq. (7.8) also requires interpolating 𝑑𝜓 at the FOD position 𝑎𝑖 . We first
obtain the derivatives at each grid point using the 1st-order central-difference approximation for
all central points, and forward- and backwards-difference at the edges. The gradients ∇𝜓(𝑎𝑖 ) are
then obtained by cubic interpolation as for the matrix, 𝐹. Proceeding in this way, forces and energy
minima were found to coincide well. For Li2, analytic FOD forces differed by 2.6 × 10−6 Ha/Bohr
at equilibrium when compared against finite-difference force calculations using a spacing of 10−2
Bohr.
7.2.3 Self-consistency
The development of full self-consistency in FLOSIC was shown to lower energies for
certain systems[49]. In their work, Yang et al. employ an iterative approach to solve Eq. (7.3)
using Jacobi rotations (𝑆𝐶𝐽𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑏𝑖 ). An alternative has since been introduced which uses the Unified
Hamiltonian approach described by Harrison, Heaton, and Lin[35] (𝑆𝐶𝑈𝐻 ). In both cases,
operations are performed on the full Hamiltonian of size 𝑁𝑏2 , where 𝑁𝑏 is the number of basis
functions in the calculation. In the finite-difference methodology, the Hamiltonian is of order
2
𝑁𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑
, where 𝑁𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑 is the total number of grid points used in the calculation as determined by the

domain size and grid spacing. The size of the real-space Hamiltonian would quickly make the
these approaches prohibitively expensive.
One approach to address this would be to employ discrete discontinuous basis projection
(DDBP) [200] to reduce Hamiltonian and orbital dimensions to a few tens per atom. Alternatively,
as we shall adopt in the present work, a self-consistent approach based on statistical averaging of
the orbital dependent potential[166] (𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝐼𝐶 ) can be employed to eliminate the dependence on
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the full 𝑁𝑏2 matrix elements. In the approach, a weighted average of the potentials arising from
each FLO is constructed as

𝑣̅𝜎𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟)

𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟 )𝜌
𝑜𝑐𝑐
∑𝑁
𝑉𝑖𝜎
𝑖𝜎 (𝑟 )
= 𝑖
𝜌𝜎 (𝑟)

(7. 11)

Here 𝜌𝑖𝜎 (𝑟) is the FLO density, and 𝜌𝜎 (𝑟) is the total electron density. This approach simplifies
the orbital dependent potentials in the PZSIC scheme and results in a single effective potential.
Note that this approach differs from the traditional Slater’s average method. The average potential
here is constructed from the orbital dependent potentials that are determined using the FermiLöwdin orbital densities and not the Kohn-Sham orbital densities. Similarly, the weights 𝜌̃𝑖 used
in averaging are also FLO densities. This approach is similar to what has been called by Messud
and coworkers as generalized Slater scheme [143], [201]. The difference with the work of Messud
and coworkers is the use of Fermi-Löwdin orbitals in the present work. Messud et al. have noted
that the generalized Slater scheme provides a significant improvement compared to the traditional
SIC-Slater and Krieger-Li-Iafrate formalisms [201].
The single particle KS-PZ equations then become
∇2
𝜎 (𝑟 )
𝜎
{− + 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) + Φ(r) + 𝑣𝑥𝑐
+ 𝑣̅ 𝑆𝐼𝐶
} 𝜓𝐼𝜎 = 𝜖𝑖𝜎 𝜓𝑖𝜎 ,
2

(7. 12)

where Φ is the electrostatic potential. Slater approximations have been used to simplify the
optimized effective potential approach [143]. An added benefit of having a single effective
potential is that the SI-corrected unoccupied orbitals are available in this approximation. We have
also experimented with scaling the SIC potential, that is using 𝛼𝑣̅ 𝑆𝐼𝐶 in Eq. (7.12) with 𝛼 being a
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parameter. 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1 will scale down the SIC potential. Jónsson and coworkers have found such
scaled down SIC to be more accurate when used with GGA functionals[150].

(a) N-DFT

(b) N-SCJacobi

(c) N-SCAvgSIC

(d) Ne-DFT

(b)Ne-SCJacobi

(f) Ne-SCAvgSIC

Figure 7.1: The isosurface of 𝑝-orbitals for (a) N and (d) Ne atoms (within LSDA). Likewise, the
middle [(b) and (c)] and the right panel [(c) and (f)] show isosurfaces for N and Ne
atoms 𝑠𝑝 hybridized orbitals in the 𝑆𝐶𝐽𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑏𝑖 (obtained using the FLOSIC code) and
𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝐼𝐶 (present work) methods.
7.3 Computational Details
Total energies in M-SPARC calculations were converged to 10−3 Ha with respect to grid
spacing and domain size. Optimized Norm-Conserving Vanderbilt (ONCV) pseudopotentials
[202] were generated with exchange-correlation in the local density approximation (LDA) based
on corresponding GGA [14] potentials in the SG15 library [203]. The ONCV formulation employs
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multiple nonlocal projectors in each angular momentum channel to obtain high transferability
across species, configurations, and external conditions. All calculations were tested using LSDA
exchange and the PW92 correlation functional.
The FLOSIC code is an implementation based on the UTEP-NRLMOL code. The code
uses an accurate numerical integration grid scheme [54]. The default basis is a large basis set [52]
shown to give comparable results to the cc-pVQZ basis set [92]. The calculations were also
performed using the PyFLOSIC code [204] to produce benchmark calculations for comparison as
it allows using basis sets with higher angular momentum functions. Non-self-consistent one-shot
(OS) calculations were performed by calculating SIC energies and FOD forces at the end of a
standard DFT calculation from the converged wavefunctions. Self-consistent (SC) calculations
with SPARC employed the SCAvgSIC potential approach described in section 7.2.3. FLOSIC code
and PyFLOSIC calculations employ SCJacobi and SCUH approaches, respectively. FOD positions
were first generated with the FLOSIC code using BHS pseudopotentials and then adjusted
according to the forces when needed. All FODs were converged to a maximum force of
10−3 Ha/Bohr.

7.4 Results
7.4.1

Basis set completeness
The real-space methodology discretizes the Kohn-Sham equations in a chosen domain on

a uniform grid in real space. For periodic systems, the computational domain is the unit cell, while
for isolated systems it is a box sufficiently large to contain the wavefunction tails to desired
accuracy. Thus, for atomic and molecular systems of any species and configuration, discretization
errors can be reduced as far as desired by refining the grid and increasing domain size. In the
present calculations, grid and domain errors were converged to 10−3 Ha or less in all cases.
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The systematic convergence afforded by real-space methods offers some advantages in the
context of FLOSIC and other such advanced exchange-correlation formulations. In particular,
since individual orbital densities vary more rapidly than the total density, higher resolution is
generally required in FLOSIC calculations than for standard LDA and GGA; and this is readily
obtained by refining the grid. In addition, where far-from-equilibrium configurations are of
interest, such as for significantly stretched or compressed bonds, errors are again straightforwardly
reduced as far as desired by simply refining the grid, in contrast to basis-set oriented approaches.
The FLOSIC and PyFLOSIC codes employ several basis sets to facilitate accurate
calculations of a wide variety of properties.
In addition to the default NRLMOL basis employed in the FLOSIC code, we also employed
the pc-n basis sets [205] where n=0-4, which have been designed to systematically converge to the
basis set limit as n is increased. At pc-3 and pc-4, the basis for Lithium makes use of 𝑓 or higher
angular momentum functions. As the FLOSIC code currently does not support 𝑓-functions or
higher angular momentum the pc-3 and pc-4 results were obtained using PyFLOSIC.
7.4.2 Atoms
The hydrogen atom is the simplest system. For one electron systems, the PZSIC is exact.
For the hydrogen atom, a single FOD is required. The SIC energy in this case is independent of
the FOD position. We find OS-SIC calculations differ by 0.12 mHa between all implementations.
Self-consistency improves the energies to within 0.016-0.36 mHa of the exact answer (0.5 Ha). By
refining the grid spacing to 0.2 Bohr, the SC-SPARC calculation comes within 0.016 mHa of the
exact answer. Using the pc-2 basis set, the LSDA and OS-SIC calculations effectively give the
same energy between the FLOSIC code and PyFLOSIC. Self-consistency increases the difference
by 0.3 mHa. This difference may be explained by the different implementations of self-consistency
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in each code, as detailed in section 7.2.3. When the SIC equations are solved using the localization
equations, it was found that 𝑠 and 𝑝 orbitals are hybridized into four symmetrically equivalent
orbitals. Using the Slater-averaging approach to self-consistency we find the same hybridization
as shown in Fig 7.1.
Figure 1 shows the isosurfaces of 𝑝 orbital density of the nitrogen and neon atom obtained
with standard LSDA calculations along with those obtained from the FLOSIC code, which uses
Jacobi transformation to build SIC Hamiltonian, and the present implementation that uses
multiplicative average SIC potential using the Slater's statistical average of SIC potentials. These
are Kohn-Sham orbitals for LSDA and FLOs for the Jacobi and Slater-average methods. It is
evident from the figure that the present approach, like the FLOSIC-Jacobi scheme, also produces
𝑠𝑝-hybridized orbitals.
Table 7.1: Total energy of hydrogen atom in Ha. SC-SIC runs calculated using a SCJacobi b SCUH, c
SCAvgSIC
NRLMOL

NRLMOL

PyFLOSIC

PyFLOSIC

H Energy (a.u.)

Default

pc-2

pc-2

pc-4

SPARC

LSDA

-0.478647

-0.478643

-0.478642

-0.478710

-0.478474

OS-FLOSIC

-0.498929

-0.498908

-0.498901

-0.498977

-0.498853

SC-FLOSIC

-0.499922

-0.499902

-0.499640

-0.499752

-0.499984
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Figure 7.2: Li2 at two FOD energy minima. FODS shown in white.
7.4.3 Lithium Dimer
We consider the Li2 dimer as another test system. The spin-unpolarized description of Li2
requires three FODs. By moving the outer FODs symmetrically along the bond axis, it is possible
to reduce the search for optimal FOD positions to one dimension. Using this approach, one finds
two minima, as shown in Fig. 7.2, with one corresponding to the FODs being found between the
atoms and one outside the atoms. Other minima are possible with non-symmetric FOD positions,
e.g. 1 outside, 1 inside.
In Fig. 7.3 we plot the energy as a function of the FODs' distance from the origin, scaling
the energy so the minimum is at zero. The atomic position is shown as the vertical dashed line
around 2.56 Bohr from the origin. In plotting the differences with SPARC and the FLOSIC code
using the default basis set, we found that the FOD positions in SPARC were pushed further away
from the atoms for both the inside and outside minima, as well as a larger energy difference at the
local maximum. To investigate the basis set as a cause for these differences, we ran calculations
utilizing the pc-n basis sets, which approach the basis set limit as n is increased from 0 to 4. We
compared n=0-2 runs with the FLOSIC and PyFLOSIC codes to verify the implementations were
consistent, and performed calculations with n=3-4 with PyFLOSIC.
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Results plotted in Fig. 7.3 show the FOD positions and local maximum begin approaching
the SPARC results as the basis approaches the basis-set limit, but quickly begin to converge from
n=2-4. We also tested the augmented pc-4 basis set which adds diffuse functions but found no
difference with pc-4. The remaining difference in converged M-SPARC and FLOSIC/PyFLOSIC
energies (1.7 mHa) may be attributed to the different orbital densities in the core region. M-SPARC
densities being smooth pseudo-densities and FLOSIC/PyFLOSIC being Gaussian all-electron.
Currently the FLOSIC code can only use BHS pseudopotentials with the default basis set, so a
direct comparison is not possible.

Figure 7.3: Energy as a function of FOD distance from origin for Li2. Energy plotted as difference
from minimum energy. PyFLOSIC calculations shown as dotted lines. Atomic
position shown as dashed vertical line.
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While converged FOD positions may differ depending on potential representation, energy
differences and physical observables such as bond length should give comparable results. Fig. 7.4
shows the energy vs. bond distance for the Li2 molecule computed by FLOSIC and M-SPARC
codes. FODs forces were converged to 10−3 Ha/Bohr. The results show excellent agreement over
a wide range as well as finding the same equilibrium bond length in both M-SPARC and FLOSIC
code calculations. Plotting differences between the SPARC and the FLOSIC code curves in Fig.
7.4, we see that both implementations agree to within a mili-Hartree. In M-SPARC calculations,
the results should be converged with respect to domain size and grid spacing. Errors will be larger
as atoms approach the domain boundary. When the domain size is increased for the calculation
around 3.2 Bohr, the error essentially vanishes. At very small bond distance, optimizing the FODs
leads to cases in which they become too close and linear dependencies arise in the Löwdinorthogonalization of the transformation matrix. In addition, pseudopotential overlap, fixed
Gaussian exponents, and/or basis contraction may contribute to differences at the shortest bond
distances. SIC contribution to atomic forces have been worked out previously[177], but have not
yet been implemented in M-SPARC.
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Figure 7.4: Energy as a function of bond distance (Angstrom) for Li2. Energy differences from
minimum (top) and error between SPARC-FLOSIC (bottom).
7.4.2

Atomization Energies
The atomization energy (AE) is defined as

𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚

(7. 13)

𝐴𝐸 = ∑ 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑙 > 0,
𝑖

where Ei is the energy of the individual atom and Emol is the energy of the molecule. We computed
AEs for a set of small molecules used in the initial FLOSIC publications [72] as well as the first
self-consistent implementation [49]. FOD positions were optimized within each implementation
to within 10-3 Ha/FOD. All molecular geometries and initial FOD positions were taken from Ref.
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[49], which were obtained using the LSDA-PW92 exchange-correlation functional and the default
FLOSIC basis set. The calculation of atomization energies requires total energies of atoms. We
found that the unscaled SCAvgSIC approach exhibited convergence difficulties which required
relaxing the FOD optimization threshold. The Lithium atom presented an additional issue in both
the FLOSIC code and SPARC for SCAvgSIC calculations. During the SCF cycle for the atom,
occupation of the HOO changes from the spin-up to spin-down orbital. The SIC energy of a run is
determined from the spin-up orbital as specified at the beginning of the calculation, so the
converged energy does not correctly reflect this spin change. Since this prevents us from
comparing the SC calculations directly with the LSDA and OS calculations, molecules containing
Li were left out of the reported average error.
The calculated AE are shown in Table 2 for LSDA and OS-SIC as well as self-consistent
implementations described in Sec. 7.2.3. We compare to experimental ionization potentials
(IPs)[167] and report the mean absolute error (MAE) and mean absolute percentage error (MARE)
of the set. AEs for LSDA calculations are overestimated in both cases, but are slightly reduced in
SPARC. The same can be seen in OS-SIC runs, where SPARC reduces the MARE from 10.2% in
the FLOSIC code to 9.2% compared to experiment.
Self-consistency slightly reduces errors relative to one-shot calculations. M-SPARC
SCAvgSIC results show a slight improvement of 0.3-0.4% compared to SCJacobi and SCAvgSIC
calculations using the FLOSIC code. Self-consistent calculations with the FLOSIC code differ
slightly, with SCAvgSIC errors slightly increased on average compared to SCJacobi. O2, for example,
increases from 1.1% to 7.3% relative error when using SCAvgSIC. By scaling SIC by ½ with SC0.5AvgSIC,

the error improves slightly to 6.0%. In all cases, the error is much smaller compared to

LSDA error of 46.8%. In M-SPARC, the average error remains the same for the scaled with SC0.5123

AvgSIC

calculations, with results somewhat closer to experiment than FLOSIC code results.

Unscaled SCAvgSIC calculations were performed with FLOSIC, but spin-polarized atomic
calculations did not always converge which made optimizing the FOD positions difficult. As a
result, the FODs for the atoms other than Nitrogen (Li, C, O, F) were not converged to 10 -3. This
convergence issue seems to be related to a degeneracy at the Fermi level in these cases. As a result,
Avg-SIC atomization energies for systems containing Li, C, O or F are likely overestimated.
Table 7.2: Atomization energies (in eV)
FLOSIC code
Molecule

LSDA

OS-SIC

OS-SIC

N2

11.54

10.25

10.24

9.92

10.06

10.99

9.64

9.60

9.60

9.76

O2

7.52

7.01

5.06

4.75

4.81

7.33

5.00

4.98

4.97

5.12

CO

12.92

11.28

11.07

10.52

10.94

12.69

10.95

10.90

10.91

11.11

CO2

20.40

15.72

15.88

14.89

15.34

20.07

15.46

15.55

15.49

16.56

C2H2

19.90

19.27

18.83

17.83

18.72

19.69

18.79

18.69

18.71

16.86

H2

4.90

4.98

4.96

4.96

4.96

4.90

4.92

4.91

4.90

4.48

CH4

20.03

20.42

20.20

19.64

20.10

19.93

20.23

20.16

20.14

17.02

NH3

14.61

14.43

14.44

14.18

14.31

14.37

14.25

14.21

14.19
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H2O

11.55

10.68

10.67

10.49

10.57

11.42

10.65

10.62

10.61

9.51

MAE

2.33

1.28

1.16

1.11

1.20

2.11

1.16

1.14

1.14

21.4%

10.2%

9.3%

9.4%

9.8%

19.3%

9.2%

9.0%

9.0%

a

Jacobi

SC

AvgSIC

SC

Reference [96]
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0.5-AvgSIC

SC

AvgSIC

SC

Expt.a

LSDA

MARE(%)

SC

SPARC code
0.5-AvgSIC

7.4.3

Ionization Potentials
The Kohn-Sham eigenvalues are not electron removal energies except for the highest

occupied orbital (HOO). In exact DFT, the HOO eigenvalue equals the negative of the ionization
potential [102], [103], [156], [160], [206]. This relationship does not strictly hold for approximate
density functionals used in practical applications and in most DFAs, the absolute value of the HOO
eigenvalue substantially underestimates the first ionization potential due to SIE of the exchangecorrelation potential. This can be seen easily. In this approximation the asymptotic decay of the
electron density is primarily governed by the HOO density. Thus, in this limit, the weight factor
𝜌̃𝑖 /𝜌 becomes unity. Therefore, correcting for self-interaction results in the −1/𝑟 asymptotic
behavior of the exchange-correlation potential and in a significant improvement in the HOO
eigenvalue.
In Table 3, we show the HOO eigenvalues obtained by the present real-space M-SPARC
and existing Gaussian-based FLOSIC codes. We compare the computed HOO eigenvalues against
the experimental ionization potentials (IPs) [167] and report MAEs and MAREs for the set. The
application of SIC using the SCAvgSIC method reduces the MAE from 4.55 eV to 2.42 eV for the
FLOSIC code and from 4.55 eV to 2.24 eV for M-SPARC. Although the HOO eigenvalues in
SCAvgSIC method are improved with respect to LSDA, they are overestimated with respect to
experimental eigenvalues. This overestimation can be mitigated by scaling down the 𝑣̅𝑆𝐼𝐶 potential.
The HOO eigenvalues obtained by scaling down the potential 𝑣̅𝑆𝐼𝐶 by 0.5 clearly show
improvements with further decrease in MAE to 1.51 eV for the FLOSIC code to 1.21 eV for MSPARC.
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Table 7.3: Ionization potentials (in eV)
FLOSIC code

SPARC code
0.5-AvgSIC

Expt.a

-17.75

-14.05

15.58

-7.14

-16.47

-11.73

12.3

-12.60

-9.16

-15.85

-12.46

14.01

-17.04

-13.11

-9.33

-16.73

-12.99

13.78

-12.59

-13.48

-10.35

-7.34

-13.29

-10.28

11.49

-6.26

-13.77

-14.44

-10.19

-6.32

-14.42

-10.26

11.3

H2

-10.22

-16.78

-16.80

-11.83

-10.03

-16.45

-13.20

15.43

Li2

-3.23

-5.48

-5.89

-4.51

-3.16

-5.84

-4.45

5.113

CH4

-9.43

-15.90

-16.00

-12.67

-9.44

-16.04

-12.70

13.60

NH3

-6.27

-12.61

-12.96

-9.54

-6.28

-12.90

-9.53

10.82

H2O

-7.33

-14.87

-14.99

-11.09

-7.37

-14.95

-11.09

12.62

MAE

4.55

1.95

2.42

1.51

4.55

2.24

1.21

37.1%

15.6%

19.7%

12.1%

37.2%

18.4%

9.9%

Molecule

LSDA

SC

0.5-AvgSIC

LSDA

SC

N2

-10.43

-17.79

-18.16

-14.22

-10.44

O2

-7.05

-15.95

-16.68

-9.36

CO

-9.15

-15.70

-16.20

CO2

-9.31

-16.07

C2H2

-7.34

LiF

MARE(%)
a

Jacobi

SC

AvgSIC

Reference [167]
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SC

AvgSIC

SC

Table 7.4: Barrier heights in kcal/mol of the forward (f) and reverse (r) chemical reactions
belonging to the BH6 database. Signed errors are shown.
FLOSIC code

M-SPARC code
OS-

Reaction

Barrier

LSDA

SCJacobia

LSDA

SIC

Ref.b

SCAvgSIC

OH + CH4 →
CH3 + H2O

f

-23.6

-2.2

-22.9

1.0

1.0

6.7

r

-17.4

-12.5

-17.0

-6.5

-6.6

19.6

f

-11.8

-1.1

-13.1

-1.6

-0.1

10.7

r

-25.3

-4.8

-24.8

-0.5

0.9

13.1

f

-10.3

-1.7

-10.0

-0.9

-2.0

3.6

r

-17.2

-7.0

-16.5

-3.9

-6.0

17.3

17.6

4.9

17.4

2.4

2.8

188.30%

38.50%

185.70%

19.00%

24.40%

H + OH →
H2 + O

H + H2S →
H2 + HS

MAE
MARE
a
b

Reference [2]
Reference [99]

7.4.4

Barrier heights of chemical reactions
Finally, we test the present implementation using the BH6 database of barrier heights in

chemical reactions. BH6 is a representative subset of the BH24 set [153]. The reactions included
in BH6 are: OH + CH4 → CH3 + H2O, H + OH → H2 + O, and H + H2S → H2 + HS. Total energies
at the left-hand side, the right-hand side, and the saddle point of these chemical reactions were
calculated, and the barrier heights of the forward (f) and reverse (r) reactions were obtained by
taking the relevant energy differences. The geometries used are the same as those provided in Ref.
[153]. The reference values are from Ref. [99]. The results for various methods are summarized in
Table. 7.4. The local (and also semi-local) DFAs underestimate barrier heights [97] by giving
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transition state energies that are too low compared to the reactant and product energies. Accurate
description of transition states requires full nonlocality in the exchange-correlation potential that
local (and semi-local) approximations lack. The present SCAvgSIC implementation of PZ-SIC
further improves over the PZSIC-LSDA (denoted as SCJacobi). The MAE in barrier heights in the
present implementation (SCAvgSIC) is only 2.8 kcal/mol, better than that from the SCJacobi $ method.

7.5 Conclusion
We presented a formulation and implementation of the FLOSIC self-interaction correction
in the real space M-SPARC code. The real-space formulation in the M-SPARC code allows
rigorous, systematic convergence for all atomic species and configurations. The present
implementation demonstrated the feasibility of FLOSIC in the M-SPARC code which will be
adapted to the large-scale parallel SPARC code in the future, thereby enabling calculations at
larger length and time scales. Self-consistency in the present work was introduced using a
generalized Slater statistical average SIC potential. We verified our M-SPARC based real-space
implementation by computing atomization energies and ionization potentials of selected molecules
and comparing to those obtained by the established Gaussian-based FLOSIC and PyFLOSIC
codes. We compared results for LSDA and non-self-consistent as well as self-consistent FLOSIC
calculations. The results obtained with the M-SPARC code show good agreement with those
obtained by the Gaussian-based FLOSIC code, with M-SPARC results somewhat closer to
experiment for the systems considered. The application of SIC with Slater-averaged SIC potentials
showed improvement in HOOs over LSDA. We found that scaling down the SIC potential by a
factor of 0.5 gives comparable or improved results compared to the all-electron Gaussian-based
FLOSIC code implementation. The MAE in computed ionization potentials with respect to
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experiment was found to be 2.24 eV and decreases to 1.21 eV when the SIC potential is scaled
down by 0.5.
We also found that the barrier heights obtained using the present scheme are further
improved over the PZSIC-LSDA barrier heights. Our initial results indicate that the real-space
formulation provides an accurate and systematically improvable approach for FLOSIC
calculations in the Slater-average form. Future work would involve improving the present selfconsistent procedure by implementing the KLI approximation to the optimized effective potential
and elaborate testing of the implementation on larger databases.
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Chapter 8: Self-consistency in Fermi-Löwdin orbital self-interaction
correction using the Krieger-Li-Iafrate approximation
8.1 Introduction
The Kohn-Sham (KS) formulation of the density functional theory (DFT) is an exact theory
for used quantum mechanical methods for the study of material properties in quantum chemistry,
materials science and condensed matter physics [110]. Its practical usage requires approximations
to the exchange-correlation functional whose accuracy and complexity determines the accuracy
and efficiency of the study. As there is no systematic way to improve upon accuracy of exchangecorrelation approximations, a large number of density functional approximations (DFAs) have
been proposed [7], [19]. Practically all these functionals suffer from self-interaction-error (SIE)
which has restricted the universal application of DFT. The SIE has been attributed to the problem
of excessive delocalization of electrons, low reaction barrier heights, overestimation of
polarizabilities of stretched molecules, band gaps, etc. In KS-DFT, when the exchange-correlation
functional is approximated, the self-Coulomb energy included in the expression of Coulomb
energy does not get fully cancelled by the self-exchange in the approximate exchange-correlation
functional. The residual left is the self-interaction energy. For example, for the hydrogen atom or
one electron densities the sum of Coulomb energy 𝐸𝐻 and exchange-correlation 𝐸𝑥𝑐 is
𝐸𝐻 + 𝐸𝑥𝑐 =

1
𝜌(𝑟)𝜌(𝑟 ′ )
∬ 𝑑 3 𝑟𝑑 3 𝑟 ′
+ 𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝜌] = 𝛿.
|𝑟 − 𝑟 ′ |
2

For the exact functional 𝛿 = 0. For approximate functionals,

(8. 1)

𝛿 is non-zero and

represents the self-interaction error for that functional for the one-electron density.
Several approaches have been proposed to remove the SIE explicitly [11], [51], [102],
[103], [116], [158]–[161]. Early approaches [119], [121] used orbital-wise schemes to eliminate
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the SIE but used functionals related to Slater's X𝛼 method [166]. More common approaches that
mitigate SIE include hybrid functionals that mix Hartree-Fock exchange using various criteria. A
large literature on the hybrid functionals that were introduced by Becke [124] exist but these
approaches are not entirely self-interaction free and are challenging for extended systems.
In 1981 Perdew and Zunger (PZ) proposed a method [11] to remove the one-electron SIE
in an orbital-wise fashion. This approach is the most common method to explicitly remove the
SIE. PZ-SIC provides the exact cancellation for one- and two-electron self-interaction (SI), but not
necessarily for many-electron SI [154]. In the PZ-SIC method [11], the SIE is removed on an
orbital-by-orbital basis as follows,
𝑁𝜎

𝐸

𝑆𝐼𝐶

𝐷𝐹𝐴 [𝜌
= − ∑(𝑈[𝜌𝑖𝜎 ] + 𝐸𝑥𝑐
𝑖𝜎 , 0]).

(8. 2)

𝑖𝜎
𝐷𝐹𝐴 [𝜌
𝑡ℎ
Here, 𝑈[𝜌𝑖𝜎 ] and 𝐸𝑥𝑐
𝑖𝜎 , 0] are the Coulomb and exchange-correlation energy of the 𝑖

occupied orbital, 𝜎 is the spin index, and 𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐 is the number of occupied orbitals. The orbital
electron density, 𝜌𝑖𝜎 = |𝜓𝑖𝜎 |2, where 𝜓𝑖𝜎 are the KS orbitals. It is obvious from the comparison
of above corrections with Eq. (8.2) that the PZ-SIC corrections make the DFA exact for any oneelectron density. The SIC should vanish for the exact functional. The PZ-SIC satisfies this
criterion. The total energy with PZSIC method is given by 𝐸 = 𝐸 𝐾𝑆 + 𝐸 𝑆𝐼𝐶 , where
𝐸

𝐾𝑆

∇2
= ∑ 𝑓𝑖𝜎 ⟨𝜓𝑖𝜎 |− | 𝜓𝑖𝜎 ⟩ + ∫ 𝑑 3 𝑟 𝜌(𝑟)𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟)
2
𝑖𝜎

(8. 3)
3 ′

)𝜌(𝑟 ′ ))

1
𝑑 𝑟 (𝜌(𝑟
+ ∬ 𝑑3𝑟
|𝑟 − 𝑟 ′ |
2

+ 𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝜌↑ , 𝜌↓ ].

Here, 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 is the external potential. The electron density 𝜌 = 𝜌↑ + 𝜌↓ = ∑𝑖,𝜎 𝑓𝑖𝜎 |𝜓𝑖𝜎 |2. 𝑓𝑖𝜎 is the
occupation of the 𝜓𝑖𝜎 orbital.
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The SIE is also removed from the potential. The potential seen by an electron in the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ
orbital in the PZ-SIC method is
𝑖𝜎 (𝑟 )
𝑣𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜌(𝑟 ′ ) 3
𝜎 (𝑟 )
= 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) + ∫
𝑑 𝑟′ + 𝑣𝑥𝑐
|𝑟 − 𝑟 ′ |

(8. 4)

𝑖𝜎 (𝑟 )}.
−{𝑣𝐶𝑖𝜎 + 𝑣𝑥𝑐

Here, 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) in the above equation is the external potential, the second term is the Coulomb
potential due to the electrons and 𝑣𝑥𝑐 is the exchange-correlation potential (of DFA). The last two
𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝑖𝜎
terms in the curly bracket correspond to the orbital SIC potential 𝑣𝑖𝜎
= −{𝑣𝐶𝑖𝜎 + 𝑣𝑥𝑐
} and are the

self-Coulomb and self-exchange-correlation potential defined by
𝜌𝑖𝜎 (𝑟 ′ )
𝑑𝑟′,
|𝑟 − 𝑟 ′ |

(8. 5)

𝐷𝐹𝐴 [𝜌
𝛿𝐸𝑥𝑐
𝑖𝜎 , 0]
.
𝛿𝜌𝑖𝜎

(8. 6)

𝑣𝐶𝑖𝜎 = ∫
𝑖𝜎
𝑣𝑥𝑐
=

Unlike in the standard KS equations, the potential in Eq. (8.4) is orbital dependent. This
orbital dependence complicates the solution of one-electron equations. For atoms where the KS
orbitals are localized, PZ-SIC provides SIC total energy. However, the method is not size
extensive. The Kohn-Sham orbitals are delocalized for a system made up of a collection of atoms
with large separation between them. These delocalized KS orbitals give vanishing SIC correction
if used in the PZ-SIC method. For extended systems the delocalized KS orbitals are normalized
over the entire volume of the solid and hence orbital-dependent quantities in Eq. (8.2) approaches
zero for such systems. The SIC can be made size extensive by using localized orbitals, which can
be obtained from KS orbitals by unitary transformation. Pederson, Heaton, and Lin implemented
such a SIC scheme and demonstrated the first PZ-SIC calculation for molecules [38]. In 1980s
Lin's group at Wisconsin used localization approach to implement the PZ-SIC method [35]–[38].
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The orbital dependent Coulomb and exchange-correlation energies and potentials in Eq. (8.4) are
computed using local orbitals. The localization approach by Pederson and coworkers require that
the local orbitals that minimize total energy must satisfy Pederson's localization equations given
below.
𝑗

𝑖
⟨𝜙𝑖 |𝐻𝑖 − 𝐻𝑗 |𝜙𝑖 ⟩ = 𝜆𝑗𝑖
− 𝜆𝑖𝑗 = 0.

(8. 7)

Here 𝐻𝑖 is the orbital dependent Hamiltonian, 𝜙𝑖 are the localized orbitals obtained by unitary
transformation of the KS orbitals 𝜓, and 𝜆 are the Lagrangian multiplier introduced to maintain
the orthogonality constraint. When the total energy is at variational minimum the Lagrangian
multiplier matrix is symmetric.
The variational minimization of PZ-SIC energy requires satisfying 𝑁(𝑁 − 1)/2
localization equations where 𝑁 is the number of occupied orbitals. In 2014, Pederson and
coworkers used Löwdin orthogonalized Fermi-orbitals (FLO) in the PZ-SIC method. The PZ-SIC
using FLOs reduces the number of unknown parameters needed to describe the unitary
transformation and reduce the number of equations from ~𝑁 2 to 3𝑁 orbitals. Below we briefly
describe the details of the PZ-SIC using FLOs.
8.1.1 Fermi-Löwdin Orbital SIC (FLOSIC)
Recently, Pederson, Ruzsinszky, and Perdew

introduced

a unitary invariant

implementation of PZSIC using Fermi-Löwdin orbitals [72] called the FLOSIC method. FLOSIC
makes use of localized Fermi orbitals (FOs) which are defined by the transformation of KS orbitals
as
𝐹𝑖𝜎 (𝑟) =

∗ (𝑎 )𝜓
∑𝛼 𝜓𝛼𝜎
𝑖𝜎
𝑎𝜎 (𝑟 )

√(∑𝛼|𝜓𝛼𝜎 (𝑎𝑖𝜎 )|2 )
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.

(8. 8)

Here, 𝑎𝑖 are points in space called Fermi-orbital descriptors (FODs). Neglecting the spin index,
the above equations can be written as
𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑐

𝐹𝑖 (𝑟) = ∑ 𝐹𝑖𝛼 𝜓𝛼 =
𝛼

𝜌(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑟)
.
√(𝜌(𝑎𝑖 ))

(8. 9)

where the transformation matrix 𝐹𝑖𝛼 is defined as
𝐹𝑖𝛼 =

𝜓𝛼∗ (𝑎𝑖 )
√𝜌(𝑎𝑖 )

.

(8. 10)

The FOs are normalized but not orthogonal, so they are orthogonalized using Löwdin
orthogonalization method to generate the Fermi-Löwdin orbitals (FLOs) 𝜙𝑖𝜎 . Optimal FOD
positions are found using gradients of the energy with respect to FOD positions using minimization
procedures analogous to geometry optimizations [40], [73]. A number of studies have been
conducted using the FLOSIC method [39], [49], [72], [74]–[80].
Two routes have been used to implement the orbital dependent functionals. The first one
is the generalized Kohn-Sham scheme [207] which is used to implement the hybrid functionals
that contain orbital dependent Hartree-Fock exchange. This approach lies outside traditional KohnSham scheme with multiplicative effective potential. Within the Kohn-Sham scheme, orbitaldependent functionals are implemented using the optimized effective potential (OEP) method [43],
[44]. The OEP approach involves integral equation, but in practice approximations are used to
solve the OEP equations. Previous implementations of self-consistency in FLOSIC have followed
an approach related to Jacobi rotations [49]. Alternative schemes that use unified Hamiltonian can
also be used [35], [42].
The PZ-SIC method can also be implemented using the optimized effective potential (OEP)
method. In the OEP method total energy is minimized with respect to a local-multiplicative
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potential. This results in integral equations which are very complex and computationally
demanding to solve. Typically the OEP solution is obtained using simplification proposed by the
Krieger, Li, and Iafrate (KLI) method [43], [44]. A few implementations of the PZ-SIC method
using the KLI-OEP have been reported [63], [65], [67], [146]. We refer an interested reader to a
brief summary of non-OEP methods and details of OEP-PZ-SIC in Ref. [146].
The purpose of this work is to introduce the self-consistency in the FLO-SIC method using
OEP-KLI approximation. We call this implementation FLOSIC-KLI. We compare the results
obtained using FLOSIC-KLI for large number of properties against the Jacobi-rotation approach
to self-consistency (FLOSIC-Jacobi) as well as experimental values. In Section 8.2 we describe
the FLOSIC-KLI equations. In Section 8.3 we present results for atomic energies and highest
occupied orbital (HOO) eigenvalues as well as total energies and atomization energies of
molecules and compares against the Jacobi-rotation self-consistency (FLOSIC-Jacobi) as
implemented in the FLOSIC code.

8.2 Theory and Computational Details
8.2.1 FLOSIC-KLI equations
The present implementation of PZ-SIC using FLOSIC-KLI closely follows that of
Patchkovskii, Autschbach, and Ziegler [65]. In the KLI approximation, the effective potential of
the KS-PZSIC Equation (Eq. (8. 4) is replaced by
𝜎 (𝑟 )
𝑣𝑒𝑓𝑓
= 𝑣𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) + ∫ 𝑑 3 𝑟 ′

𝜌(𝑟 ′ )
𝜎 (𝑟 )
+ 𝑣𝑥𝑐
|𝑟 − 𝑟 ′ |

KLI (r)
+𝑣𝑥𝑐,𝜎

The KLI contribution to the potential is given by the equations
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(8. 11)

𝑁𝜎
𝐾𝐿𝐼 (𝑟 )
𝑆 (𝑟 )
𝑣𝑥𝑐,𝜎
= 𝑣𝑥𝑐,𝜎
+∑
𝑖=1

𝜌̃𝑖𝜎 (𝑟)
(𝑥 − 𝐶𝜎 )
𝜌𝜎 (𝑟) 𝑖𝜎

𝜌̃𝑖𝜎 (𝑟) = 𝑓𝜎𝑖 |𝜙𝑖𝜎 (𝑟)|2 .

(8. 12)

(8. 13)

It has been found that using 𝜙𝑖𝜎 as Kohn-Sham orbitals leads to poor results. In our formulation,
𝜙𝑖𝜎 are the FLOs (localized orbitals) described in Sec. 8.1. For a system of perfectly localized
orbitals, Eq. (8. 11) is identical to the exact OEP [60].
The leading contribution to the KLI potential is the density-weighted average of the orbital
𝑆
SIC potentials, 𝑣𝑥𝑐,𝜎
. This term is similar to the Slater approximation [166] to the average

exchange potential and is given as
𝑁𝜎
𝑆 (𝑟 )
𝑣𝑥𝑐,𝜎

=∑
𝑖=1

𝜌̃𝑖𝜎 (𝑟) 𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝑣 (𝑟),
𝜌𝜎 (𝑟) 𝑖𝜎

(8. 14)

The second term in Eq. (8. 12) allows a per-orbital shift in potentials due to the (𝑥𝑖𝜎 − 𝐶𝜎 )
factor. The magnitudes of the shifts can be determined by enforcing a constraint that the interaction
𝑆𝐼𝐶 (𝑟 )
energy between a given localized electron and the shifted SIC potential, 𝑣𝑖𝜎
+ 𝑥𝑖𝜎 − 𝐶𝜎 ,

equals the interaction energy between the electron and the average potential:
𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝐾𝐿𝐼 (𝑟 )𝜌 (𝑟 )𝑑𝑟
(𝑟) + 𝑥𝑖𝜎 − 𝐶𝜎 )𝜌𝑖𝜎 (𝑟)𝑑𝑟 = ∫ 𝑣𝑥𝑐,𝜎
∫(𝑣𝑖𝜎
𝑖𝜎

(8. 15)

𝐾𝐿𝐼
Substituting 𝑣𝑥𝑐,𝜎
from Eq. (8. 12) results in the system of linear equations for 𝑥𝑖𝜎 :
𝑁𝜎
𝑆
𝑆𝐼𝐶
∑(𝛿𝑖𝑗 𝑓𝑖𝜎 − 𝑀𝑖𝑗𝜎 )𝑥𝑗𝜎 = 𝑣̅ 𝑖𝜎
− 𝑣̅ 𝑖𝜎
, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁𝜎 ,

(8. 16)

𝑗=1

where
𝑀𝑖𝑗𝜎 = ∫

𝜌𝑖𝜎 (𝑟)𝜌𝑗𝜎 (𝑟)
𝑑𝑟,
𝜌𝜎 (𝑟)
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(8. 17)

𝑆
𝑆 (𝑟 )𝑑𝑟
𝑣̅ 𝑖𝜎
= ∫ 𝜌𝑖𝜎 (𝑟)𝑣𝑥𝑐,𝜎
,

(8. 18)

𝑆𝐼𝐶
𝑆𝐼𝐶
(𝑟)𝑑𝑟.
𝑣̅ 𝑖𝜎
= ∫ 𝜌𝑖𝜎 (𝑟)𝑣𝑖𝜎

(8. 19)

From Eqs. (8. 14) and (8. 17)(8. 18)(8. 19), it follows
𝑁𝜎

∑ 𝑀𝑖𝑗𝜎 = 1,

(8. 20)

𝑖=1
𝑁𝜎
𝑆
𝑆𝐼𝐶
∑(𝑣̅ 𝑖𝜎
− 𝑣̅ 𝑖𝜎
) = 0.

(8. 21)

𝑖=1

In the original KLI approach, the values of the coefficients 𝑥𝑖𝜎 are chosen to satisfy
𝑁𝜎
𝐾𝐿𝐼 (𝑟 )
𝑆 (𝑟 )
𝑣𝑥𝑐
= 𝑣𝑥𝑐,𝜎
+∑
𝑖=1

𝜌𝑖𝜎 (𝑟) 𝐾𝐿𝐼
𝑆𝐼𝐶
(𝑣̅
− 𝑣̅ 𝑖𝜎
),
𝜌𝜎 (𝑟) 𝑥𝑐,𝑖𝜎

(8. 22)

where
𝐾𝐿𝐼 (𝑟 )
𝐾𝐿𝐼 (𝑟 )𝑑𝑟
𝑣̅ 𝑥𝑐,𝑖𝜎
= ∫ 𝜌𝑖𝜎 (𝑟)𝑣𝑥𝑐,𝜎
.

(8. 23)

In the limit as 𝑟 → ∞, 𝜌𝜎 can be expected to be dominated by the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO), 𝜌𝜎𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂 . In this limit, it follows that
1
𝐷𝐹𝐴 (𝑟 )
𝐾𝐿𝐼 (𝑟 )
𝑣𝑥𝑐,𝜎
+ 𝑣𝑥𝑐
→ − + 𝑥𝜎𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂 − 𝐶𝜎 .
𝑟

(8. 24)

Eq. (8. 12) is identical to the KLI-OEP expression if 𝐶𝜎 is chosen as 𝐶𝜎 = 𝑥𝜎𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂 . For other
choices of 𝐶𝜎 , the potentials differ by a constant. Patchkovskii et al. [65] note difficulties in
defining the HOMO in molecular calculations and find a choice of 𝐶𝜎 = min(𝑥𝑖𝜎 ) to give
favorable convergence properties. In our calculations, we find using 𝐶𝜎 = max(𝑥𝑖𝜎 ) to give orbital
energies comparable to original FLOSIC-Jacobi calculations and favorable convergence for most
systems tested. Two exceptions were the atomic cases of lithium and sodium, where calculations
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failed to converge. In these cases, total energies (which are unaffected by this potential shift) were
calculated using 𝐶𝜎 = min (𝑥𝑖𝜎 ). Since orbital eigenvalues are affected by the choice of 𝐶𝜎 , the
HOMO energies for lithium and sodium are not included in errors reported in section 8.3.

8.2.2 Computational Details
All of the results presented in this manuscript are calculated with the FLOSIC code, which is
based on the UTEP version of the NRLMOL code [91], a Gaussian orbital-based electronic
structure code [52], [54], [55]. The FLOSIC code inherits the optimized Gaussian basis sets of
NRLMOL [53] and an accurate numerical integration grid scheme [54]. In all of our calculations,
the default NRLMOL basis sets are used. A recent study which studied ionization potentials and
enthalpies of formation using FLOSIC approach, the default NRLMOL basis set was found to
provide results comparable to the cc-pVQZ basis set [92]. The SIC calculations require finer mesh
as orbital densities are involved in calculation of orbital dependent potentials. A default NRLMOL
mesh for FLOSIC calculation, on average, has 25000 grid points per atom. This results in
integration of charge density that is accurate to the order of 10−8e. Calculations use the Perdew,
Burke & Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional [14], [84]. A self-consistency
convergence tolerance of 10−6 Ha in the total energy was used for all calculations.
FLOSIC calculations require an initial set of trial FOD positions. We use previously reported
PBE-optimized FOD positions. These FOD positions were optimized using a convergence criteria
of 10−6 Ha on the FLOSIC total energy. FOD positions were not reoptimized for KLI calculations.
We term calculations using the Jacobi-rotation approach to self-consistency as FLOSICJacobi and calculations using the KLI approximation as FLOSIC-KLI. We also test calculations
using the leading term of the KLI approximation (Eq. (8. 14)]) which we term FLOSIC-Slater.
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Figure 8.1: Atomic total energies (in Ha) for FLOSIC-Jacobi (color), FLOSIC-KLI (color), and
FLOSIC-Slater (color) compared against the reference values of Ref. [93]. (𝐸 −
𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑓 )/𝑁𝑒 is shown, where 𝑁𝑒 is the number of electrons.
8.3 Results
8.3.1 Atoms: Total energies and Eigenvalues
FLOSIC energies for atoms from H-Ar (Z=1-18) are compared against accurate total
energies reported by Chakravorty et al. [93]. We report the deviation on a per electron basis as
(𝐸 − 𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑓 )/𝑁𝑒 , where E is the FLOSIC energy, 𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑓 is the reference energy, and 𝑁𝑒 is the number
of electrons in the given system. We find that the FLOSIC-KLI results give very close energies
compared with the original FLOSIC implementation with a mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.161
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Ha for FLOSIC-KLI compared to 0.158 Ha for FLOSIC-Jacobi. The FLOSIC-Slater calculations
perform slightly worse, with a MAE of 0.60 Ha.
The vertical ionization potential (vIP) can be obtained from the negative of the highest
occupied orbital (HOO) eigenvalue. For the exact exchange-correlation functionals, they are equal
[102], [103]. For the approximate functionals, the quality of the asymptotic behavior of the
exchange functionals determines the accuracy of the HOO as an approximation to the vIP. All
semi-local functionals perform poorly in this regard. In Fig. 8.2 we compare the HOO eigenvalues
to experimental ionization potentials (IPs) [95]. Table 8.1 shows the MAEs and mean absolute
relative errors (MAREs) for the FLOSIC-Jacobi and FLOSIC-KLI approaches, as well as the less
accurate FLOSIC-Slater approximation. These results show good agreement between FLOSICJacobi and FLOSIC-KLI, with a difference in MARE of less than 1%. FLOSIC-Slater performs
slightly worse with a MARE 3.7% higher than that of FLOSIC-Jacobi.
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Figure 8.2: Error in HOMO eigenvalues compared to experimental IPs [95].
Table 8.1: MAE, and MARE of HOMO eigenvalues compared to experimental IPs [95]. FLOSICJacobi results from [1].
FLOSIC-Jacobi FLOSIC-KLI

FLOSIC-Slater

MAE (Ha)

0.03

0.03

0.04

MARE (%)

5.67

6.64

9.44

8.3.2 Atomization energies
FLOSIC-Jacobi and FLOSIC-KLI are also used to calculate the total and atomization
energies (AEs) of a set of 37 molecules taken from the G2/97 test set [98]. In addition, we include
the six molecules from the AE6 test set [99], as well as HBr, LiBr, NaBr, FBr, and Br2. Most of
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the geometries were optimized using B3LYP with the 6-31G(2df,p) basis [96]. The geometries for
O2, CO, CO2, C2H2, Li2, CH4, NH3, and H2O were optimized using the PBE functional and the
default NRLMOL basis set. The atomization energy of a molecule is defined as
𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚

(8. 25)

𝐸𝑎 = ∑ 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑙 > 0,
𝑖

where 𝐸𝑖 is the energy of individual atoms, 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚 is the number of atoms in the molecule, and
𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑙 is the total energy of the molecule. For the AE6 set, in Table 8.2, we compare the atomization
energies calculated within FLOSIC-Jacobi, FLOSIC-KLI, and FLOSIC-Slater methods. FLOSICSlater has the largest MARE at 9.18%. FLOSIC-KLI has a slightly higher MARE (7.51%)
compared to FLOSIC-Jacobi (6.82%). Atomization energies for a larger set of molecules was
performed only with FLOSIC-Jacobi and FLOSIC-KLI.
Table 8.2: MAE (in kcal/mol), and MARE (%) of atomization energies compared to experiment.
FLOSIC-Jacobi results from [2].
FLOSIC-Jacobi
MAE (kcal/mol)
MARE (%)

FLOSIC-KLI FLOSIC-Slater

18.83

20.82

28.55

6.82

7.51

9.18

Table 8.3 shows the average errors in calculated AEs for FLOSIC-Jacobi and FLOSICKLI calculations. Experimental energies are taken from Ref. [96]. The MAREs are 9.67% and
10.00% for FLOSIC-Jacobi and FLOSIC-KLI, respectively. Figure 8.3 shows a close agreement
between implementations for most systems, except for F2. FLOSIC-Jacobi gives lower energies
than FLOSIC-KLI for all systems tested except Br2.
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Figure 8.3: Relative error of atomization energies of molecules compared against the reference
experimental values found in Ref. [96]. (𝐸 − 𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑓 )/𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑓 is shown.
Table 8.3: Atomization energies for the set of molecules featured in Fig. 8.3. Mean absolute error
(MAE) and mean absolute relative error (MARE) are shown.

MAE (kcal/mol)
MARE (%)

FLOSIC-Jacobi

FLOSIC-KLI

84.29

83.33

9.67

10.00

Figure 8.4 plots the differences in total energies between the FLOSIC-Jacobi and FLOSICKLI implementations as a function of number of electrons for all atoms and molecules tested. The
plot shows a linear behavior, signifying the error per electron to fall within some constant range.
When calculating quantities such as AEs, these differences cancel out.
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Figure 8.4: Difference in total energy (in A.U.) between FLOSIC-Jacobi and FLOSIC-KLI
calculations as a function of the number of electrons in the system. Linear fit of data
shown as solid line
8.4 Conclusion
To summarize, the optimized effective potentials with the Krieger-Li-Iafrate (KLI)
approximation is implemented into the FLOSIC code. We use the FLOs to compute the orbital
dependent SIC potential. This approach provides alternative to the FLOSIC-Jacobi method and
yields the unoccupied orbitals as well. We have compared the atomic energies, atomization
energies, the eigenvalues and the ionization potentials obtained using the FLOSIC-KLI method
against the FLOSIC-Jacobi method as well as FLOSIC-Slater method. The present results show
that FLOSIC-KLI gives results that are in close agreement with the FLOSIC-Jacobi method. It is
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desirable approach for larger calculations as it allows more efficient and scalable parallelization
than FLOSIC-Jacobi method. We find FLOSIC-KLI to give improved atomic energies and
eigenvalues compared to FLOSIC-Slater and comes to very close agreement with the original
Jacobi-rotation self-consistency for all properties tested.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion
We have described a highly-scalable memory-efficient approach and its implementation in
the UTEP-NRLMOL code. These developments have allowed calculations on large systems over
10,000 atoms, or using up to 67,000 basis functions, and making use of HPC architectures using
over 6,000 processors.
The FLOSIC code, also based on the original NRLMOL code, has been developed to study
systems free from self-interaction error. Because both codes share a common origin, several
optimization and routines developed for the UTEP-NRLMOL code were able to be transferred to
the FLOSIC code. Optimized routines for the implementation of meta-GGA functionals were used
to study the effects of the SCAN meta-GGA in FLOSIC calculations. We also developed a new
local-scaling SIC method using the FLOSIC code which outperforms standard PZ-SIC and
FLOSIC results. We also develop a method to generate multiplicative effective potentials in the
UTEP-NRLMOL code from SIC Kohn-Sham orbitals and densities generated from the FLOSIC
code.
Previous implementations of the FLOSIC method have been limited to Gaussian-based
codes. We described the first implementation in the real-space methodology using the SPARC
package. In order to implement self-consistency, we introduced an approach based on Slateraveraging. This Slater potential is seen as the leading term in the KLI approximation to the OEP
integral equation. In Chapter 8, further explored self-consistency in FLOSIC using the KLI
approximation to the OEP equation. Calculations using the FLOSIC-KLI method offer similar
results to past implementations of self-consistency. In addition, the FLOSIC-KLI method offers a
more computationally demanding alternative to the Jacobi-rotation approach, which can become
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a bottleneck in calculations with a large number of electrons due to its poor scaling and difficulty
parallelizing.
Implementation of the FLOSIC method into the UTEP-NRLMOL code currently being
pursued will allow highly-scalable calculations using the mesh-blocking technique and sharedmemory parallelization discussed in Chapter 3. Such a development will allow efficient selfinteraction free calculations for a new range of systems.
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